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Never Be ore
O

ftentimes we get so caught up in the hustle and
bustle of life that we forget to stop and reflect
on our lives. Things like college applications, PSATs,
SATs, and GPM, all take the place of more simpler things
such as happiness and contentment. We become more consumed with stress and frustration and less with peace. Some
of us get to the point where we question the meaning of
school. 'Tm not going to use Geometry later in my life:'
"Why do I have to learn about Chemistry? I'm not going to
be a chemist! " Such thoughts begin to enter our minds.
However, if we pause and take a moment to look at
the bigger picture, we realize many things. First of all, everything we feel now, is a learning experience. All of the
stress and frustration helps us learn the value of time management. Secondly, everything we learn in high school will
benefit us later whether we know it or not. You may plan on
beCOming a lawyer but who knows, you may become a chemist! And lastly, we realize that high school is a once in a
lifetime event. We should be cherishing it, not complaining
about it; because if we take that step back, we realize that
our brief four years together is an event that has never before and will never again be experienced.
·stephanie Lee
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lair has never been this good before and maybe never
again. An overflowing population of students trickle
into 18 portable classrooms, each individual adding
his or her own part to the diverse Blair spectrum.
For most students, school is the source of many good
times, as well as bad. School is our core, where we meet
friends, have fun, and, at the same time, build the blocks
that will be our future. For now, all we can do is work as
hard as we can while still leaving time for having fun.
This year has been like no other. Students at Blair
found themselves overwhelmed with things to do: spirit week,
politics, and community service, just to name a few. Many
other activities such as art, music, jobs, clubs, and sports
dominated students' time. While the class of 1997 anticipates graduation, the class of 1998 looks forward to being
the last class to graduate from Blair on Wayne, the class of
1999 can look forward to abandoning the old Blair for a
bigger but never better Blair on Kay, and the class of 2000 is
proud of being the last class to graduate in the 20th century.
A year has never been so good. From homecoming
to graduation, this is the year of the Clinton/ Dole election,
of Lourdes Maria, of Z104, and of Montgomery Blair High
School. Never before has there been such a school and
such a student body. From 1997 to 2000, we have it all. We
have spirit we have good times and bad times; we party
and we work-its all a part of life.

. Usa Pineles
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QOODTR NOS:
TECHNO
SHAKESPEARE
fLANNEL
MIDRIffS
PREPPY
NOTCARlNG
CARPENTER JEANS
BAGGY PANTS
BELLY BUTTON RINGS
DYED tiAIR
BOOT LEG PANTS
LOWRlDERS

BADTRENOS:
MACARENA
JEAN CLAUDE VAN DAMME
70 'S STYLES
GRUNGE
"fRIENDS "
KEY CHAJN NECKLACES
BABY TEES
BELL BOTTOMS
MISMATCtllNG
OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
BLACK LIPSTICK
ANIMAL BACKPACKS

MOST SENIORS:
-OWN 6 PAIRS OF SHOES
-DRIVE TO SCHOOL
-WOULD PAY AT MOST $100 FOR A PAIR OF SHOES
-GO OUT TO LUNCH
-TAKE 40 MINUTES TO GET READY FOR SCHOOL

GOOD TRENDS:
CORDUROY
ADIDAS PANTS
OLD NAVY
TIMBERLAND
CONVERSE
DDTP
BAGGY JEANS
MADNESS
DANCE MUSIC
NAUTICA
SOCCER GEAR

STUSSY
CALVIN KLEIN JEANS
WIDE LEGS

MOST SOPHOMORES:
-SKIP CLASS AT LEAST TWICE A WEEK

o
JUNIORS SEE THE OTHER CLASSES' TRENDS AS
BEING:
-9TH: "THE CLUELESS LOOK"-MERIDETH McDANIEL
-10TH: " MAKING SURE THEY AREN 'T MISTAKEN
FOR FRESHMEN" -ROB GULLISON
-12TH: "SLACKING OFF" -DAVID CHEN
~ I HATE PEOPLE PAYING $50 FOR A T-SHIRT THAT

SAYS TOMMY HILFIGER" -DAN HERBST
TRENDS JUNIORS LIKE: TRENDS JUNIORS HATE:
BRIGHT COLORS
COMING TO SCHOOL
KHAKI OR DRESSY
TOO TIGHT CLOTHES
XXL ANYTHING
KEY CHAIN NECKLACES
KEY CHAIN NECKLACES
NEON COLORS
WEIRD NAIL POLISH
GRUNGE/ DIRTY
MISMATCHING
PEOPLE WHO CAN DRESS
ANTlTRENDY
CHUNKY, SHINY SHOES
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GO GO BOOTS
BABY TEES
FILA
BELLBOTTOMS
LITTLE BACKPACKS
BLACK NAIL POLISH
GAS STATION T-SHIRTS
TURTLENECKS
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH
WEIRD COLORED HAIR
DOUGH BOY SHIRTS
SHREDDED JEANS
DESIGNER STUFF
TIGHT PANTS

TOP 5 TV SHOWS:
1. MOESHA
2. MARTIN
3. LIVING SINGLE
4. X FILES
5. FRIENDS

o
'"""'"

TOP 5 RADIO STATIONS:
1. Z104
2. WPGC95.5
3 . WKYS 93.9
4. WHFS 99.1
5. MIX 107.3

MOST FRESHMEN:
-EAT IN THE CAFETERIA
-WOULD OR HAVE SPENT $150 ON SHOES
-OWN 15 PAIRS OF SHOES
-GET TO SCHOOL BY "THE BIG CHEESE, A.K.A. THE
BUS" -DAVID PETERSON JR.
-ARE INVOLVED IN 1 SPORT OR ACTIVITY AT BLAIR
-CATEGORIZE THE WAY THEY DRESS AS "MATCHING" -ERIN CUMMINS
-SPEND 3 HOURS A NIGHT ON HOMEWORK
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Once. IIpon a Summer Time.
he moment you 've been waiting with the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta.
for all year has finally arrived. Your "The Olympics were exciting because you
locker is bare, your bookbag is got to see people from allover the world
empty, and you have all the time in the riding the same Marta train; says junior
world. You have two and a half months of Hope Shapiro, whose family drove to Atlanta
in their camper. Senior Emily Pannebaker
Blair-free living to look forward to.
From freshmen to seniors, summer joined a tent troupe and traveled to many
is a safe haven from the craziness of school. eastern states, performing "Anne of Green
The seniors enjoy their last moments of Gables ~ "It was a unique experience; she
childhood before entering the world of col- remarks, "You had to live in a tent for a
lege, jobs, and independence. However, its month and learn to live with twenty-five
not only the seniors who had jobs. Many other people:'
The good old U.S.A. just couldn 't
juniors and sophomores and even freshcompare
to other continents, especially for
men worked during the summer. "Its a way
senior
Andrea
Stuart, who travelled to Iceto make money and meet people. Even
land.
Seniors
Lucy Danihel and Jennifer
though you hate it sometimes, it keeps you
Powell
traveled
through the Czech Repubfrom getting bored ;' says sophomore
lic in Europe.
Heather Lowe.
So while you sit in school staring at
Getting bored wasn 't an issue for
the
clock,
be thinking that even though
students who spent their summer lounging
around. "I went to bed at four, and got up you ' re bored in class, summer is coming
at four, I skated for the first half and just and its coming fast.
chilled for the second; says junior Mike
Wolcott. Staying in the United States was
- Lisa Pineles
popular for a number of students, especially

T

"Troup ing around Avonlea" Perfonning in
Maud Montgomery!> "Anne of Green
an exciting experience for senior
Pannebaker, who joined a tent troupe
formed as Mrs . Barry in anum
states. (Above)
"I am a ~ 1am an Island" Senior Andrea
traveled to a far-off island called Iceland
summer break.

'Czech It Outl" (Left) Seniors Jennifer Powell
~d Lucie Danihel boarded in the Czech Repub-

hc over the summer. Here they pose in front of
a castle.

'Let the games begin." (Above) Senior Rommel
Jiminez stands amidst a rainbow of international
flags at the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta.

Reasons

Why BraiT
Is Tlie Best
1.

Silver/ogue, the best yearbook
around.
2. "We're the only school with open
lunch~ says senior Yoon Min.
3. Not every school has two lunch periods.
4. There's no CAP program anywhere
else.
5. There's only one math and science
MAGNET where everyone wants to be.
6. We're getting a new Blair on Kay
Tract.
7. Blair's student body is very diverse.
8. Students that go here have a lot of
culture in their background.
9. "We've got the hottest chicks~ adds
sophomore Adam Vela.
10. It's not Springbrook.
11. "We've definitely got blazer spirit~
says junior Kara Guthro.
12. Friendliest students around.
13. Blazers definitely rally around Blair.
14. "We've got a large population, so
you don't have to see the same people
over and over') replies senior Sandra
Cooke.
15. The teachers here are the nicest.
16. We are the biggest school in Montgomery county.
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17. Snack machines with lots of goodies.
18. Soda machines are in a lot of halls.
19. Good maintenance
20. It's not Wheaton.
21. "More freedom than other schools~
says Hans Moore.
22. Academic challenge.
23. We've got more than 3 computer
labs.
24. Our basketball team kicks butt.
25. The porn squad has the most coordinated moves.
26. Our active cheerleaders, cheer
their way to the top.
27. We're special because not every
school has a drill team.
28. Silver Chips is the #1 high school
newspaper.
29. WBNC is our own TY. station.
30. It's not Magruder.
31. Silver Quill magazine.
32. Our wrestling is cool.
33. Teachers here are so dedicated that
they even help outside of school.
34. "The Blazer Hunks~ add all the girls
at Blair.
35. The overwhelming and diverse
population.

59. Wide range of wildlife, in and out of
school.
60. It 's not Wooton.
61. Blazer's have a unique fashion
sense.
62. Awesome golf team, boy don't they
look good in plaid.
63. Awesome drama team.
64. Girl's soccer team won the championship.
65. All-county basketball team.
66. World's greatest pep rallies.
67. Security Mr. Reddick hangs around
the vending machines.
68. Terrific photography club.
69. Mr. Toombs is usually at the seal
with a donut.
70. It's not Walter Johnson.
71. Blair students make Washington
Post Magizine Headlines.
72. !Joe Frazier's shoe size 22E~ says
junior Mayco Mesa.
73. All sorts of hair colors, hair styles,
and hair lengths.
74. SAT scores rate #5.
75. Been around since the prehistoric
age.
76. POG WASH rules.
77. Animation club.
78. Foreign clubs make us more internationally inclined.
36. Our mascot, BLAZERS!
79. Josh Keller won an award in track.
37. We've got the most noticable fast 80. It's not Kennedy.
ion statements.
81. Everybody wants to come to Blair.
38. Variety of afterschool activities. 82. Kids from Potomac, Gaithersberg,
39. "The variety of different people her Frederick, etc. ditched their school for
makes school more interesting:' say Blair.
sophomore Claire Stedman.
83. Ants eat our lunches before we do.
40. It's not Quince Orchard.
84. Outstanding science fairs.
41. "More freedom to express mysd 85. A free day in Washington, D.C. for
freshman Jeremy Markis adds.
10th graders.
42. Good access to museums.
86. Our school store is closed more
43. A school store that sells more thai than opened.
just school supplies.
87. Our school is by the creek.
44. Connie Chung went to Blair.
88. There is a park right next to our
45. Goldie Hawn went to Blair too. school.
46. Mr. Gainous played in the NFL. 89. Sophmore C.A .P. students go canoeing.
47. We've got a rifle team.
48. Blair's Autoshop.
90. It's not Einstein.
49. 19 portables!
91. New York trip.
50. It's not Sherwood.
92. Ertters, our own store.
51. It rains outside and inside!
93. Close to the mall.
52. Kickin' "It's Academics" team. 94. We have a nice neighborhood.
53. Experienced Faculty.
95. We have rad school colors.
54. The sercurity guards never a596. International Week.
Asians questions in the halls.
97. 'Cause I'm here!
55. Mr. Kravitz was on Jeopardy.
56. Teachers have mice in their roor
57. Talented students.
• Yun Wilson
58. None of the clocks work!

'00 somewhere else for lunchl' Blair students whine while they wait to enter Ertters.
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La la la la la la lal The chamber choir practices
during class.

Fine

Which of the
fine arts do
you eqjoy the
most?

Arts
tudents around school are often
noted for their academic abilities.
But many have other talents too-talent in the fine arts. One popular activity is
photography. The class teaches students
how to take good pictures and develop
them by themselves. Senior Dan Rodriguez
says, "I took this class because I've always
wanted to know how to take pictures to the
final stage myself:'
Many students also enjoy playing
musical instruments. The Jazz Band is famous for its skills, but what about orchestra? Junior Jenny Hong and Sophomore
Jean Lee prefer to play with the Montgomery County Youth Orchestra. They, along
with many other students, will play at the
Kennedy Center on Christmas Eve with the
orchestra. It is a great opportunity to meet
other talented musicians from high schools
all over the county. Jean Lee says she enjoys playing the violin because "its just another way of expressing myself:'
Senior Meera Srinivasan agrees but
directs the comment towards art. "Drawing
lets me put my thoughts onto paper:' She
also says that sketching "helps me relieve
stress. I can relax while drawing because I
like doing ie
InToneNation is an acapella singing group, which means there are no instruments. The leader senior Nick Goedert
takes popular music and arranges the instrumental parts for voices. He says he likes
it because ~it shows the versatility and musical abilities of the human voice:' The
group has performed professionally and
last year, sang at the AIDS Quilt showing.
Whatever the motive or reasons for
doing it, the bottom line is that students
are very talented in each of the fine arts.
So, whether you play an instrument, take
great pictures, sing, dance, or draw, go out
and express yourself through the arts .

S

• Susan lIan
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Photography: 32 0/0

• Instrumental Music: 29 0/0

• Art (Drawing, Painting)
:l8%

• Singing: l3

%

• Dance: 8 0/0

music. Sophomore Brian Han eJ'1ioys
the cello.

·Ahh...the peace and quiet.... Freshman Sidney Jackson, along with other members of his art
class, finish their drawings outside in the shade.
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eClSlon
E

If the Presidential
election were held
today, and you had
to choose between
the three major candidates, whom would
you vote for?
680/0

I

w ould not vote

20 0/0
8 0/0

4 0/0
'I am poOOcaltssues gIrll' Senior [lona Turner
expresses her views on her car and with her

multi-colored hair.

B (air

very four years, there is a Presiden
tial election, renewing interest in the
fundamental issues affecting the
country. From abortion to education, many
Blair students have strong opinions on
these issues.
Says senior Nick Scorza, "The environment is an important issue. We're really messing up the planet. We need to stop
and think about what we're doing:'
"Education is very important; says
junior Katrina Sostek. "The government
needs to invest in the future of America~
~An important issue to me is the
number of African Americans in politicsthere needs to be more. Right now, I don't
feel as if I'm represented; says freshman
Martin Lawson.
Students also had very strong feelings about who they would have voted for
in the November Presidential election. Our
pre-election poll had 68% of students supporting Clinton, 8% supporting Perot, and
4% supporting Dole. Twenty per cent of
students said that they would not vote. Na-

tionally, the popular vote was 49% Clinton,
42% Dole and 8% Perot.
'']' d vote for Clinton because he's
for gun control. Gun violence is a major
issue; says sophomore Eunice Lee.
Sophomore Thana Barlee responds, ~l wouldn't vote. They don't know
how to run the country. They're just rich
politicians; they don't represent me~
"]' d vote for Dole; says sophomore
Jess Hull. "He was in World War II and
knows more about foreign policy. Clinton
just doesn't understand:'
Often, teens are stereotyped as being indifferent. But its clear that this election year brought up some serious issues
that students feel very strongly about. In
addition, students openly supported the
various candidates before Novembers election. Blair students realize that they are the
future and they must have a hand in determining that future.
"If you don't care, someone will care
for you; notes senior Giordana Segneri.

, JeffWa/dslreicher

If the PresJdentJal electJ.on
were held today, and you
had to choose between
eJght randomly selected
candidates, whom would
vote for'?
Myself

Mr. T ("Pity the foo!")

Brad Pitt

Halle Berry

Phillip Gainous
9%-Never retreatJ' screams senior Malcolm Pelles'
The nice cashier at Popeye~hirt . .Pelles is proud to show his support of af01 tirrnative action to senior Emily Pannebaker.
910

Tribe Called Quest
'I just don't get today's Far Sidel' Freshman Chantal Gordon thinks as she checks the days 'politi-

cal

issues~

-..and It wlI1 be doudy In the Belgian Congo to-

7 Oforjay· • Senior Kelly Tsaur gives a presentation on
Issues facing Modem Africa.
A.C. Slater

7%
16
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"Here we cornel- Seniors Julie
Marion, Amaya Smith, and Keisha
Logan charge through the Blazer
and the powder puff game.

In need of a shave... Juniors NeeJ
Khin , Nicole Hamilton ,
Hunter, and Naiyan Jones
their school spirit on opposite
day.

City Nights
I

Under the City Ughts... Students mix and mingle
at this years homecoming dance.
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DancIng Into the nlght. .. Seniors Sara Friar and
Jonah Pezeshki boogie down on the dance floor.

at those buff Cheerleadersl At the powder
football the roles were reversed; guys were
and the girls were playing.

ts that time again, the gym is decorated,
the people are dressed up, and this year
it was the CITY LIGHTS calling people
to Homecoming.
"The beginning was the best part;
says freshman Eboni Bronwell. "You got to
watch everyone come in looking really
fancY.'
This years theme was City Lights,
so outside the gym sat a giant light, similar
to the one used to signal Batman.
"The light outside was real sweet;
says senior Ty Gibson. "We could see it all
the way from Washington, D.C. ~
With all the lights being used for
decorations, the gym just couldn 't hold it.
A fuse was blown, leaving hundreds of
people without music for twenty minutes.
"It seemed much longer than twenty
minutes; says junior Rob Gullixson. "And
when it came back on, the musicjust wasn 't
the same ~
Senior class president, Kera King,
said, "the gymjust needs more power. We
spent too much money to have the lights
blowout on us ~
Despite the music mishap, the
dance was a success. A stylish balcony

provided a place to eat and get away.
I think it was the best Homecoming
Dance I've ever been to; says senior Angela Lott.
As for the rest of the festivities, the
day turned out to be a cloudy and cold. The
Blazer Varsity football team gave it their all,
but the inclement weather turned out to be
quite an obstacle.
Spirit week brought out the artistic
side of all the classes. Each class represented themselves with a U.S. city. Seniors
had a blast with Las Vegas, juniors with New
Orleans, sophomores with Daytona, and
freshmen with Hollywood. In the end it was
a race between the seniors and the sophomores, but it was the sophomores who
came out on top. Their hall was covered in
elaborate cars and looked like a true race
track.
Overall, Homecoming went off without many problems. The good outweighed
the bad, and people left all the festivities
with an exceeding amount of school spirit.

. Kate Schroll
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'Now that couldn't be a hat, could it'r Freshmen Jullian MacaIler sports a banned hat and
hangs with Ariel A1vez-Moats, Megan Flemming,
and Andrew CIeverdon.(right)

Ta600
"p

'Nice hardware'· Sophmore Mia Curby Smith
makes a statement with a spiked bracelet and
wallet chain. (below)

"I don't think those are ear muffs.· Senior TadaJe Gezhagen jams to
tunes on his waJkman.
'That looks pretty good, can I have some?· Juniors Jennifer Hong, Amanda Vockerodt, and
Jenna Khan challenges the "no lunch food in the hallway" rule.
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rohibtion pains" are exactly what
many students are feeling. The
rules banning items such as
walkmans, hats, pagers, and bandannas,
are causing quite a stir. To the administration, pagers and bandannas are considered
to be associated with unlawful activities. As
for hats and walkmans, they seem to have
gotten themselves the reputation of being
a disturbance.
But not everybody feels that way.
There are a lot of people who see things
differently. This is a particularly hot topic
among the student body.
Out of all the items pagers, seem to
be the ones that reaIly struck a nerve especially with upper classmen, many of whom
have jobs and the need for beepers.
"I think that pagers should be allowed
in school because people such as myself
use them for work. And if there was an
emergency and I can't be reached, 1 can
always have a message sent to me; is what
junior Patrick Callahan has to say about the
topic.
"The school is just assuming that
people with pagers are drug seIlers but a
lot of people in reality use pagers for other
reasons. Especially people who work. I
guess all those doctors out there must really be druggies; is sophomore Persis Yus
reply.
Theres definitely a lot to say about
pagers, but what about hats, walkmans, and
bandannas? Their absence is just as
strongly felt, by both upper and under
classmen.
Freshman Cara Salvatore had this to
say about banned walkmans, "I think that it
distracts from 'the learning experience' so
why don't they just say don't have walkmans
in class~
Sophomore Claire Stedmans statement about banned items is, "I personally
think that hats and bandannas shouldn't be
banned. They don't cause any distractions~
"Hats should be allowed because they
go with and they cover bad haircuts or bad
hair days; comments Tony Murray.
When asked about his opinion on the
"banned items " rules, Senior Chat
Chanyasubkit answers; I don't have an opinion because that rule doesn't apply to me:'
To most students this rule is just totally unfair. In Malcom!> Pelles' words, "It
violates our First Amendment Rights~

'So who's call1ng?· Freshman Katie
checks her beeper for messages.

• Yen Lan
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LUCKY CHARMS
s it luck or is it just plain stupid? Coming prepared for tests includes a teddy
bear or a rabbits foot or something as
simple as a penny. When exams come
around its almost likely the person next to
you has a little troll under her sleeve. So
as a word to the wise, don't feel dumb,
you're not the only one. You might be one
of those students who think lucky charms
are stupid or a student who "won't leave
home without it:' Are superstitions a bunch
ofmumbojurnbo oris it tales that died over
time?
Many students keep artifacts from
allover the world with them to bring them
good luck. Sophomore Wesley Tilkens
found a four-leaf clover and agrees with the
poet Higginsion who said:
One leaf is for hope, and one is for faith,
And one is for love, you know,
And God put another in for luck.
Sophomore Jennifer Song said her
friends have a horseshoe for good luck but
we all know that shes talking about herself.

I

She keeps a horseshoe of her own hanging
?_!::>ove her door. And all the way from
France, junior Alzira Isata has a lucky coin
she keeps in her purse at all times.
Then there are those who often go
out of their way to avoid causing bad luck:
Sophomore Jesse Erdheim says
that he won't step on cracks because he
thinks it'll break his mothers back. He also
adds;1 don 't take chances, I love my mom:'
Senior Mimi Cao says, ''I'm always
careful with mirrors, especially with my compact because I don't want seven years of
bad luck~ Freshman Mike Carter learned
about breaking mirrors the hard way. Three
years ago he snuck out his mothers car,and
broke her side view mirror. His seven years
of bad luck will be over when he graduates
high school.
Whether its a four leaf clover or a
little rhyme, use your lucky charm for every
bad time.

·Yun Wll.son

•
Tassel Thatll Senior William Hart sports his
lucky '97 tassel.

Pocket Size? You can guarantee sophom o
Rosemary Carroll will never lose her luc
keychains .
.Now that I have my lucky shoes I'll be sure
wlnl (Left) Sophomore soccer players Ada
Vela, Mark Lundquist,and their friend get rea
before their soccer game.

Holey Smokes" (Left) Senior Lena Guard
attracts guys with her lucky charm .

Don't Leave Home Without ItII (Above) Senior
Sakong Lay always wears her lucky necklace.

TheCrewll (left) Thesejuniors hang
out
in the courtyard when the
weather outside is nice.

Ummm.... YogourtIl (below)
Freshman Shamari Daley
enjoys eating lunch with his
friends in the cafeteria.

Sav
unch time -- everyoneS favorite part
of the school day (next to 2:10 when
the school day ends). From 10:48 until 12:26, students can be found doing
homework in the libary, in the cafeteria, at
Mc Donalds, Ertters, Jerrys, loungin' in the
hallways, or just hanging out outside. Senior Leiya Williams says ~ I love lunch. Its
just a wonderful privilege. We get to leave
campus. We have an hour and plus in B
lunch -- I'm there! "
Lunch is used by students to socialize, catch up on assignments, and to EAT.
Some students even go to the gym to play
basketball or volleyball. Junior Jamie Haig
describes lunch as ~ a time for me to do
work or talk with my friends . I transfered
from a private school where we had five
lunch periods and weren 't even allowed to
go outside! Here, we have more of a chance
to see more of our friends with only two
lunch periods:'
Students are not allowed to eat
lunch in the halls anymore. ~ I don't think
its fair that we can't eat sandwiches in the
hall. I already got two detentions; says
sophomore Brian Lederer. However you
can always find students snacking on vari-

L
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ous sodas and chips.
Many kids rarely if ever actually eat
in the cafeteria or eat the food in the cafeteria. Junior Nicole Pridgen says ~ I never
ate in the cafeteria last year because we
could eat in the halls. But now I occasionaly
will eat in the cafeteria" . Junior Gmerice
Thames says ~ If you venture into the cafeteria: beware. Unless you are going to eat
a la carte, just don't do it". It seems that
most students feel that way. The lines in
the cafeteria are incredible.Junior Andrea
James agrees ~ Have you seen the lines in
the cafateria? You stand in line waiting for
half of the period to get your lunch and then
they only give you two ketchups for your
french fries:'
Juniors Shivonne Berridge and
Neela Khin have the same preception of
lunch. Shivonne says "Lunch is my chill
time. I wish it were longer though. Its a time
to get all the latest gossip and catch up with
your friends :' Senior Sormujah Corneh
views things a little differentlY.' Lunch is my
favorite period of the day. Its the time when
the freshmen run in the halls, the
sophmores talk amongst themselves, the
juniors try to show off, and the seniors just

keep things running. In short, the
chain reaction of events at lunch keeps
school exciting:'
While some schools only have
lunch that is closed, we have two: Five
and Five B and they are both open.
Clara Mateo is thankful for that: ~ I
imagine having a closed lunch. I think
too restrictive on the freedom of ~LUI""''''''''~
The schools strict attendance
cies prevent students from taking
tage of having two lunches. "It would
it harder for me to go to class if the
wasn't so strict with unexcused <-UJ~~'
It is practially impossiable to go to
lunches and not LC your fifth period
However, there is always an '-'"..... ~p ~ -.
don't have a fifth period class so this
get to have two lunches; Kara Holston.
Can you imagine having only
lunch that is closed in THIS school?
Vanessa King can 't, stating; Lunch will
at the new Blair, because it will be
and all the people can' t leave campus~

.---

Just Chlllln' In the hallways Senior Marina
Hodges and junior Alia Karim can always be
found in A-Hall duming A-lunch.

Hey lookI Freshman Timothy Green puts
bunny ears on freshman Macy Roberts as they
eat lunch together.
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Oodles of Noodles ... Sophomore Nicole
Dade helps junior Jhunio Medina to some
soup. Lunch time was goofy time and a
break for all.

LostlnA
Schoo[Daze

WIz Kid ... Junior Cheraine Stanford makes
use of the lab on a day in her very busy life.

hat is the typ
. ical day of a Blair stu
dent like? They begin by waking
up too early, not eating breakfast,
and finishing math homework in front of a
locker four minutes before the first bell
rings.
Freshman Manny Stockffians typical moming consists of hurrying to the bus
stop ten minutes after jumping out of bed.
"I get up at five in the moming and I have
to rush to the bus. Every day theres this
question: will I make it?"
Sleep plays a big role in a students
typical day. If you don't catch enough zs,
you 're bound to slug through the daily routine.
"As school goes on it gets harder
and harder to get up in the moming; junior
Matt Keister explains, "and I have less energy during my classes:'
Sophomore Reena Arora comments on her daily routine. 'T d have to
say each school day is another one survived. If I can just get through my classes,
its all good:'
Lunch is the part of the day to look
forward to after struggling in some five
classes. Sophomore Sara Paul uses these

W

precious minutes to socialize and take a
break from the normal routine. "The highlight of my day is lunch!" Sara exclaims.
Freshman Robert Washbum spends
a typical day eating in the courtyard. He
thinks its nice when something unusual
happens, something un-typical. "The other
day me and my friends had a food fight; he
says, "and it was definitely not your boring
every day:'
For senior Cisco Tejeda, the day
consists of opening your binder and realizing that your homework is sitting on your
desk in your bedroom. "Every day I'm like
Clarnn I left everything at home'; he says.
Sometimes there is something special going on, like a pep rally or an assembly. These are opportunities to shed some
of that boredom. After school there is some
time to have a little fun, or just sleep.
When seventh and eighth period
rolls around, people like to just chill or rest.
Some even do their homework right when
they get home so they can talk on the phone
or go out later.
Junior Cheraine Stanford concludes
that a typical day at Blair isn't that bad. "I
like going to school. I'm in the groove of it
noW.'

. Celia Z werdling

Great Expectations... Junior April Ahn is
.!I;:;;.... deep into her class assignment. Working
hard for her is an every day thing.

Study Buddies... "Do you know why Nora decided to leave Torvald in A Doll House?" Seniors
Lam Tran, Chat Chanyasubkit, andjunior Evelyn Rojas try to figue out the answer to the study
questions they were given in English. Do you think she will ever return back to her family?

pounds.
47) Your body is two thirds water.
48) Turtles don 't have teeth.
49) Humans are the only animaJs that
sleep on their backs.
50) The Eiffel Tower weighs 7,100 tons.
54) A human body would be worth
$.3,563,540.70 if it were sold in pieces.
55) Large blobs of human waste have
been known to fall from planes.
56) The largest snow fall in a 24 hour
period was 75.8 inches.
58) You lose between 1 and 2 liters of
urine each day.
59) The largest pizza ever baked measured 1 22 feet 8 inches in diameter.
60) Decaffeinated coffee was invented
in 1903.
61) A woman once died from drinking
too much water.
62) On an average day one person
claims to have seen Elvis.
6.3) The first McDonalds showed up in
1948.
64) Chocolate was once used as money
in South America.
65) The population density in Antarctic
is 1 person per 3000 miles.
66) Indi a has 52.4 births a minute.
67) 37 million years ago the first apes
1) Americans purchase 3,562 pairs of
bowling shoes a day.
2) 1 in 1,000 dogs can sing.
3) Droplets from a sneeze have been
measured traveling at speeds over 103
mph.
4) Your heart beats 70 times a minute
and 100,000 times a day.
5) In Kentucky it is illegal to carry an ice
cream cone in your pocket.
6) 3,973 people visit Dollywood everyday.
7) You cannot burp when you are lying
down.
8) The average person expels a pint of
gas each day.
9) You can't sneeze with your eyes open.
10) One out of every ninety births results in twins.
11) Your lungs are lightweight enough
to float on water..
13) Smith is the most common last
name in the US.
14) An elephant can live up to 35 years.
15) Everyday you breath about 70,000
cubic inches of air.
16) 70 percent of Americans have
brown hair.
17) The worlds longest kiss took 17

days, 10 hours.
18) Everyday more than 200,000 babies
are born allover the world.
19) The tallest man was 8 feet 11
inches.
20) You use 72 muscles just to speak
one word.
21) A man named Sir Thomas Crapper
invented the toilet.
22) President William Taft, who weighed
350 ponds, once got stuck in the White
House bathtub.
23) Arachibutyrophobia is the fear of
peanut butter sticking to the roof of your
mouth.
24) 8 Americans have hair transplants
everyday.
25) A cheetah can run up to 70 mph.
26) Dogs are identified by the nose
prints.
27) One new book title is published in
braille everyday.
28) Tiny microscopic bugs live on your
eye lashes.
29) You will walk up to 70,000 miles during your life.
30) A man once ate 10 bicycles, 7 televisions, a computer, and a Cessna aircraft.

31) 47,121,619 aluminum cans are n
cycled everyday.
32) The longest gum wrapper chain VI:
7,400 feet long.
33) A book a million pages long wou
be 70 meters thick.
34) Ifyoujumped offMt. Everestitwou
take you two minutes, 43 seconds
hit the ground.
35) A queen termite can lay 8,000 eg
a day, everyday for years.
36) The longest banana split was me
sured 4.55 miles.
37) It would take you 19 years to fly
the sun.
38) You will spend one third of your
asleep.
39) Baby elephants suck their trum
just like children suck their thumbs.
40) An adult man makes about 1.5
ters of spit a day.
41) Most of the dust in your house .....~
actually dead skin.
42) The fastest car went 633 mph.
43) There are more dogs in Paris
children.
44) Oscar Levi-Strauss invented
45) You blink up to 200 times a
46) The largest lollipop weighed

swung from trees.
68) Amahosa of Africa has the largest
brain ever measured.
69) Women smile more than men.
70) Women are more likely to attempt
suicide.
71) lout of ten people are left handed.
72) In five seconds the average person
can
memorize
the
number
614920813106053815.
73) Your eyesight is sharpest at noon
74) Your nostrils switch off between
breathing and smelling and resting.
75) Your eyes move 100,000 times a
day.
76) The brain continues sending out
electrical waves as long as 37 hours
after death.
77) 70% of people babble in their sleep.
78) 25% of Americans wake up before
6 o'clock on a weekday.
79) There are 3 million sweat glands in
your body.
80) Eyelashes are replaced every 3
months.
81) More red heads are born in Scotland than in any other country.
82) More babies are born on a Thursday than on any other day in the week.

83) The Cambodian alphabet is the
longest with 72 letters.
84) Men suffer tubercuJosis more than
women.
85) The tallest building in the world is
the Sears Tower.
86) The moon isn't really made of
cheese.
87) Apple seeds contain arsenic.
88) Humans speak over 4,000 languages and over 20,000 dialects.
89) The languages spoken by cliCking
the lips, tongue, and teeth.
90) Pong was the first video game to be
inducted into the Video Hall of Fame.
91) Montezuma drank 50 cups of chocolate a day.
92) 125 boys are conceived for every
100 girls.
93) ~Crazy Man Crazy" by Bill Haley and
His Comets was the first Rock and Roll
song to make the Billboard Charts.
94) Men cause 2/3 of road accidents.
95) "Thriller" by Michael Jackson was
the first music video to be nominated
for an Academy Award.
96) There are 66 steps between third
floor GHall and first floor GHall.
97) Ail these facts are true.

Appea[ing) Appa[[ing
T

hey're funny, sweet, insulting, and
known aJl too well. Pickup lines! The
classic come ons and coy remarks
that are used to gain the attentions and affections of the opposite sex. They have become the off beat way of expressing admiration while still retaining a sense of coolness. Though the reputation of pickup lines
have been connected with boys, girls also
have their own fair share of indiscreet remarks. for both maJes and femaJes pickup
lines have become a popular icebreaker in
the difficult task of starting a conversation.
But do they reaJly work?
Not according to some people, such
as freshman Tammy Speigel who says,
"Pickup lines don't work because everyone
thinks of them as jokes ~
"They're aJl too corny, you never
know when to take them seriously'; adds
sophomore Mark Lundquist.
Others, like sophomore Banthom
Vorachack, find pickup lines quite appeaJing. "I like pickup lines. They're better than
being directly asked out because if you don 't
like the guy, then its easier to reject him~

"Pickup lines are cool because they
make it easier to talk to people without
being embarrassed; comments freshman
Edwin Arabaiza.
But in generaJ, most students find
pickup lines rather appaJling. To them,
pickup lines seem insincere, tacky, andjust
plain disgusting.
"They're stupid; adds senior Muta
Kundu, "What ever happened to will you go
out with me?"
"Pickup lines can be offensive and
if you like the person why would you want
to offend them; remarks junior Marcus
Baker.
"I don't think pickup lines should
be used because it doesn 't show your true
sele states Sanh Nguyen.
So there you have it, the good, the
bad, and the ugly about pickup lines. But
whether you like them or not, pickup lines
are definitely more thanjust fads. They are
in now and they're stereotypically considered a part of being cool.

• Yen Lam

Top 20 Pick-Up Lines

-Are you free Friday night?·
cracking a few jokes .
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Sophmore Richard Lee tries picking up sophomore Anh Mai by

1 . ' What!> an angel like you doing so far away
from heaven ~
2. ' Baby your legs must be tired because you've
been running through my mind all day.
3 . ' Do you have a license because you 're driving
me crazy."
4 . ' You must be a fruit drink because you are so
very fine:
5 . ' How old are you because you've been in m)
heart for etemi~
6 . ' Hey it looks like rain , if you drown I'm an ex·
pert at mouth to mouth ~
7. ' Do you have a mirror in your pocket because [
can see myself in your pants ~
8. ' Baby you float my boae
9. ' Do you know what'll look good on you? Me:
10. ' Your father must be a thief because he [
that star in your eye;
11. ' I must be dreaming because you' re too
to be true ~
12. ' There must be something wrong with my
because all I can see is you;
13. ' God made rivers, God made lakes, when
made you, he made no mistakes ~
,
14. ' If I had three wishes they would all be you.
15. ' You must be related to Mike Tyson,
.
because you knock me oue
I USUally don't do double dates... but in this
16. ' Hey do you know how to swim? I can teach:ase I'll make an exception~ Sophomore Leyou to hold your breath;
mid Velikovich bying to charm both Nora Achrati
17. ' When they made the alphabet they should Ind Elinor Lichtenberg.
have put ' u ' and 'j" together;
18. ' You know what!> better than you and me,
you and me togethe~
19. ' No wonder everyone was made different. If y
•
they all looked like you life would be too perfect . QU, me, phone ... 8:00. sharp, ~ ther~. Se20. ' Why would anyone want to paint the Mona lIor Mya Harper and Juruor JhunIO Medma get
Lisa when there!> someone like
aught in the act of exchanging digits.
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'Something happened on the way to
school today!· (below) Juniors Cat
Tran, and Jessie Parr, and senior
Laura Kraft find it easy to share their
problems with each other.

Shhhhhhhl Quiet herel (ri~
Despite all the loud talking dUJi:
lunch, senior Janice Poling find<
quiet place to read.

Deep Thoughts

Whew... (above) Mrs. fleischakers tenth grade
English class exhales a sigh of relief as the complete their test.
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So much work. so Httle tlme. (right) Junior Gaine
Halgue works studiously in the library.

eep thoughts. The words conjure
up an image of the corny message
from Saturday Night Live, ("I
laughed when I saw a fat woman fall down
in the street. But then I thought, what if I
was an ant that happened to be under that
woman? Then it wouldn 't be so funny").
Funny though they may be, these deep
thoughts are rather meaningless, and have
nothing to do with high school. However,
our students have serious deep thoughts
that pertain to life and work.
Senior Kevin rei discloses his secret to accomplishing difficult tasks in life.
' First do your task halfway. Then, take a
quick break, and do whatever you want to
do, preferably something relaxing or fun.
Then, go back and finish the rest of the task~
Other people agree with him. Following
these steps makes the task seem less tiresome and tedious. After a break, you'll be
less stressed and ready to work again. For
example, if you have to write an entire research paper in one weekend, (even though
our stUdents NEVER procrastinate), first
start with a rough draft:. Then, go watch TV
for a while, and then go back and finish the

entire paper.
Regarding goals in our lives,senior
Jennifer Cabrera says, "You have to work
hard for your goals, and you have to be
determined. But its very fulfilling once you
get what you wane Seniors, this pertains
to college applications! Though it is tedious,
you have to get them done. Just think how
happy you'll be when you're finally accepted
into the college of your dreams, and you
don't have to worry anymore.
Jennifers advice happens to be very
good advice for anyone who is willing to
work, but another student gets tired of working all the time. He says, "It seems the
harder you work, the more work teachers
pile on! "
Don ' t worry, though , seniors.
You 're almost through with high school. To
all you freshmen, sophomores, andjuniors:
Keep going! While sitting in a boring math
class, with the teacher droning in the front
of the class, look out the window, and think
deep thoughts to yourself. You have a lot
more school to go through. And you'll have
plenty of time for deep thoughts of your
own!

To all students, this is advice to help you
get through the high schoolllfe. Read and
follow the advice of the great seniors.
Advice to the freshmen:
"Spend less time sweating yourself
because. Even though you are no longer
middle- schoolers you still have to live with
your parents for 3 more years. You still have
to learn the way around schoo\:'
Advice to the sophomores:
"Your class doesn't really matter.
You aren't fresman, but you're still underclassmen. And most of you can 't even
drive. So just keep your mouths shut and
wait until you 're juniors. "
Advice to the juniors:
"Your class doesn't really matter,
either. You are just getting your permits
and licenses, and causing accidents everywhere. Learn to drive correctly, and keep
your mouths shut and wait until you're seniors~

Advice to the seniors:
NO ADVICE NEEDED. Seniors don't
need it, cause they're perfect the way they
are.

-Susanllan
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-Which sister matches with which brother?(right) Seniors Emily Catzva and Jessica
McNeice talk after school with their brothers
Daniel and Simon.

A Fami[y

Affair

A Kick In the Right Direction ... (below) Senior
Bailey Sterrett practices dribbling with his
brother, freshman, Martin, before Varsity soccer
practice.

'Thanks for the sandwich, - says junior Jhunio Medina to his brother, senior Beny. (above)
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ou're sitting in class when the
teacher passes out a unit test. You
get scared because your twin didn't
warn you, but you write her name on the
top. You guess on the first question. And
the second. And the third.
Senior Claire Townsend learned
her lesson from switching classes with her
twin sister, Sarah.
"[ had an A in the class; Townsend
comments, "but my sister failed one of my
tests and 1 got a C! "
Some students don't like having
their younger siblings around because they
get the attention. Senior Sanh Nguyen gets
irritated by having his brother around.
"People say ' Oh, you 're brothers so
cute!' '' Nguyen says. "But I think its more
annoying than it is jealousY.'
For others , having sisters and
brothers in school isn't all that awful.
Junior Alex Epstein agrees that
having his sister at school isn't half bad,
but his motives are much more self-oriented.
"Having my sister at the same
school gives me an excuse to drive to
schooW laughs Epstein.

Mirror lmage... Senior twins Sarah and Clair
Townsend help each other study for a test.

-A Lift Up. - Senior Jason Rufino spends
time at lunch with his sister, junior Lisa.

Junior Lisa Rufino likes having her
brothers, senior Jason and freshman
Kenny, around.
"The best thing about having them
at Blair is meeting their friends. Their guy
Mends!" Rufino says, grinning.
Rufino also shares one class with
her older brother, but doesn't enjoy it.
"He asks to copy my homework;
she says, "and we're constantly comparing
grades ~ (Her brother says it is the other
way around!)
Little sisters and brothers can often
be a nuisance for upperclassmen. Senior
Jessica McNiece doesn 't like being her
brothers source of transportation .
"I have to give him a ride to school
all the time; McNiece says, pouting.
Senior Beny Medina complains that
his brother, Junior Jhunio, can often be the
topic of discussion with teachers the brothers share in common.
"They say 'You need to straighten
your brother out; Medina says. " I say 'Yeah,
yeah, whatever!' ''
Thankfully, most siblings, no matter how bad they argue, keep their rivalry
to a minimum.

- Erica Levi
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'Mr. McDonald, can we leave yet?'
(below) Sophomore Alex Chen
yawns as he waits for health class
to end.

'WIsh that lnfonnation on the II -----~----~

will answer question 21' (right) sa
freshman Shem Sharma.

Pains and PCeasures of PortabCe cCassrooms
Top 5 Reasons Why We
LIKE Portablesl
1) ItS easy to escape.
2) You get (et out ear(y, and you can
be (ate.
3) You can mi(( outside with fri.eruis.
4) They're (ess crowded than r~u(ar

dassrooms.
5) You can take in the fresh air.
Top 5 Reasons Why We

HATE PortablesI
1) You're aCways (ate to c(asses in the

'lDO-yard dash' ... (above) Students make the
long trek out to the portables in just five
minutes.
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'Home away from Home' (right) English teacher,
Dr. Porter, decorates her portable to lighten up
the room.

buiCc[ir19 .
2)They doni have heat or air coruiitionir19'
3) They doni have bathrooms.
4) In the winter you have to waCk.
tfiroll9h the srww and rain.
5) They smeW

he teacher turns his back on the class
as he writes the days assignment on
the board. He has finished taking
role, so your job is done. You turn to the
window, and climb out.
Its been known to happen.
Having classes in portables can be
a positive or negative experience, depending what you make of it.
Senior Christine Ortanez admits to
seeing people pry open windows in search
of freedom.
"I've seen people try to be slick and
climb out of the windows to skip class;
Ortanez says.
With the addition of four new portables and a freshman class size of around
700, more and more students see 'PT" on
their schedules.
Many students don't like the inconvenience of going out to the portables, especially when there is inclement weather.
"Portables have never bothered me;
says junior Jaime Haig; except the trek out
to class in the snow or the rain:'
Senior Luis Jimenez, however, likes
the snowy and icy conditions around the
portables.
"The ice is fun, because you get to
watch freshman slip around; Jimenez com-

T

ments.
One problem that many students
voice is the lack of bathrooms in the vicinity of the portables. The closest facilities
are in the gym or first floor C -hall.
"Whenever I come back from going
to the bathroom, I've missed half the class;
says freshman, Stephen Lee.
Many teachers try to ease the situation by decorating their portables with wall
paper and painting.
"The portables are so depressing;
English teacher Mr. Kahl, says. "I painted
my walls white because there are no windows and the room need to be brightened~
KahJ also believes the separation of
the classrooms is refreshing.
"I like being isolated from the noisy
halls of the school~
Many students try to use portables
as an excuse for being late to class, but the
administration and teachers believe five
minutes is ample time to travel from the
portables to some far reaches of the school,
like F-hall, 2nd floor. Maybe at Blair on Kay
students won't have to worry.

. Erica Levi
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'It's all Greek to me ... • (left) Seniors
Jen ni fer Cabre ra and J essi c a
McPherson enjoy Greek food at Saint
Sophia Greek Orthodox Cathedral s
fall festival.

A Taste
hats for dinner?" is a popular greeting received by parents as hungry
teenagers arrive home from
school. Due to the ethnic diversity of our
school, the meals our students eat consist
of many different foods .
A popular amongst students, as
reported by junior Jonah Berger is "Chinese
food . Everyone loves Chinese food ~ Senior Su-I Lus favorite ethnic Chinese dish
is dumplings. "Dumplings are dough pockets with filling. The filling is a mixture of
cabbage, meat soy sauce, and ginger" she
explained.
Another Asian delight, from Japan,
is roasted seaweed. "I eat it all the time! "
exclaimsjunior Hironobu Katoh. Hironobu
enjoys his roasted, with hot pepper sauce
and onion powder over rice. A Korean version of seaweed is kim pap, which is rice
wrapped in dry seaweed.
Moving on to Caribbean culture.
Sophomore Nyeshia McKenzie cooks native
dishes for her family each night. "I prepare
all kinds of chicken , such as barbeque
chicken, jerk chicken, and curry chicken. I
also prepare curry goat and all types of
beef, chicken, and vegetable soups ~

W
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'Mazel Toy' (below) Senior Erica
Levi prepares a traditional Jewish
m eal for the Yom Kippur.

the WorCd

The hispanic countries also have a
lot of different delicious foods to try, such
as tacos, chimichangas, enchiladas, and
pupusas. Sophomore Katy Califa enjoys
these hispanic foods , as well as fedello .
"Fedello is like spaghetti. It is noodles with
tomato sauce. The tomato sauce has whole
tomatos, bell pepper, chicken and garlic ~
Another favorite amongst hispanic culture
is dulce de leche, or milk candy.
In Israel and Jewish culture, there
are also unique foods . In addition to the
traditional hoi day dishes such as matza,
gefiIte fish, there is also challah bread. A
favorite dish of senior Elana Berger is
cholent which is a thick beef stew containing barley and beans.
A treat from the Middle East is a pita
pocket. Senior Josh Keller enjoys his pita
stuffed with salad. "Its a really good healthy
snack" he says. Pita is a popualr staple for
many Middle Eastern and European countries, such as Greece. Pita, in Greece, can
refer to vasilopita, a special New Years
bread, tiropita (cheese pies), spanakopita
(spinach pies), and the standard round pita
bread. Greek cuisine has many vaired
dishes. Some dishes include dolmades

avgolemano, which are grapeleaves stuff(
with rice and covered with an egg lemt
sauce, and manestra, a macaroni dish..
favorite is pastitsio, which is a Greek \
sion of lasagna. Pastitsio has layers
macaroni and meat but instead of toma
sauce, it is topped with a bechamel saue
says freshman Manny Stockman. Perha:
the most popular food at our school, ho
ever, is Italian. Most people when que
tioned named Italian as their favorite ~.
of food. And who can argue, with all oftt
great pizza, pasta, lasagna, and anti pas:
Junior Jim Kirchoff says "Lasagnas a1wa
good. I like it with all different kinds
cheese ~

Another cultural choice is ' veg
Although not cultural from a p.
ticular country, a vegan diet is a unique \I
to eat. This cuisine consists of tofu, fre
vegetables, pasta and rice; anything healtl
Senior Briana Scweizer loves her vegan ell
She stresses "No meat dairy, cheese,
eggs!" No matter what culture, food is foc
and food is good, so eat and be merry.
cuisine ~

'Where's the beef?' Sophomore Nyeshia
McKenzie carefully makes Caribbean
beef patties.

'Pizza Pizza Pizza ... • Juniors Jon Urban, Ashley
Wright, and David Ma e!1ioy pizza during their
lunch break.
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Double Trouble .. .Getting
tentions for being late
Maheshwari and Patrick
mood. This was enough
day.

Heaven
& He[[

slapped with two de·
put seniors Sorabh
Pulupa into a dismal
to promise a horrible

"Slurpln' In the Raln- Senior Mike Claudios day
was clouded over as the downpour continued.
Rain was the major cause of his terrible day.

ts the nightmare you thought could
never come true. The day from Hell,
where you trip and fall on the stairs in
the student parking lot, where you look in
the mirror and blame your hair problems
on the humidity. You just found out your
ex was cheating on you and you scored a
mighty forty-three and a half percent on the
Physics test.
Bad days wiIl come and go, but
there.s that one you always seem to remember. Senior Katie Schultz describes her
worst day. "I had the stomach flu and had
to take three tests. I felt like puking the
whole time ~ There.s no doubt that feeling
sick, taking multiple tests, and having to
wake up when the sky is still black is enough
to mess up your whole day.
"My worst day ever, freshman Julian
Mackler states, "was when my teacher told
me my class was 'laughing at me, not with
me' and completely humiliated me ~ Senior
Kevin Riley has other problems. "Yesterday I wore my boxers backwards; he complains.
Almost everyone has a day that

I

brought them down. Senior Spencer
Hindman explains, "My art project fell off
the back of my bike when I was riding to
school. I had to go all the way back to
Colesville Road to find ie
Junior Kripa Rajan has some advice
for all of you all out there who are having
the bad day blues. "Smile and be optimistic. It probably can 't get any worse ~
Once in awhile things actually go
right and you feel pretty good. "My best
day,' Junior Catherine Tran says, "was when
I won first place in my category for the science fair. I felt like all my hard work finally
paid off~
"My best days are the days we get
two-hour delays for snoW; sophomore
Sergio Francis says.
For senior Aashish TripathL meeting Chris Webber was one of his best school
moments. "Meeting him made my day,' he
laughs.
Junior Danny McBride recalls the excitement he felt during the floor hockey
matches. "My best day was when my team
won the championship; he exclaims.
Freshman Craig Erdrich concludes,
"once in awhile school is worth going to ~

on your birthday .. Junior Madeline
smiles at Jessica Sribnick and Nicole

An "A- O.K. Day ... Being successful on a difficult spanish test made sophomore Bernice Mirkeus
day. This was one of her best, after studying so hard and getting a good grade.

- Cel ia Zwerdling
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Escape From Insanity
ts only second period and you already time I'm done I'm too tired to be stressed
have two major projects due in a week. out:'
Upperclassmen have gotten used to
Third period rolls around and you have
to give a report on tribal communities in the workload and some even have routines.
Madagascar. In fourth period you get to "After awhile you just go into automatic pianalyze a newspaper article and think of lot. You have to do everything, or else you 'll
three story ideas. You spend your lunch fall way behind ;' explains junior Janah
trying to scribble down your Algebra home- Schreiber, who holds two jobs and produces
work, only to find out the teacher added a WBNCshow.
fifty problems to the assignment, due toFreshmen have a harder time admorrow. Sixth period you get a break and justing to the stressful classes at Blair.
relax until seventh period where you get a Ninth-grader Heydi Rodriguez misses the
new book to read. After school you run off ease of middle school. "Theres a lot more
to practice then to your job, and finally drag work this year than last yea(,' she says.
your weary self into the house. You ask
While some students play sports or
yourself in a sleepy daze "How am I going shop to calm down, most people relieve
to get all this done?"
their stress by kicking back and relaxing in
A number of Blair students often feel a comfortable place with a familiar song or
stressed out and everyone relieves stress book. "I just sit and listen and try to relax;
in his or her unique way. "I beat out my says sophmore So-Ching Chen.
stress with the punching bag; says senior
However they choose to relieve their
Robert Schiege. Some students play sports stress, the students all agree on one thing:
to ease their stress. Junior Jhunio Medina When life gives you lemons, itS time to make
plays basketball when heS stressed. "I go lemonade.
out and shoot a thousand shots. By the
. Lisa Pineles

I

'I chose to doze... ' Senior Kevin Sharpe snoozes
in the hall after a long stressful day.

'As the sunI1ght streams In... ' A restful talk at
Sligo Creek helps juniors Nakia Cooper, Cry~ta1
Williams, and Desiree Zokuri relax and wmd
down.
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'Oetting It done under the gun' (right) Lunchtime provided the extra minutes Senior Harold
McDougall needed to finish his work.

'Playing the day away ... '-A group of
sophmores el1ioy their free time in Spanish class
after finishing all their work.

"Construction Area...Wear your hard
hatI· (left) A skeletal structure stands
on the Kay Tract.

"Welcome Class of 1.999'· (above) A sketch of
what the new Blair will look like for the first graduating class of 1998-1999.
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"Good old Blatr'· (right) Columns reflect
the structures of the era past.

"Where Is Everybody'r (below)F()r
a change, the hallways of Blair an
empty... but wait until school starts

senior you undoubtedly do. That was
the day of the ~B1air On Kay" Walk Out. On
that sunny November day all four classes
of Blair assembled in the gym to petition a
new school.
Fast forward to June 15, 1996. AJmost three years later, and after a few more
debates, the ground was broken on the Kay
Tract for the new Montgomery Blair High
School. AJI of the hard work of the previous classes, SGA presidents, parents, and
local officials paid off as we broke ground .
This truly is a new era . Things are
changing. While driving past the intersection of Colesville Road and Universtiy Boulevard, there is a whole new look to the area.
Gone are the trees, and in their place is a
wide open space, with plenty of room for
the new Blair. "It is somewhat eerie; it feels
like I am in a different place, now that the
trees are gone" muses senior Jennifer
Cabrera, a life long resident of the Four
Comers area.
Even though Jennifer misses the
trees, she is very happy that there will finally be a new school. "The Blair students

deserve a new school. Blair was built in
1935, and is not in good condition ~
AJthough many Four Comers residents resent the idea of having a high
school, with all of the traffic, in their neighborhood, most students agree that the new
school is a great idea.
Freshman field hockey player Katie
Sensenig exclaims ~ It will be nice not to
share a field with the other sports teams. I
am very excited ~ She was echoed by fellow classmate Rebecca Celotto, who retorts
~ It will be cool ~
A lot of students are looking forward
to the new facilities, sports fields, and not
having to walk to portable classrooms .
Freshman Vic Mittal says "I think that the
new Blair is a great idea. 'am tired of roofs
that leak. I wish I could go right now! " The
students do deserve a new school. As of
now, Blair is badly in need of repairs . The
school has not been renovated for a long
time, and many of the comforts that other
schools take for granted we do not have.
Take for example air conditioning or
enough classrooms. Usually at Blair, in the
winter students are cold, and in the summer, HOT! AJso, since the school is over-

making it very hard to escape classes in
the portables. It is great that there will finally be enough classrooms for the students, and that students will not be locked
out of their classrooms during the cold days
of winter. Freshmen were not the only ones
lOOking forward to the new Blair.
The projected year of Blairs opening
is the fall of 1998. This means that this
years sophomores will be the first graduating class.
"' am upset that we will not be the
last class graduating, when that was the way
it was originally projected. It seems like we
will have no distinction" says senior Stephen
VJadeck. "Even though we will not be the
last class graduating, it will be great for the
new students; retorts his friend , senior
Aaron Berman.
And thats the way it should be, for
the new generation. Sometimes we must
sacrifice our desires so that the future generations can benefit, and so the new era
arrives.

. Lisa Caputo
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Making a

Walk the walk. Blairs Students for Global
Responsibility making their presence known at
the annual AIDS Walk.
Keeping Blair dean. Senios Emily Donaldson
and Emma Nicholson pick up trash on the the
side of the school.

Difference
N
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50% Chlorinel? Senior Amaya Smith helps out at the local YMCA.

Elmo rulesl Sophomore Katie Gormally
makes a difference in child development class

ever before have all four grades
been required to complete community service for graduation. But for
some, community service is more than a
requirement. for a variety of reasons, many
Blair students are choosing to truly make a
difference in their communities .
Some students feel it is their obligation to help others. "I wanted to help
people and make their lives a little better.
It is my duty to help people less fortunate
than I am; says freshman Stanley Liu, who
volunteers at Marthas Table.
freshman Jorge Arriaz agrees ,
"Community service is a responsibility for
all citizens ~ Arriaz volunteers at Washington Adventist Hospital.
"ItS important because it gives kids
the opportunity to give back to their community-and learn valuable skills while
they're at it; says sophomore Ariel Levis,
who volunteers at the Wheaton Boys and
Girls Club.
Sophomore Rarniro Marquez says,
"Its great. With community service, you can
learn real-world skills:' Marquez volunteers
at a local nursing home.
Senior Leah Bonistalli and junior
Manu Sharma both enjoy getting the chance
to meet people. "You can 't shelter yourself. You have to get out in the world, meet
people, and do something-and what better way to do it than community service:'
"Its an interesting way to meet
people outside of school-people you
wouldn 't normally meet; adds Sharma.
for some students, it took the community service graduation requirement to
get them started, and the positive return of
helping the community kept them involved.
Such was the case with Tony CondeIli, a
sophomore. "I didn't really want to do community service at first; he says. "But when
I started volunteering, I realized that if I don't
do it, nobody will~ Condelli volunteers at
the YMCA.
Todays Blair students are only required to perform 45-60 hours of community service in order to graduate. But like
Condelli, many students are doing much
more. In and around Silver Spring, they
are making a noticeable difference. Senior
Krysti Adams sums it up best. "Its important to help others because you never know
when you might need help in return~

. Jeff Waldstreicher
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Hannah Aaronson

Emmett Acquoi

Christina Adams

RumeeAhmed

Michael Akman

Jabaar Anderson

Temitayo Anjou

Emily Anthony

Olisaemeka Anwah

Alison Aragon

Julissa Alfaro

Jennifer Alvarez

Tinbet Amare

Rafael Amaya

David Andalman

Sarai Arboleda

Jose Arevalo

Carlos Arias

Juan Arias

Maira Arias

~he
ill Kera King be our first
woman president, Sorabh
Maheshwari our vice president, Patrick Pulupa our Secretary of
State, and Patrice Phillipe our Secretary of the Treasury? No one knows
for sure what the future holds for
them. We do know, however, that
they are our senior class officers
making a wave for the future
Senior Class President, Kera
King wants to be a high school principal. ~ I want to be that or a high
school teacher; she remarks with a
little giggle.
Sorabh Maheshwari, Vice
President of the class '97 wants to
be either a doctor or a politician. "I
feel that my experiences here at Blair
have prepared me; he says.
Secretary Patrick Pulupa answers the question with a dazed expression. ~ I don't really know. 1just
want to go with the flow:'
On the other hand, Patrice
Philippe wants to be the CEO of an
oversees corporation. "I liked my experiences here at Blair; hejokes, "but
1 think it is enough to last me a life

'Rulin Class

W

time~

Tamika Armstrong

Ajua Asare

Zahra Ashrafi

Francisco Ayala

Kaleb Ayele

Rajini Ayyanki

Hajasalima Bah

Baneriee Baiyertee

Kiana Baker

Micah Baker

Kent Ballard Jr.

Daniel Barkmeyer

Isaeika Barrientos

David Bauckham

Emily Beckman

Woman In Chargel Kera King
shows off her school spirit by lead·
ing the Homecoming parade.
Those Sharp Seniors ... The senior
class officers (clockwise from the
top) :
Kera
King ,
Sorabh
Maheshwari, Patrick Pulupa, and
Patrice Philippe.

So whether its planning
homecoming or graduation, senior
class officers rule the day.

. Yun Wilson
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hat do you remember from
1979? Probably nothing be
cause the majority of the
class of 1997 was either a year old,
or j ust born. "How am I supposed to
remember that year when I was born
in that year?! " exclaimed Jessica
McNiece. "Wow '79 . .. off the top of
my head I couldn 't remember anything without a yearbook! " chuckled
Latin teacher William Nickerson .
Well, here is the lowdown on
the ins and outs of the year when
most of us were born.

W

Fitsum Bederu

Aaron Berman

Arthur Beever

Nicholas Bindeman

Frehiwot BeJekadu

Ian Bloom

Inbae Benam

Marie Bolane

Jonathan Berhanu

Albania Bonilla

"Mmm ..f'rench fries ... " A group of
students enjoy their fast food-type
lunch in the spacious cafeteria of
1996.
"Paper Cups?" The students ofl979
enjoyed a much more formal lunch
in their very small lunchroom.

• Most Popul ar Movie :
"Kramer vs. Kramer " with Dustin
Hoffman and "Norma Ray" with Sally
Field.
• T.V. Shows: "Laverne and
Shirley" and "60 Minutes"
• Record Album: Billy Joel "S2nd Street" and The Doobie Brothers - "What a Fool Believes"
Now compare it to the favorites of 1997.
• Most Popul ar Movie:
"Romeo &. Juliet" with Leonardo
DiCaprio and Claire Danes
• T.V. Shows: "Seinfeld " and
"E.R:'

There you have it- eighteen
years in a nut shell!

• Stephanie Lee 8( Mayco Mesa
Leah Bonistalli

Barth olomew Brazoban
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Nadine Breil

Jason Brooks

Joseph Brown

Aime Brunn

Thomas Buehler
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Shelly Ann Brown

Shepherd Brown Jr.

Thaddeus Brown

Gladys Cabrera

Wei Cai

Cindy Candia

Thanh Cao

Lisa Caputo

Carlo cesar Castaneda

Emily Catzva

Christopher Chang

.~
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Henina Bunch
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Duwayne Burnett

Timothy Buschman

John Butler

Kimerly Byrd

Hilda Carrillo

Sabrina Carrington
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Chat Chanyasubkit

Michael Claudio

Claudia Chavez

Sanusi Cole

Andy Christian

Benjamin Conaway

Marc Christophe

Sandra Cooke

Oseborn Clark

Beth Cope

Karen Costa

Jack Coursen

Claudio Cumberbatch

Estuardo Cuque

Andrea Courtois

Tyler Curtis

Aminata Croulet

Rahel Daemu

moving 0 n Up
anuary 31, 1997, 11:59 pm.
Where will you be at this
time? Hopefully not at the post
office! The absolute deadline for
most college applications is February 1, but many have early decision
deadlines as soon as October 1.
Each year post offices are inundated
at college application deadline time.
College applications are a very important part of our senior lives. Sarah Townsend says "I like filling them
out because even though they are
tedious, they ensure me a college
education and a career, and that
makes me happY.' A good application consists of all of ones career
goals, attitudes, and achievements.
The application culminates your high
school life.
"They are very stressful; says
Vicky Hush , "We shouldn ' t have
homework while we do them :' And
indeed, the applications are a very
stressful task to perform. All of the
parts: essay, interview, recommendations, and transcript must be done
and sent on time. However, the application process needs to be done.
It will definitely be worthwhile in the
end.
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. Lisa caputo

Wilson Cuevas

Susannah Daniels

Yared Debebe

Lucie Danihel

Michael Darnall

Celia deBlas

Melissa dela Santa

Michael Daryabegi

Carolyn Delgadillo

Juana Davalos

Nicole Dennis

"The Career Center is the place to
be... • when looking for all different
college materials and forms. Here,
Wendell Hall spends time looking
through different applications.

' Gotta fill out every part... • thinks
Brianna Gibson as she meticulously
fills out her college applications.

Sabine Derilme

Sharmaine Dickerson

Taylor Dimsdale

Kevin Doherty

Nasah Doka

APs,SAG, 'Recomendations, Oh ~
very year, seniors prepare to
make the bigjump from high
school to college. SATs, AP
classes, and college applications are
all part of the senior hustle. And
teachers are always there to help out.
Magnet Research teacher
Doris Sandoval tries to prepare students by giving them more responsibility on assignments than they would
receive in other classes.
Teachers play crucial part in
helping students prepare for the infamous SAT. English and math teachers often assign practice problems
similar to those found on the real test.
'I'm not an advocate of using vocabulary books in schooC but they do help
my students study for the Analogies
and Sentence Completion sections on
the SAT; offers English teacher Peter
Kahl.
AP classes can cut down on
the college course load. Eli Lambert
explains, "( know a lot of people who
were able to enter coUege as sophomores because of AP credit they got
in high schooe
So next time a teacher bugs
you about homework, or dumps a
huge project on you right before finals, remember: its for your own
good.

E
Kelley Dollins

Derrick Dunzo Wood

Emily Donaldson

Anne Dutton

Aileen Donahue

Michael Dye

Gemma Doyle

Maraki Endale

Magda Dupalis

Ledilbeth Espana

"You want me to write a recommendation for youI?I" senior Philip Yen
pleads with Magnet Research
teacher Jonetta RusseU for a recommendation for college.
"Vocab, Vocab, Vocab." English
teacher Peter Kahl advocates the
use of vocab books for SAT study.

. John Kaneshige

Carlos Esperanza

Brendan Everett

Robert Fagan

Evan Fag 0

Joshua Falwell

Megan Farrington

Elizabeth Ferrenz

Jeremy Fisher

Shira Fishman

Barbara Flores

Reynata Freolo

Sara Friar

Michael Fung

Isabel Galbraith

Tiffany Foster

Simon Francis

Joseph Frazier

Altagracia Garcia

Carlos Garcia

Adama Gassama

Kassach Gezahegn

Juan Flores
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Maria Flores

Rene Gallo

Peter Ghosh
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Brianna Gibson

Ty Gibson

Joshua Giesey

Komi Gnatiko

Nicholas Goedert

Kristen Guedenius

Rahul Gupta

Andrew Gurganus

Desmond Hackney

Satina Hairston

f
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Rakhi Goel

Joseph Gordon

Kevin Gormally

Alicia Grogan-Brown

Lena Guard

Wendell Hall

Susan Han

Melissa Hao

Mya Harper

Carolyn Harris

William Hart III

Andrew Hawkins

Lanika Hawkins

Steven Hayes

Matthew Head

Jessica Henig

Natalie Henley

Sarah Henrickson

Sandra Henriquez

Kelly Henry

Shanon Henry

Carlos Hernandez

Jose Hernandez

Quentin Hardy

Jillian Harper

'not A Lot of Lot
N

ever before have so many students applied for parking
spaces in the student parking
lot. But only 72 students receive
parking stickers. For them, the lot
can offer many conveniences.
Some students note the lots
obvious advantages. "Its much safer
to park your car in the lor; says Benny
Medina. "You could get hurt crossing that street-or worse:'
Don fio is more worried
about the safety of his car. "Thats
the most important thing-the safety
of my car. Its a lot less likely to get
messed with when its in the lot:'
"Its also important at lunch;
says junior Brian Nolan. "You need
to get out quick to beat the lines at
Checkers. A parking spot is imperative:'
Sorabh Maheshwari says that
more than anything else, a spot is
crucial "so I can wake up late, show
up at school, and my parking spot
will always be there. If theres one
thing I have in this world, its my spot:'
But most student drivers do
not have a space--and that situation
won 't change until the 1998 move to
the Kay Tract. Until then, those who
have a spot will continue to reap its
many benefits .

'N1cer Andrea Stuart marvels at
her extraordinary parking job.

Tuesday Is Roy's day. Isabel
Galbraith and Elizabeth Stranges
pack the trunk as they leave for
lunch .

. Jeff Waldstreicher
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A 'Year Off...

alking into a high school you
expect to see the seniors
getting ready for college,
studying, and working... Right? Instead there are 17- and 18-year olds
rea d ing comic books , blowing
bubbles, and just playing around like
children at an elementary school.
' Since we worked hard for three years
of high school, we want to relax and
enjoy our last year at Blair. Its just
the year to relax ; explains Chat
Chanyasubkit.
Why are these seniors digressing? It is, for most of them, their
last year of childhood before entering
the adult world of college, jobs, and
adulthood. "There!> so much more
to think about besides school now.
A lot of us just want to forget it alI;
says Ozzie Williams. Angela Lott has
a different idea of why seniors digress.
' We just don 't care; she says. Many
seniors carry this attitude through
their last year of high school.
'Tve always been goofy, and
this year, since I'm a senior, I have
an excuse to be extra goofy; comments Mike Dye. So next time you
see someone performing acrobats in
the hall or giggling like a sixth grader,
you can assume its just one of those
seniors.

W
Joseph Hernandez

Philip Hines

Brita Hinkle

Yamileth Herrera

Stanley Hicks

Spencer Hindman

'I'm illppJng out!" Mike Dye takes
advantage of his time as a senior
by cartwheeling at the beach in
Ocean City.

DonHo

Athene Hodges

Marina Hodges

Faye Homed

Matthew Horner

Cyrille Houndambi

Sonja Houston

David Hu

JimHu

Michael Huang

Shu Huang

Charles Huband

Nnamdi Idika

Aniekanaba !fon

Igor Immerman

Karla Huete

Vicky Hush

Donna Huynh

Margaret Hwang

Karen Isley

Moses Jackson

Tanisha Jackson

Carmen Holmes
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Maria Hernandez

' Marvel-ousl" Reading comic books
is still popular, even for seniors.
Brian Crutchfield is one senior who
enjoys his comics.

Zahid Hussain

. Lisa Pineles

Samuel Isaac

Emma Jalloh

Odessa Isaacs

Christina Jenkins
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Rommel Jimenez

Luis Jimenez Jr.

Benjamin Johnson

Lydia Jolivent

Robin Jones

Eli Lambert

Sakong Lay

Chun Lee

Stephanie Lee

Ana Leonzo

Hugues Joseph

Sandra Jules

Vis hal Kapur

Joshua Keller

Yeneneh Ketema

Linda Leu

News Leveille

Erica Levi

Tavia Lewis

Simone Lim

Konjok Khampa

Kerry Kidwell

Daniel Kim

NamKim

Veary Kin

Jose Lobos

Kisha Logan

Jose Lora

Angela Lott

Jamel Love

Sui Lu

Yvette Kinchelow

Peter Kong

Kera King

Gabe Klein

Denice Koh

Ellen Kohl

Rochelle Lovell

Bakiatu Koroma

Olivia Koroma

Laura Kraft

Mukta Kundu

Lyndsay Madden

Aide Luna

Sorabh Maheshwari Helena Marchwicki

Emily Lundahl

Chauntell Lynn

Julie Marion

Daniel Marshall
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Karla Martinez

Jessica McPherson

Nuria Martinez

Cory Mass

Nicole Matthews

Cynthia McKay

Lindsay Mercer

Steven Merkel

Kevin Mernick

Ari Messinger

Alexandra McTague

Gilberto Medina

Timothy Medlin

Helen Medrano

Kendrick Miles

Andrew Miller

Carl Miller

Lynn Miller

Victoria Metzger

Yoon Min

..

AlwaBs and Forever
ast years Junior-Senior Prom
was held June 1 , 1996 at the
Ornni Shoreham hotel in Washington D.C. The proms theme was
"Always and Forever" and included a
full night of dancing and then partying at City Place where there was a
casino with prizes from the different
stores.
Many prom-goers went out to
dinner before the dance at extremely
fancy restaurants such as GaWeo and
Red Sage. Elizabeth Ferrenz spent
three hours at Galileo. ~They kept
offering us more food. We had about
twelve bottles of mineral water and
plenty of appetizers ~
White stretch limos were waiting outside to take them to the dance.
Nhi Tran was shocked at the size of
her limo. ~ The limo was loaded. We
watched a movie on the way to the
dance and drank water out of champagne glasses; she said.
Many students enjoyed sticking their heads out limousine
sunroofs. Everyone enjoyed living it
up, being sophisticated, and dressing to impress. This was the night to
act like a real lady or gentleman. ~ For
once I didn 't mind it when my date
took my arm; said Aleta TaylorOwens.

.

L

Megan Minnick

Keisha Mitchell

Danyal Mokhtarzada

•..

Anna Molpus

Jennifer Moore

Hugo Moreno

Ana Morales

Reina Morales

Shannon Moran

Bladimir Morel

Sazia Moriom

Steven Morse

Lezetta Moyer

Gautam Mukunda

'

The Lady In Red. .. Angela Lott
and graduate Errol Lloyd show
their stuff.

A Kodak Moment Alicia GroganBrown and graduate Dan Hutton
pose for mommy!;; camera. Prom
was a special time for everyone and
a great way to end the year.

Sarah Muller

. Celia Zwerdling
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Mark Murray

Nghia Ngo

Rehana Mwalimu

Simon Ndombele

Eric Newman

Tuyethanh Ngo

Anhtuan Nguyen

Goi Nguyen

Latoya Newman

SanhNguyen

es, s.enior year is finally here.
You 've waited four long, grueling years to get to this point.
You are the kings and queens of the
school. Ready to take a deep breath,
sit back. and relax:. Wait a minute!
What about those college applications
you have to finish and the community service hours you haven't even
started? And what about everything
else you said you would do freshman ... no sophomore ... no junior
year?
Although senior year is supposed to be time to relax:, for many
seniors it is anything but. ~I took. it
easy for most of my classes during
freshman, sophomore, and junior
year, but now because of it 1 have to
have eight periods; says Francisco
Ayala. "I thought I'd get all of the
difficult classes done first and then
move on to the easier ones ... 1guess
it never dawned on me that 1was running out of time; explains senior Matt
Yorro.
So before freshmen, sophomores, and juniors begin to put everything off until senior year, remember what will happen if you leave everything for the last minute.

"I think I can .. .1 think I can... Elizabeth Ferrenz is definitely not relaxing as she uses her lunch period to
study for her next class.

'I feel llk.e a mIx between a potato
sack and a picnic tablel- exclaims
Ellen Kohl as she waits to get her
senior pictures taken. Although senior pictures were supposed to be
taken over the summer, many students waited for make-ups at school.

- Jessica Sribnick
Thand-Tri Nguyen
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Emma Nicholson

Kate Nicholson

Sunny Nieh

Rakesh Nowrangi

Mayra Noyola

John Oakley

Eric Olaitan

Patrick Onwuemene

Andrea Ormsby

Emily Pannebaker

Christine Parker

David Parr

Ebony Pearsall

Kevin Pei

Christine Ortanez

Michelle Otis

Charles Owusu

Alicia Padilla

Miladis Palacios

Malcolm Pelles

Daniel Perl

Joshua Peskowitz

Jonah Pezeshki

Hoangthuy Pham
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Patrice Philippe

Reginald Philippe

Julio Pinto

Janice Poling

Jennifer Powell

Patrick Pulupa

Amit Rahman

Virginie Razakalalao

Stacy Pope

Matthew Reilly

Tivona Revell

Kevin Riley

Elsy Rivas

Amiri Roberts

Nedine Robinson

Daniel Rodriguez

Desiree Rodriguez

Juan Carlos Rodriguez

Melissa Rodriguez

Cesar Rojas

Luis Rojas

Blanca Romero

Irma Romero

Michael Rose

Hugo Salazar

ruture rate

Aries
March 2l- April 20
Fire Sign
You have affections that vary. An adventurous nature will make you go far, especially
with how impulsive you are. However,
moodiness can find you too. So look for
someone who understands you .

Taurus
April 2l- May 2l
Earth sign
If you are born under the Taurus sign you
are mature and refined. Stubbornness is
one of your traits . This may cause you to
lose many dates. You Ire a good listener with
an open mind. Friends will not be hard to
find.

Gemini
May 22- June 2l
Air sign
Always on an emotional high. Spontaneous, with a wild streak. Your social life will
never be meek. A free spirit with no worry.
You'll never be in a hUrry.
Cancer
June 22- July 23
Water sign
Those who are Cancers seem to have all
the answers. Patient, understanding and
nice. People will always tum to you for advice. When looking for romance find a Capricorn to win your heart.

Leo
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July 24- August 23
Fire sign
Leos have a dynamic flare. You 'll never take
truth, you 'll always do dare. Your stylish fashion sense may cause you great expense. With
you its in with the new and out with the old.
So, your hot romances may soon tum cold.

Fire sign
Sagittarians are enthusiastic and bold. When
faced with a challenge you 'll never fold. You
like to come on strong. The friendships you
make will always last long. Dates won't be
hard to make, but many a heart you will
break.

VIrgo
August 24- September 23
Earth sign
Those with the Virgo sign are quiet but tend
to whine. You feel uneasy and wonder why
It might be because your kind of shy. Some
people might find you a bore, but thats because you need to talk a little more.

Capricorn
December 22- January 20
Earth sign
Capricorns are known for ambition. You
don't like to get caught up in tradition. You'll
find one date a bore. You 'll probably have
at least four. You have the perfect combina·
tion of romance and aspiration.

Libra
September 24- October 23
Air sign
You are a hyper social whirl with charisma and
a carefree style. You'll always have plenty of
numbers to dial. You have a carefree nature
and open mind. Many hearts you'll leave behind.

Aquarius
January 2l- February 19
Air sign
You are known for being coy. You like to
standout from the crowd. So, all your
statements will be loud. People love you
spontaneous way. You 'll always have
plenty to say.

Scorpio
October 24- November 22
Water sign
Scorpios like to strut their stuff. One person
for you won 't be enough. You're the kind of
person who loves to have fun, but try to get
some work done. You can be arrogant, too.
Hello! The world doesn't belong to you.

Pisces

Sagittarius
November 23- December 2l

February 20- March 20
Water sign
Pisces are optimistic, but sometimes you
have to be realistic. You like to lend a helping hand. Your company is always in high
demand. You have plenty of common
sense, but this could cause you to be a
little tense.

Alvin Rufino

Marlon Salmon

Ingrid Romero

Jason Rufino

Morgan Russell

Diana Sakolsky

Rolando Sanchez

Kathryn Sander

Chris Sangalang

Tidaratana Sarakul

• YenLant
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Ghe 'Price of SenioritB
our senior year is your most
expensive year in high school.
It seems as if every little event
costs a bundle. Expenses range from
college applications to preparing for
prom. An average college application fee is fifty dollars a piece. The
class ring is a definite must and that
ranges from an affordable ninety dollars to a hefty five hundred. Cap and
gown have to be bought too. Senior
pictures cost at least one hundred
dollars. Some students solution to
money problems is finding bargains.
"There are two trips to the Bahamas
this year, both two weeks. One costs
$650 and the other is $420. You
know which one I'll be going on~ says
Pete Stamos.
Prom also puts some weight
on seniors' wallets. Some rent enormous stretch limos, go to elegant
restaurants , and attend the most
popular nights clubs. There are also
tuxedos to rent and dresses to buy.
And lets not forget the price of the
prom tickets .. . twenty-five dollars per
person. "I'm going to have to work
overtime forever to pay for prom. The
restaurant alone is going to cost a
bundle~ says Carlos Esperanza. Senior benefits may be costly, but in the
end, it is all worth it.L"

Y
Tiwiya Savoy

Robert Scheige

Charles Schindler

Jonathan Schlaifer

Hannah Schofield

David Schultz

Katherine Schultz

Nicholas Scorza

Giordana Segneri

Manish Shah

Kevin Sharpe

Jae Shin

Nathfia Simpson

Arti Singh

Avita Singh

Jessica Skolnik

Amaya Smith

Jermaine Smith

Renee Smith

Neil Sood

Peter Stamos

•

Akachai Siri

Sara Somarriba
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Ying Song

Colin Steely

IZ

FIfty dollars" This group of seniors
compare the cost of college applications during lunch.

Mister, can you spare a dime? Senior Asahish Trpathi shows us
what!> left after he makes a down
payment on his cap and gown.

Lawrence

Bailey Sterrett

Delaney Susie

Darling St. Louis

Elizabeth Stranges

Viraj Suterrawongsa Nowali Taddesse

Andrea Stuart

Biruk Tadese

Othniel St. Ulme

Evelyn Tate
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Aleta Taylor-Owens

Oscar Tineo

.

Melvin Terry II

Yen Thach

NeeraJ Thakur

Stayce Thomas

Erin Trager

Catherine Tran

Lam Tran

Shauna Tocknell

Hensie Toussaint

Claire Townsend

Sarah Townsend

Nathan Tryon

Kelly Tsaur

nona Turner

Aashish Tripathi

Quan Tran

Arun Vemury

Ahsen Uppal

WhatJ-{a ened to 'You?
t was the fall of 1993 and a new
batch of incoming freshman had
just arrived at Blair. Oh, come on,
you remember - the cans of hairspray,
B.U.M. Equipment shirts, and your favorite pair of Guess jeans. Think back
to those days when clothes, shoes,
hair, and the crowd you were in, were
among the things most important to
you. Your priorities have changed
and now your new winter apparel no
longer compares to your college applications.
Colleges, jobs, and bills are
just a few of the many worries adding
to your vision of disorder. "Freshman
year there was a lot of peer pressure,
but this year a lot of that pressure is
focused on school and my future; explains Sakong Lay.
You 've changed drastically in
the past four years at Blair. Its not
just your looks, but your personality
as well. As Sam Isaac reflects, "When
I was a freshman, I was kind of goofy,
but now I've found myself and I am
whole: Your attitude towards life has
changed because you've realized that
there is life beyond high school.
Though freshman year still
seems like only yesterday, its not.

I

·BrendaKao
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Blanca Villatoro

Stephen Vladeck

Matthew Voglewede Elizabeth Vondran

•I
Kasey Walkes

Yiting Wang

Jeffrey Waldstreicher

~

Sharije Webber

Beth Weinstein

Aaron Williams

Arieus Williams

Michael Weiss

Back in the day ... wh e n
Cindy Candia and Emil y
Donaldson looked like inno·
cent freshman.

'I remember . .. ' Cindy Cand i a,
Emily Donaldson , and Emma
Nicholson recall how much they
have changed in the past four year

Princess White

Adrienne Wiley

Leiya Williams

"I.
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Michael Williams

Nailah Williams

Christopher Willoughby

Stephen Yam

Philip Yen

Sonia Zambe

Anielka Zambrana

Yanira Zambrana

Bryony Zeigler

Duke Yim

Zheng Zhang
Say "Cheesel"
Seniors Sonja
Houstan, Mya
Houstan,
Leiya Williams,
Keisha Logan,
and Amaya
Smith snap
photos at
Homecoming.
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Jaqueline Amaya
Inbal Ben-Ami
Nikisha Ashton
Debasish BaneIjee
Elana Berger
Steven Bernal
Steven Blake
Bridget Buckley
TyBui
Alexander Cairazco
Vanessa Castro
Claudia Contreras
Consuelo Contreras
Yenis Contreras
Sormujah Corneh
Susanna Crumrine
Janetta Daniels
Quentine Deshield
Brian Dodson
Timothy Dotson
Milton Drummond
Emmanuel Dzieketey
Vlad Enanche
Jose Flor
Rachel Fouts
Andreas Galatis
Jose Garchia
Marcus Gamer
Brook Genet
James Goodwin
Miguel Granillo
James Grosjean

ViHa
Kevin Hegel
Gerardo Henriquez
Estiwar Huete
Javon Hunter
Colleen Jenkins
Curtis Jett
Chiquita Johnson
Gesgis Kahsay
Aminata Kalil
Henry Kelly
Darius Killian
Alicia Kingue
Tuan Le
Jose Lemus Jr.
Jerome Lockley
Latesha Lonon
Leressa Loving
Xiomara Lovo
Gilles Makon
Bernardo Manaloto
Christian Manzila
Sergio Maranon
Peter Machette
Ruth Maynard
Carlos McDonald
Jessica McNiece
Janelle Meagher
Wilmer Melendez
Angelica Mena
Hannah Mohammed
Daniel Mulugeta

Feizal Murillo
Muoki Ndaka
Tameika Neal
Hoa Ngo
Quynh Nguyen
Kevin Ochieng
Monica Olego
Mirna Pena
Melissa Perry
Showeet Pope
Eric Rankin
Anita Rao
Jason Reilly
Alajamdro Risper
Marc Roulias
Brigid Ryan
Spencer Saguilar
Juan Sartor
Briana Schweizer
Isaac Sebollina
Luis Silva
Meera Srinivasan
Jeffrey Sternbel
Christophe Svec
Oscar Taracena
Pinky Thakore
Tobin Thomas
Kresimir Tokic
Katia Toussaint
Cuong Tran
Nhi Tran
Zoe Travers

Erin Turner
Anh Van
Rosemary Velasquez
Luis Villatoro
David Warden
Veroninca Wieder
Gamunu W~etunge
Tyris Wilkerson
Bradley Williams
Elvis Williams
Imeh Williams
Oswald Williams
Brysan Wilson
Asemcrum Woldu
Madie Yansane
Matthew Yorro
Gabriela Zapata
Paul Zimmerman
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E
"Get good grades sophomore and junior year so
you don't have to be a
stressbox senior year.'

I
"Don't procastinate! What
you don't get done now,
you won't get done. Believe me, I know!"

- Shira Fishman

"Don't hide behind stereotypes:'

"The boundaries of reality
are bordered only by your
own perceptions:'

"Get involved with clubs
earlY.'

- Jamel Love

"Come strong, or don't
come at alI:'

"Nag your parents until
they buy you a car. It'll
make life a whole lot
easier:'

- Kera King

E
- Chris Schindler

- Wendell Hall

"Never say 'yes' when you
mean 'no':'

- Carlocesar Castaneda

I

A

- Antonio Francis

- Megan MInnIck

"Remember the things you
like to do in life and don't
let stress get you down:'

"Always look around corners for security:'

- Tyris Wilkerson

"Become friends with secu-

- Gabe Klein

n'h/'
..J •

"Don't L.C. English!"

"Don't go out with a freshman-its illegal:'
- Chris Sangalang

"Know who your friends
are, because you'll never
know when you'll catch a
case of the fake people:'
- Jonathan Berhanu

- Kevin Sharpe

"After that new car, beware
of those new friends:'

"Always respect your seniors:'

"The keys to being cool:
Learn to play the guitar,
and get a girlfriend:'

- Lyndsay Madden
- Luis Jimenez

- Katie Schultz
- David Schultz

"Don't worry about your
image:'

"Once you're iqjured, stop
playing!"

"Never give up sleep to do
your homework:'

"The more you challenge
yourself, the farther you'll
go~

- Haroon Mokhtanada

- Sanh Nguyen

- Kelley Dollins
- Steve Vladeck
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Most Artistic
Vanessa Castro &. Don Ho

80

Most School Spirit
Kera King &. David Schultz

Most Athletic
Shira Fishman &. Gilberto Medina

Most Likely to Succeed
Gautam Mukunda &. Sarah Mueller
(Not Pictured)

Most Musically Inclined
Andrea Stuart &. Aime Brunn

Best All Around Person
Bailey Sterrett &. Delaney Susie

Best Dressed

Nicest Smile
David Parr &. Angela Lott

Most Changed
Tobin Thomas &. Janelle Meagher

Emily Lundahl &. Sam Isaac

Most Gentlemanly & Ladylike
Sanh Nguyen &. Stephanie Lee
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Hannah Aaronson
Christina Adams
Michael Akman

Julissa Alfaro
Jennifer Alvarez
David Andalman
Emily Anthony
Olisaemeka Anwah

Carlos Arias
Afua Asare
Zahra Ashrafi
Haja Bah
Kent Ballard, Jr.

Dan Barkmeyer
Emily Beckman
Arthur Beever
Elana Berger
Jonathan Berhanu

Sharmaine Dickerson
Leah BonistaIli

Aime Brunn
Henina Bunch
Jennifer Cabrera
William Cai
Cindy Candia

Lisa Caputo
Vanessa Castro
Emily Catzva
Chat Chanyasubkit
Sanusi Cole

Sandra Cooke
Beth Cope
Karen Costa
Andrea Courtois

Janneta Daniels
Susannah Daniels
Lucie Dahinel
Michael Darnall II
Melissa dela Santa

Sabine Devilme
Kelley Dollins
Aileen Donohue
Gemma Doyle
Anne Dutton

LediJbeth Espana
Watson Fagan
Evan Fago
Elizabeth Ferrenz
Jeremy Fisher

Shira Fishman
Tiffany Foster
Simon Francis
Sara Friar
Isabel Galbraith

Brianna Gibson
Ty Gibson
Rakhi Goel
Jesymah Green
Alicia Grogan-Brown

Lena Guard
Rahul Gupta
ViChiHa
Wendell Hall

Mya Harper
William D. Hart III
Natalie Henley
Sarah Henrickson
Sandra Henriquez

Bakie Koroma
Laura Kraft
Mukta Kundu
Eli Lambert

Yamileth Herrara
Brita Hinkle
Don Ho
Marina Hodges

Sof1ja Houston
David Hu
Jim Hu
Michael Huang
Charles Huband

Tavia Lewis
Kisha Logan
Angela Lott
Jamel Love
Rachelle Lovell

Vicky Hush
Zahid Hussain
Donna Huynh
Margaret Hwang
Ani Ifon

Igor Immerman
Samuel Isaac
Moses Jackson
Tanisha Jackson
Brigid Ryan

Rommel Jimenez
Ben Johnson
Robin Jones
Sandra Jules
Konjok Khampa

Daniel Marshall
Karla Martinez
Nicole Matthews
Jessica McNiece
Janelle Meagher

Steven Merkel
Ari Messinger
Megan Minnick
Keisha Mitchell

Shannon Moran
Sarah Muller

Rehana MwaJimu
Eric Newman
Sanh Nguyen
Emma &:. Kate Nicholson

Sunny Nieh

Christine Ortanez
Emily Pannebaker
Christine Parker

MaJcolm Pelles
Josh Peskowitz

Janice Poling
Jennifer Powell
Patrick Pulupa
Matt Reilly
Tivona Revell

Meera Srinivasan
Bailey Sterrett
Elizabeth Stranges

Delaney Susie
Nolawi Taddesse
Evelyn Tate
Melvin Terry

Yen Thach
Tobin Thomas
Stayce Thomas
Shauna Tocknell
Hensie Toussaint

Zoe Travers
Aashish Tripathi

Nedine Robinson
Jason Rufino
Diana Sakolsky
Hugo Salazar

Kathryn Sander
Tiwiya Savoy
Hannah Schofield
Katherine Schultz
Giordana Segneri

Nathfia Simpson
Amaya Smith
Sara Somarriba

Jeff WaJdstreicher
Tina Wang
Beth Weinstein
Michael Weiss
Adrienne Wiley

Leiya WIlliams
Nailah Williams
Ossie Williams
Philip Yen
Paul Zimmerman
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Condition:
f there is one thing you can say
about the Class of '98, its that
they have ambition . President
Jennifer Moore , Vice President
Tony Murray, Treasurer Daniel
Schwab, and Secretary Colette
Knight have charted a bold course
for the future. Not content with
merely selling candy, the '98 class
officers are planning some major
fund-raising for senior years major events.
"The most important thing
we're doing right now is raising
money: says Schwab. "We're concerned about next year. If prom is
going to be good, we're going to
need money. That!; what I'm working on ~ Schwab and the Class of
'98 are also trying to get more students involved. "With such a long
road ahead of us, we need more
than just the class officers working on this. We need new people
with new ideas about how we can
get more mone~
"Our first goal is to raise
money. Our second goal is the involve more people; agrees Murray.

I

Bianca Arbarca
DarikAbebe
Lidya Abebe
Stacey Aboyme
Cynthia Addai-Robinson

Poppia Ahemd
Emily Akinnagbe

Samual Akinnagbe
Fredy Alberto
Nicholas Allen
Scott Allmond
Jazmin Almonte
Danny Amaya
Joshua Ammons

Renee Amponsah
Adrienne Andrews
April Ahn
Alicia Antiri
Roberto Aparicio
Billy Aragon
Rbeka Asefa

Road warriors ... Thejunior Homecoming float was a success thanks
to the hard work of the class officers.

Matthew Ashley
Yonas Assefa
Lisa Baccala
Oluwabusol Bada
Carol Bady
Ethan Baker
Marcus Baker

Akila Benson
Jonah Berger
Luke Bergmann
Gregory Bernard

Elizabeth Baltodano
Anthony Banson
Shani Barnett
Monique Bartley
Radcliffe Barton
Abby Batko-Taylor
Jaime Bauer

Albert Berrian III
Shivonne Berridge
Rupa Bhatia
Juliane Bieberstein

Mariam Bederu
Emmanuel Bediako
Kieran Bell
Naomi Benders
Nikole Benders
Fernando Benitez
Jeremy Benna

Edwin Billhimer
David Birks
Sean Blais
Jose Blanco
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'Tm also working on getting the
Class (of '98) more involved in the
Blair community. And I'm already
planning for next year: we want to
have a huge assembly to say goodbye to Blair on Wayne:'
"Its been difficult; says
Moore, "and definitely a learning
experience for me-but I think
we've been successful. Now its
time to look towards next year.
Our goal is to make all the senior
events cheaper for the student.
Fund-raising is our top priority because we want to lower prices for
prom and our class trip ~
''I'm already lining up the
speaker for our graduation; says
Knight. "We're looking aheadjust wait:'
As the last class to graduate on the Wayne Avenue campus,
the Class of '98 is looking to make
their senior year special. The junior year class officers will be to
thank when that ambition finally
comes to fruition.

. Jeff Waldstreicher

Looking towards the sky... Left to right: Colette Knight
(Secretary), Tony Murray (Vice President), and Jennifer Moore (President). Not pictured: Daniel Schwab
(Treasurer) .
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Fearof
F

or seniors, the stress of SATs
and college has passed.
They feel relieved now that
applications and essays have been
completed. For juniors, the expectations of getting good grades and
securing a successful future are the
number one priorities.
There is a general fear of
not being smart enough to get into
college, and to get a good job.
Daniel Nakamura explains, ''I'm
afraid my SAT scores won't be high
enough to get into the college I
want. Then my future will be
doomed:'
The parents of some juniors are taking this year very seriously and have higher expectations ofthejuniors. Theywantjuniors to get better grades, socialize
less, and spend time improving
their scores for the SATs. Jieun
Sung says, "My parents want me
to go to a SAT class so I'll get a
better score. I'm having trouble
making them happy:'
Many juniors have started
taking these SAT prep classes. It

is not just parents' expectations
that are forcing juniors to work
harder, but personal goals. "I realize that I have another year to
go, but there is already stress; Jennifer Moore says. "I'm trying so
hard to maintain good grades and
stay active so that I can look good
for the college of my choice. Its
tougher than I ever could imagine:'
Along with the fear of meeting expectations and test standards comes the feeling of excitement for college. Looking through
college brochures and view books
has almost become a pastime.
Eleventh graders look forward to getting the mail in the aftemoons because some will have
letters waiting from colleges and
universities. "I love going through
college material; comments Lara
Hancller. "Its fun to see what they
have to offer:'
Right now preparing for
college may be stressful and exasperating, but students are looking
forward to the independence.

. Celia Zwerdling

Theola Blocker
William Bogan
Marie Bolane
Dwayne Bosby

Erin Bowers
Mareo Boyd
Arianne Boylan
Louis Breger

College CooI. ..A1irnike Trotman and David Lauriston
sign up for college visits in the career center.
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Emily Brewster
Alexis Brobby
James Brodt
Dominique Brogden

eFuture
Tanay Brown
Rashelle Browne
Aubrey Bruggeman

Kelcin Burnett
Heather Byrd
Patrick Callahan
Cruz Campos

Erick Canas
Ernesto Carranza
Jameelah Carter
Melissa Carter
Julia Castellon
Emilisa Castillo
Tarunesh Chand
Jaqueline Charney

Fret and Fervor... Linh Hang checks out her new practice PSAT book
let which will prepare her for the upcoming test. Eleventh grader
struggle to meet expectations for college and SAT!>.

David Chen
Christine Cheng
Porsha Childs
Eric Chiu
Andrew Chung
Robert Clark

Tina Coker
Melissa Coleman
Jena Collins
Brendan Connell
Nakia Cooper
Henry Coppola
Stephanie Coster

Virginia Cowan
Rachel Cox
Evan Crump
Abigail Curran
Lucian Da Silva
Deena Daniels
Kimani Darasaw

Isaac Darzi
Eric Dauler
Cesar Davalos
Justin Dennis
Alexandra Desautels

Lea Diamond
Ryan Diamond
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Return Of Powder Puff
he sun is shining and the
crowd is cheering as players
run across the field and
cheerleaders begin to "jump,
shake their booties". Although this
sounds like a typical Blair football
game, it isn 't. This afternoon,
most of the athletes are wearing
ponytails and sports bras, and the
cheerleaders ... well lets just say
they have more than just biker
shorts under those skirts. Yes, its
the annual Powder Puff football
game at Blair.
The game , which took
place after school on October
17th/ Opposite Sex Day gives male
and female students the chance to
switch their traditional "sport roles"
in football. This was the first time
in years that Blair attempted this
activity, and it was a tremendous
success.
"Everybody had a good
time .. . even the seniors who lost!"
says junior quarterback Jameelah
Carter.
Greg Bernard, a cheerleader for the afternoon, agrees, "It

T
Christine Dobridge
Ana Dominguez
Paul Downs
Juliet Drake
Philippa Durham
Jonah Eaton
Ashley Eden

Ronald Edwards
Steven Edwards
Stephen Ehrmann
Alexander Epstein
Jason Ernst
Arian Escobar
Ameha Esheti

Liza Eshetu
Matthew Fagan
Robert Fairbairn
Caleb Fassett
Imani Ferguson
Bryan Francke
Jason Franklin

Touchdownl Pippa Durham and Virginia Cowan aren't afraid to
gloat after helping the junior team score a touchdown in the powder-puff football game.

Madeline Freidman
Jessica Fry
Nicholas Fulton
Robert Gandy
Fidia Garay
Christina Garcia
Emma Garcia

Darik Gossa
Josue Granados
Karla Granados
Martin Gravados

Esmerelda Garcia
Jessica Garcia
Judith Gayle
Michael Genau
Alexandra Georges
Krisana Gesuwan
Zekarias Getachew

Talya Green
Wendy Grenidge
Ricardo Guerra
Billy Guevara

Rudy Godoy
Laura GoIdhar
Deye Gonyon
Ingrid Gonzalez
Maritza Gonzalez
Sofia Gonzalez
Al Goodman

Sandra Guevara
Rob Gullixson
Cindy Gunraj
Kara Guthro
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really gave students school spirit
and I got to show off my great legs:'
In the end, the junior girls'
team beat the senior girls 14-11.
Junior players included Rupa
Bhatia, Virginia Cowan, Melissa
Carter, Colette Knight and Jennifer Moore. The senior team included Aleta Taylor-Owens, Sonja
Houston, and Giordana Segneri,
and many more.
Everyone enjoyed the immense amount of spirit which radiated from the cheerleading
squad, led by seniors Sormujah
Comeh and Jason Rufino andjuniors Greg Bernard and Stephen
Karafiath.
From the reactions, powder puff is an event that will probably be a permanent addition to
spirit week.
"It is definitely a tradition
that should be continued at Blait,'
says player, Lea Diamond, "especially since the Junior class won! "

. Jessica Sribnick

'I've got splrlt how about you?' Stephan Karafiath
displays his class pride by cheering on thejunior team
during the powder-puff game.
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aking Advanced Placement
classes is a big responsibility for juniors. Most want
to get a jump on college classes
that can be expensive and timeconsuming. "I took an AP class
because college classes cost a lot
and I thought that if I took an AP
class and passed, I'd save some
money': says Ellen Malone, who
takes AP Psychology. Are AP
classes harder than a regular
class? "All the tests are hard but
the class itself isn't that strenuous;
explains Malone. "But I think it is
more difficult than a regular class:'
Junior Amanda Simson
takes AP Chemistry "because I'm
in the magnet so I'd already taken
most of the science classes. I
heard the AP Chemistry teacher
was reaJly good. Plus I wanted to
be able to do well on the SAT lIs;
she says. Simson does not find
her AP class to be really difficult.
"At times it can be hard, but basically its fun; she remarks.
Mr. Applestein , who
teaches both reguJar and AP Psy-

A Head Start
chology, says he does make the
class harder for his AP students.
"Yes, I do make it harder because
itS my job to chaJIenge my students
and prepare them for the AP exam ~
However, just because the class is
harder doesn't mean the students
do worse. "I think I have more AS
in my AP classes than my regular
classes; he says.
Despite what Simson and
Malone think, AP classes are very
difficult for many students. Jaime
Bauer, who takes AP U.S. History,
says "AP U.S. is really hard, but I
took it because I wanted college
credit and I thought it would look
good on my transcript. I think that
if I work hard enough it will payoff:'
AP classes prove to be a
challenge, especially for juniors
who seem to be surrounded by
seniors. "My class is mostly seniors, there are only about 5 juniors; says Leah Verghese.
AP exams occur in the
spring, and hopefully by then
these juniors will be ready.

. Lisa Pineles

Esmerelda Gutierrez

Glenda Gutierrez
Liz Guttierez
Jamie Haig

Delonte Hailstock
Vianco Hall
Lara Handler
Eric Harper

Samuel Harvison
Blair Hayes
Jennifer Haynes
·1 like Psych•.. sikeW Joy Jackson looks over her AP Schnearia Henderson
Psychology Review book just before a crucial test.
Many AP Psych students found all of the information
hard to cram.
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Mercedes Henriquez

Mirna Henriquez
Daniel Herbst
Aileen Hess
A1iya HeyHger
Nicholas Hill
Steven Hirsch

Justin Ho
Kara Holston
Jennifer Hong
Alexander Hoskins

Shawn Hossain
Yih Hann Hsieh
Jin Huang

Lily Huang
Estiwar Huete
Justin Huneycutt
Natawn Hunter

ThIs lab Is so fabl' Amanda Simson hurries to finish a lab befon

Joshua Hutcheson

her AP Chemistry class . AP classes were hard for everyone ~
there was a lot of last minute studying .

Eric Hutchinson
Toshima lkuko

Fred Irby IV
Anthony Irish
A1zira Isata
Okeibuno Iwugo
Nicholas Jabbour
Joy Jackson
Benjamin Jacoby

Omar Jenkins
David Jessup
Sarah Johnson
TeHon Johnson
Michael Jones
Naiyan Jones
Philip Jones

Tamarcus Jones
Lucienne Joseph
John Kaneshige
Brenda Kao
Stephen Karafiath

Alia Karim
Hironobu Katoh
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Ifs I lard to Say
.
Joanna Katz
Daniel Kaufman
Thomas Kaufman

Maima Kawah
Andrew Kaylor
Matthew Keister
Kathryn Kenyon

Yasurie Keo
Jenna Khan
Monna Khan
Neela Khin
Eugene Kim
Sandra King
James Kirchhoff

Alex Kirsch Clayton

Sarita Kishore
Colette Knight
Patama Kornkaew
Ari Krause
Benjamin Krefting
Shaw An Kwang

Nuwoe Kwenah
James Lacroix
Chen Lai
Daniel Lamb
Isabele Lamothe
Carl Lancaster
Kerlin Lapierre

David Lauriston
Tifanne Lawrence
Vanessa Lawton-King

Serey Lay
Jesse Lee
Tanya Lee
Monica Leiva

'Can you tell me the polar fonn of 2-211" asks Ngoc-Thuy Nguyen to
her senior friend Yen Thach.

hereS a sense of comfort one
receives in sitting around
with a group of friends and
talking. Unless of course, the conversation centers around college
applications and Senior Skip Day,
and you are only a junior.
ItS hard to believe that some
of your dearest companions will
move on in a couple of months and
you win still be doing vocabulary
units and math problems.
Having a close friend is a
luxury that some win greatly miss.
"Its nice to have someone to hang
out with and someone I can totally
be myself with; says Azad Sadr
about his senior cousin Haroon
Moktarzhada. "HeS like a pillar. He
holds me up:'
Ngoc-Thuy Nguyen thinks
she will feel a bit lost without her
senior pals. "It'n feel lonely. The
year will be empty even though
there are over 2000 students in the
school:'
Saying good-bye is difficult
because senior friends ease the
troubles of high school. "They're

T

the ones who make it easier to get
through the year, and it will be hard
when they're gone; says Erik Reed.
One nice thing about
making friends with seniors is that
you know people you can stay with
at various colleges that interest
you. Some of your pals may only
be a short ride to College Park,
whereas others may travel to farther destinations that circumvent
the globe.
Another plus to having
senior friends is that once they go
off to college you can get the cool
college e-mail that gets sent
around.
Whether a phone call or an
e-mail address away, your senior
friends will be a positive memory
to look back on.
In the end, when the halls
have emptied of the Class of 1997,
juniors will assume their new role
as seniors, and the cycle will begin, once again.

. Erica Levi

Ming Hun Liu
Amelia Lloyd
Melinda Lloyd
David Lott

Nicholas Love
Xiomara Lovo
Anna Marie Lowery
Elvis Lozano

Stephani Levasseur

David Levitt
Tamara Lewis
Gordon Li
Staci Lightfoot
Emery Lin
Jose Liriano

Mauricio Lozano
Alan Lum
Froylan Luna
Jason Lunn

·Say cheese," says Jennifer Moore to her senior pal
Kent Ballard.
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.-.....~Pains &
aking it through these high
school years can inaugurate many new things.
High school has the tendency to
alter personalities and it can make
or break a person. Maybe you 've
noticed kids becoming more mature, acting their part, and taking
a stand for themselves.
'Tve seen a lot of people
change in the past couple of years,
including myself; says Azad Sadr.
Its called the act of growing and becoming oneS complete
self. "I feel like more of a whole
person than I did in middle school;
Daniel Nakamura confessed.
''' It is only through change
that we grow' , I read that on a
poster one day sitting in class, and
if you think about it , its true! H exclaims Aubrey Bruggeman.
There are many different
kinds of people at Blair. You learn
how to equip and defend yourself
against rude and ignorant people.
It takes a lot of courage to stand
up against people who bother you
in the halls and during class. You
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Gains

also start to develop a back bone,
and start to stick up for yourself.
"I used to let people pick
on me and just let it go, but now
that I've realized that I can fend for
myself, I stand up for myseIt reflects Ashley Wright.
"Yeah, I'm proud of you,
Ashley;' Debbie Truman notes
friendly.
Looking back over the past
two years at Blair, people have
changed both physically and mentally. They grew out of their boyish and girlish figures. Most importantly they became mature
adults and, over the years, eam the
respect and encouragement of
their friends.
Joining teams, clubs, extracurricular activities, and being
a part of something in the community can build up group dynamics
and prepare you for the endless intermingling you wiII encounter for
the rest of your life.

. Helena Marchwicki

Bethlehem Luselela
Ivan Lutchenkov
Reina Lynch
David Ma

Sergia Mars
Jason Martin
Rudis Martinez
Zulma Martinez
Miniya Maskal
Justin Mason
Clara Mateo

Merly Matingou
Jessica Mayorga
Daniel McBride
Christopher McCoy
Meredith McDaniel
Nyeshia McKenzie
William McKenzie

Taking Control ... of his shyness, Micah Spiegal talks to his frien,
Karin Singmon about how he overcame his 'quiet complex' year
ago.

Gurnee McNair
Jhunio Medina
Marcela Medrano
Nubia Medrano
Sarah Meininger
Genet Mekuria
Stuart Merkel

Andrea Merriam
Mayco Mesa
Amha Mesfin
Jirnson Mesy
Robin MetaJitz
Jessica Metcalf-Burton

Sherly Michel

Anna Mackler
Jennifer Mallick
Ellen Malone
Octavian Manale

Rachel Mandel
Namatie Mansaray
Tharith Mao
Skating Awayl Jesse Miyoshi isn't timid anymore. Monica Maravilla
Now, he's very social when he blades, not to mention agressive.
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Kateri Michos
Timothy Miles
Nicole Milson
Gustavo Miranda
Morgan Mishler
Recasha Mitchell
Jesse Miyoshi

Tamara Mock
Andrew Mol
Endy Molinda
James Mompoint
Ligia Monroy
Daniel Montagne
Lismary Montesino
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Sneak Preview
SATs, OPA, extracurricular...
these are some of the vital
matters that plague junior
year. Eleventh grade is probably
the most important and hectic year
of high school and when your
grades matter the most. Its the
year that colleges start looking at
you, and the year that you start
looking at colleges.
These days, a college visit
has become more of a necessity
than a desire. Here juniors are allowed to take up to 3 days to make
a trip to the college of her choice.
And that is exactly what many juniors have done.
Visiting a college can not
only be beneficial, but it can give
you an overall image of that
school. And as Mike Bogan found
out, first impressions can be important. "I really wanted to go to
this college in Florida, but when I
went to visit it last summer, it was
nothing like I thought it was. It was
small and the student body was
not varied at aIl~
From trips to different uni-

P

Jennifer Moore
Edwin Morales
Daniel Moreno
Eimy Moron
Chunhsi Mu
Sarani MaukheIji
Henok Mulugeta

Karla Munoz
Jorge Murillo
Anthony Murry Jr.
Musaad ah Musaad ah

Jose Najera
Daniel Nakamura
Angela Nance

Nicole Natteros
Dina Navarra
Michael Ney
An Nguyen
Ngoc Thuy Nguyen
Quynh Nguyen
Vinh Bao Nguyen
Brian Nolan
Dolores Nolasco
Esther Nunez
Jacqueline Nunez
Kevin Oakley
Kathryn Oaks
Fey Olaniyan

Idahoise Oniha
Victor Onwuemene
Adan Ortega
Yohanna Ovalles
Kojo Owusu
Temilayo Oyewole
Temiloro Oyewole

Folasade Oyinade
Paulo Padilha
Jose Palacios
Laurel Palmer
Margaret Pancost
Evelyn Park
Jiehae Park
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Eenle, meenie, mJnle, moe... Carolyn vamasiri checks out college
pamphlets. Looking into colleges as ajunior made decisions easier
when you're a senior.

versities, Carolyn Vamasiri gained
some new knowledge. "By actually going, I got a lot of information about things I didn't even
think about:'
For Adriene Andrews, college visits have helped her narrow
her choices. "I really like M.U. and
Penn. State after I visited them and
they are now my top two choices~
The basic opinion about
college visits is that they're helpful, important, and totally necessary. Virginia Cowans advice is,
"Don't choose a college before visiting it because it might not live up
to its reputation :'
For those students who
don't make it to the actual college,
the Career Center makes a point
of having many colleges come to
the school. Everyday there are at
least two colleges visiting, giving
students without the funds to
travel the opportunity to find out
more about certain schools.
In the end, be sure to pick
the school that is best for you.

-YenLam

Jessica Parr
Noberto Parris Jr.
RachaelPayne
Monika Perry

Lam Pham
Mai Thy Pham
Michael Pham
Loc Phan

Nga Phan

Tn Due Phan
Juan Carlos Pineda
Fighting Irlshl Fred Irby sporting a Norte Dame sweat
Lisa Pineles
shirt, his college choice.
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Remember the Times
emories, like the comers
of my mind" or so goes the
song. By junior year, most
students have experienced many
emotions about their school work,
teachers, friends , and crushes.
These emotions range from frustration to happiness.
While most experiences
prove funny in the end, some do
prove regretful.
Jameelah Carter says "I
have no regrets so far. My funniest memory would have to be this
past Homecomings Spirit Week.
Especially Opposite Sex Day. It
was great to see how many people
have school spirit:'
Sarita Kishore has great
memories of her tenth grade magnet trip to Wallops Island. "It was
so fun to swim in a pool of mud
with my friends!" she exclaims.
These are "one-time" memories.
There are, however, funny
memories that occur everyday.
These memories include getting
lost, or sneaking out of a class to
have fun. Although getting lost

M

may not have been fun at the time,
it can be looked upon now as
funny. And who can forget all of
the jokes and Freudian slips
shared in classes that droned on
forever?
Others, however, do not
have substantial funny memories
as of yet. When asked about her
remembrances, Catherine Tran replied "Already? I am only a jun-

J

Erik Reed
Bradley Renuart
Jaime Revollo
Delmey Reyes
Laura Reyes
Mario Reyes
Syreeta Richards

.
I"
lOr.

Henry Coppola had the
same sentiment when he said "I
really do not have any memorable
experiences as of yee
It doesn't matter whether
or not a memory sticks out in your
mind. What matters is that you
have had fun being in school with
your friends.
Well, eventually memories
will be made. Maybe the memorable experiences are present now,
but have not had time to emerge.
But one things for sure; one will
always have the memories of their
high school times later in life.

Joarma Ries
Zenayda Rivas
Henry Rivera
Roseinna Rivera
Adriana Rodriguez
Carmen Rodriguez

Adam Rohner

Evelyn Rojas
Hector Romero
Charles Ross
Keisha Ross
"Look at us ... • Nikia Williams, Lisa Rufino, and Staci Lightfoot recal
their funny memories by looking through a yearbook.

Olga Rostapchova

Ira Rothberg
Christian Rubindecelis

, Lisa caputo

Chris Pollard
Jessica Povtak
Jonathan Powell
Sophath Pres

Alice Quintara
Lillian Raff
Kripa Rajan
Claudia Ramirez

Jose Rufino
Juan Rufino
Lisa Rufino
Laura Rummel
Amin Sadr
Jessica Salvatore
Ana Sanchez

Marlon Sanchez
Mireida Sanchez
Gregory Sanders
Shantese Sandidge

Rebecca Sandler
Jonathan Sandridge

Tidaratana Sarakul

"Mud b aths for all... • was the theme at Wallops Island as Lily Raff, Whitney Treseder, and Paulo Padilha
have fun in the mud.
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Carlos Ramos
Amita Rao
Vincent Ray
Craig Readler

Ravi Saxena
Janah Schrieber
Kate Schroll
Daniel Schwab
Jacob Schwarz
Colin Seebadan
Laura Segovia
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Join the Bandw~
L

Dominique Seldon
Everard Selkridge
Colin Shackleford
Laura Shapiro
Manu Sharma
Visanthe Shiancoe
Twain Shields

Jessica Shin
Rashmi Shrestha
Samantha Shub
Kerlyne Simeon
Amanda Simson
Vinita Singh
Karin Singman

Dougals Smith
Erin Smith
Winston Smith
Absro Solomon
Katrina Sostek
Karim Soumah
Annelisa Soutar

Strumming along... Edwin Morales is content with the jazz band.
Blair's Jazz Band has won numerous awards under the direction of
Mr. Harry.

Michael Soza
Ethan Spalding
Micah Spiegel
Jessica Sribnick
Kathy St. Hill
Cheraine Stanford
Kalika Stanford

ately, you 've probably no
ticed the accumulation of
student initiated bands.
These students vent their expressions and emotions through a
musical medium.
"I don 't have time to play
music outside of school, because
when I get home, I go straight to
the internet to talk about music
and Barfight, my favorite band - so
I take a class at school; says Alex
Shabou.
Other students feel that
the Blair chorus or the jazz band
doesn't fulfill their musical needs.
So, naturally, students venture out
on their own and start their own
band that satisfies their own particular musical interests.
"Joining a band seems like
it would be a great way to have fun;
declared Rupa Bhatia.
"Yeah, I know a lot of kids
who started their own groups and
are actually really good now'; says
Azad Sadr.
"Of course, this is after
hours and hours of mad practice;

comments Jesse Miyoshi.
Organizing your own band
is extremely time consuming.
Finding the right band members,
showing up to practices, writing
your own original songs, and eventually playing shows is the order
of chaos bands must go through
to be succesful.
One illustration of a band
formed of strictly Blair students is
Broken Tone, a hip-hop oriented
group based on "taking hip-hop
further, extending everything to
make a more complex rhythm;
explains the bands keyboardist,
Fred Irby.
"Nothing breaks the monotony like playing music; admits
Broken Tone 's drummer, Alex
Hoskins. This band is taking initiative: playing shows and recording; all the while "gaining vast
popularity, reports fan David Birks.
This is the way your classmates are expressing themselves
- making sure they' re being heard
loud and clear.

, BrendaKao

Ayodele Terry
Crystal Terry
Billion Tesfamariam
Gmerice Thames

Alexandra Steenbergen

Sarah Stella
Lindsey Strandberg
Michael Sun
Jieun Sung
Daniel Swierdsiol
Sewnet Taddsie

Hung Tang
Yodit Taressa
Betelehem Taye
Angela Taylor
Rahel Tekle
George Telis
Lillian Teng
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Vatchara Tho ngkamdee

Travis Tilkens
Hien Tram
Catherine Tran

Hiep Tran
Thong Tran
Whitney Treseder
Alirnike Trotman Hlp-hop heartthrob, Fred Irby (from Broken Tone)
displays his talent by playing his keyboard at a show.
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Responsibilities
ey you juniors out there
people say that junior year
in high school is the toughest in high school. Do you agree?
If you agreed you 're one of the
99% of people who believe this to
be true. Seniors have been
through it so they understand but
the underclassmen are clueless of
the pressure and heavy duty responsibilities you guys face. HereS
a survey from the the class of '98
of the top five responsibilities:

H

1. taking the SAT and getting a good score on it.
2. getting a good G.P.A. to
get into a college, and then keeping the G.P.A. up or improving it
3. working so they can
save money to apply for colleges
4. budgeting their time so
they don 't get overwhelmed with
responsibilities
5 . having the self-discipline to put work before play.

ties are what you make it. Then
they can be goals or they can be
burdens, but either way, they're
hard to complete:'
"Its another part of life and
growing up; adds Lesley Wong.
"I feel like if I had more
responsibilities my life and the way
I view things would have been different; notes Kerkyne Simeon.
Now that we know how
these hard workingjuniors handle
their responsibilities so they aren 't
overwhelmed, whats the point?
For many people the answer to that
question is to get into college and
most importantly to get into a college of their choice. Junior responsibilities is a major killer but hang
in there cause you made it this far.

Nidia Vividor
Huyen Vo
Kieu Tien Vo
Amanda Vockerodt

Garcia Volcy
Elizabeth Vorhies
Andrew waterman

Dale Watson
David Wheaton
Claudia White
Joyce Whitfield
Chris Whong
David Wildstrom
Rachel Wiley

Mark Wilhelm
Crystal Williams

. Yun Wilso n

Mercedes WiUiams

Nicholas Williams
Nikia Williams
Raisa Williams
India Wilson

WhatJ?1 Porsha Childs gets help on homework from friends Rob
Gullixson and Greg Bernard during class, Sometimes other stu·
dents explained assignments when friends needed extra tutoring.

Eric Hutchinson a very
wise classmate says, "Responsibili-

Michael Wolcott
Genet Woldu
[lise WoIf
Lesley Wong
Adolph Wright
Ashley Wright

Deborah Truman
Jennifer Tung
Kaena Tutt
Ahmed Uppal

Christopher Wright

Keron Wright
Gary Yang
Emily Yanisko
Jarmayne Young
Sonia Zambe
Yaniri Zambrana
Tigist Zeru

Jonathan Urban
Jayme Valdez
Jennifer Valencia
Carolyn Vamasiri

Julia Vasquez
Leah Verghese
Nelson Villalta
"Yuck/ Do I have to pick that up?" Catherine Tran
helps out Mother Earth and at the same time, getting
her community service.
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YosefZeru
Celia Zwerdling

Francisco Villaroro
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Helpin,...... Hands
0 hours. With the busy,
stress-filled lives of the juniors, sixty hours seems like
a lot of time that must be set aside
for community service. The requirement was first enforced with
the Class of '97, who have to complete forty-five hours. All the other
classes have to do sixty hours.
There is no choice, if you don 't do
it, you don't graduate. Is this fair?
Many juniors believe that school officials should not enforce the sixty
community service requirement.
"You lose the whole point
of community service. Its supposed to help others, but if you are
forced to do it, we feel like we have
no choice; says Krissy Gesuwan.
Nicole Phipps agrees. "By making
community service a requirement,
it makes you not want to do it. The
experience is definitely worthwhile,
but I think forcing students to do it
is a bad idea:'
A1iya Heyliger, though she
doesn't completely agree with the
requirement, believes that it is necessary, "If it wasn't enforced, no
one would do it:' Sa de Oyinade

6

expresses a similar opinion. She
says that she "probably wouldn 't
have done it if wasn't forced:'
Whether students agree or
disagree with the community service requirement, thereS no choice.
Juniors have to complete it, so you
might as well find something you
enjoy, like Jennifer Hong and Andrew Waterman. They play in the
Montgomery County Youth Orchestra. They practice each Wednesday, for two and a half hours, and
perform in a public concert every
three months. This is a great opportunity to play great music, while
also earning more than 35 hours
each year!
The service requirement is
not all that bad, and think. of the
smiles on the elderly when you offer to help. So, volunteer at a nursing home, a soup kitchen, or just
tutor elementary kids. Whatever
you do, k.eep in mind that you are
benefiting the community, by lending a helping hand.

. Susanllan

'l1 0 ~ PIC~U~E'D
Blanca Abarca
Kossi Adjesson
Marvin Albanez
Rajini Ayyanki
Oscar Barrios
Inbal Ben Amy
Willian Benitez
Jon Chandler
Lauren Claborn
Jovanni Cole
Ross Cunningham
Mohamed Daramy
Carolyn Delgadillo
Estiv Escobar
Jose Flor
Carlos Garcia
Darik Gossa
Jesynah Green

Bergine Guerrier
Desmond Hackney
Maritiza Harris
John Henry
Jose Jurado
Darius Killian
Jesse Langford
Brian Lucey
Aide Luna
Amanda McMenamin
Blaise Misztal
Edwin Ochoa
Alicia Padilla
Nicole Phipps
Jose Quinteros
Brenda Ramirez
Suleyma Reyes
Ahisamach Santiago

Laura Shelton
Luis Sigler
James Smith
Benyam Solomon
Felicia Thompson
Samuel Trahan
Joshua Walker
Princess White
Tyris Wilkerson
Henock Yewaydeman
Desiree Zokouri

'Making music for the community.· Jennifer Hong earns 35-40 hOI.
each year, playing violin with the Montgomery County Youth (
chestra .

"Help me, I'm confused!" Joy Jackson
turns to Nick Hill for
assistance with her
homework.

'Helping the librarians.· Many people, like Lam Pham, finish their community service at their local library.
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"Swlmmers best friend" Angela Nance volunteers at the Silver Spor
YMCA to get her Student Service learning hours.
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Leading the Way
T

he Class of '99 is on a roll. Class
officers Tenay Guvendiren (President), Shana Weiner (Vice President) ,
Craig Erdrich (Treasurer), and Wendy Chang
(Secretary) have had a truly successful year
and are already setting goals for next year.
Like the other classes, the Class of '99 is
trying to raise money for the many expenses
of senior year.
'Tm real proud of our class; says
Guvendiren. "We raised $200 early in the
year at the carwash we held. Then we went
on to win the spirit hall competition which
gave us another $100. I'mjust very excited
about how we've set a lot of goals and hit
each one~
The Class of '99 definitely does have

dedication. Vice President Weiner, who
helps organize fund-raisers and muster class
spirit, noticed this at Homecoming. "At
Homecoming this year, the Class really
amazed me; Weiner says. "Even though the
float got blown away, we picked up the
scraps and kept on marching~1
For the Class of '99, sophomore
year was a success story. The carwash and
the spirit hall, were achievements organized
by the class officers. Says Secretary Chang,
"Its going to be hard to top this year. But
watch out at Homecoming next year-we're
going to win it all ~

Shafeeza Alii
Henock Andargie
Jennifer Anderson
Mary Anne Anderson
Raymond Anthracite

We need more recleptsl Vice President Sh~
Weiner and President Tenay Guvendiren dea
to take their work outside on a beautiful t
afternoon.

Harris Antonisse
Jose Aparicio
Saul Arana
Francis Arbaiza
Reena Arora

, Jeff Waldstreicher

Loretta Asata
Ivan Askwith
Rashid Aslam
Mikyas Assefa
Emily August

Erwin Avila
Gloria Aviles
Kobina Balfour
Lea Bailey
Christopher Baily

.
Rameez Abbas
Masudah Abdul-Khabeer
Allen Aboyme
Michelle Abu
Nora Achrati

Santos Aguilar
Bella Agustin
Olubu Akande
Folukemi Akinjiola
Walter Alfaro
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Evlyn Baker
Leah Baker
Maurice Baker
Arthur Balmer
Alex Banks

Rishard Banks
Thana Barlee
Alfredo Barrero
Marie Barros
Lori Bartlett
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All Work, No Play
Brendan Bass Marra
Jovonna Baylor
Enrique Bayotlang
Markita Baysmore
Susan Beatty

Marcellus Beckwith
Katherine Bencio
Jorge Benitez
Juan Benitez
Pamela Bennett

F

Worldng hareI. .. Jason Frolehlich finishes his
photography project, hopefully to earn an 'A.

reshmen year is over, you've made
the transition from middle school to
high school. Its time to get serious.
For most students, tenth grade is the first
time they really work in school. "Freshmen
year I barely did any work at all, now it feels
like I always have something to do; reports
Shana Weiner. Sometimes sophomores
take things too seriously. "I have to do well
on everything if I want to get anywhere;
states Emily August. Its important to do
well in school, but it shouldn't take over your
life, you have to realize your whole future
doesn't depend on your grade in chemistry
or NSL. " t use to get really upset if I didn't
get A's on everything, t studied all the time,
t didn't have any fun. I took a step back

and realized a 'B' or 'C' wouldn't kill me,
life is a lot less stressful now'; reflects Naomi
Gottlab- Miller. Even though college is a few
years away, some tenth graders are already
stressing about it. "College is an important
part of life and you should be preparing for
it from day one!" says Ron Holsey.
It is important to do well in high
school, but you shouldn't go overboard. On
the other hand you shOUldn't be too laid
back either, somewhere in the middle is
probably where you want to be. Mike
Degnan put it best when he says, "High
school is a stepping stone in life, you do
the best you can, have some fun and move
on to the next step up~

. lIelena Marchwicki

Alexander Berenguat
Kaleb Berhane
Anna Berk.eley
Kassandre Bernard
Puneet Bhatia

Jed Bindeman
Tamba Bock.ai
Rayshawn Bonas
Tornba Borbor
Sara Bork.man

Iilia Bouknight
Elizabeth Brescia
Miguel Brito
Kizzie Brown
Anna Browne

Omar Bruce
Sergio Bryant
Michael Buckhout White
Julia Buergler
KietBui
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Phuocnha Bui
Giovana Buonassisi
Bradley Buran
Georgia Butler
Season Butler

Zarah Cabanas
Katherine Califa
Chris Cambell
Leydi Campos
Paola Canales
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ations to Occupations
lawyer, a writer, a doctor, a fighter, a
teacher, a mayor, or a pro-basketball
player. When I grow up I want to be ...
Some students have aspirations of
helping improve the well-being of others.
Nicole Pridgen wants to be a social
worker. "I want to be a child welfare worker
because I love kids and I hate to see them
neglected:' Pridgen has her career goals
already outlined in her mind. "I want to open
a halfway house for teen mothers, and then
an adoption agency.'
The "cool" jobs that childhood
dreams tend to focus on are usually out of
the ordinary or rather unpractical.
Andrew Schafer says he'd like to be
a "superhero; but more realisticaJly, Schafer

A

admits, "I want to graduate college and become a photographer.'
Growing up is a hard enough task
to do . Trying to decide what occupation
suits you best, or what job you want to train
for, can be troublesome. "It will be hard to
choose; says Jose Herrera. "Unless you
really need a job:'
Many students have to make their
career decisions early in their junior years,
that way they can choose which colleges to
apply to. However, many students change
their minds during their college years.
No matter what career you decide
to pursue, make sure you take the right
route to achieve your goal.

• Erica Levi

'I can type 30 words a minute,· Nicole Pridg~
says proudly. Students take keyboarding because its a universal skill.

Craig Champ
Connie Chan
Wan Tsu Chang
Chenda Cheam
Mindao Chen

So Ching Chen
Naromie Cherichel
Yi Sheng Chiang
Derrick Chou
Elizabeth Choy

Nissim Chudnoff
Chhay Chun
Cao Chung
Leah Church
Garry Clark

Melissa Clark
Michelle Clive
Christian Cloke
Peter Collins
Alexander Colwell

Christopher CanizaJes
Arianna Caplan
Roneika Carr
Ronricco Carr
Rosemary Carroll

Nery Cartagena
Chyla Carter
Nakisha Celistan
Nichole Celistan
Maria Ceron
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Antonio Condelli
Audelino Contreras
Malika Cook
Alicia Cooke
James Cooney

Matthew Cooper
Edgar Cortez
Elias Joel Cortez
Christopher Corvelli
Damica Crawford
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Sixteen Candles
urning sixteen is a major event in
every teenagers life. There seems.
to be so many things that go along
with being sixteen. Of course the major one
is being able to DRNE! This is definitely the
reason why Tornba Borbor is in such a hurry
to tum sixteen. "Now I get around by getting rides from other people, but it ain 't nothing like having your own car.'
There are many people who feel
that same way, including Katie Gormally who
says, "Its really hard not to be able to drive
especially if you have a after school activity,
because you either have to bug your parents for a ride or take the bus. When I tum
sixteen and get my license everything will
be simpler.'

T

John Cribbin
Kelli Crutchfield
Claire Cunningham
Randall Curtis
Kester Cuthbert

Presents. presents. and more presents I
Claire Stedman opening presents on her sixteenth birthday with Anh MaL

Nicole Dade
Alexandra Dagenais
Raja Dajani
Faizah Daley
Solomon Dalton

But is getting a drivers license the
only reason sixteen is special? According
to Jorgue Lau it is, "Besides getting to drive,
being sixteen is just like being fifteen ~
Connie Chan agrees with Jorge and
adds, "I use to get all excited about turning
sixteen, but now its not that big of a deal ~
So is being sixteen all its really
cracked up to be? Do "sixteen candles make
a lovely light"?
"In a way it is and it isn't. I mean
turning sixteen is important because its an
age that people respect and it shows that
you're not kid anymore. But when you are
sixteen, its not the dramatic change you
expected it to be; is what Jason Wong has
to say.
• Yen Lam

Chuong Dang
Hoanganh Dang
Deborah Daniel
Swati Daniels
Hutton Dart

Ebony Dashiell
RahuIDatta
Shekar Davarya
Hugh Davis
Vincenza Davis

Oh, a present for me? .. You really
shouldn't have. Katie Gorrnally receives
a Birthday gift from a friend.

Adelaida De Leon
Isabel De Leon
Leah De Quattro
Michael Degnan
Weill Deng

Egypt Dorsey
Elroy Douglas
Angela Duah
Nicolas Duarte
David Dzenitis
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David Dewee
Nam Dinh
Ronnie Djoukeng
Peter Do
Koarnivi Dognon
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Gabe Ehrlich
Diana Ekelman
Salah ElbaIghiti
Jesse Erdheim
Craig Erdrich
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The Great Escape

T

he county administrators have come
down on our school for the poor attendance of many of our students.
Now the students are feeling the pressure
to attend their classes regularly. For example teachers are supposed to report a
student after only three unexcused absence.
At some point a student can be suspended
until a conference with their parents is held.
What most students don 't know is
that even if you are not on school property
( Sligo Creek Park or Ertters) the security
guards can stilI stop, question, and even give
you a detention. Michelle Loutoo says, "I
know the consequences and feel that it's just
not worth the trouble. Especially since I can't
afford to miss class~'
Students skip the most on days

when there's a test or quiz, the day a project
is due, or on days when they have a substitute teacher. According to Laura Holloman,
"the best thing about skipping is the trade
off you make. Instead of going to class and
failing a major test you didn't study for, you
can chill with your friends and make up the
test later.' Students usually write themselves
a pass to the library, leave school with a
group of friends, take a second lunch , or
just go home.
The truth is that, even though skipping may be fun , you can get in quite a bit
of trouble if you are caught. For instance,
you can get detention, suspension, and even
arrested. So, think twice before you split
because it's not fun getting in trouble.
• Liz Lawerence
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And where do you think you're going? Sophomore Juan Vaca and senior Leyiah Williams slip
out of class undetected.
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Jose Flores Gomez
Claudine Fowler
Sergio Francis
Carl Francisque
Erich Frenz

Jason Froehlich
John Fuentes
Ravi Gaddipati
Manish Gala
Glenda Garay

John Genau
Leandro Gico
Sarah Giovanniello
Krystal Glenn
Semenyo Gnatiko

Lilly Goldman
Carlos Gonzales
Katherine Gormally
Getachew Gossa
Naomi Gottlieb Mille

Marc Ericson
Karla Espinoza
Jezelle Estrado
Brooke Everett
Faool Farah

Krister Fardig
David Feuer
Temnit Fitwi
Hector Flores
Ima Flores
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Emily Gould
Jonathan Graham
Thomasson Greene
Angela Grosjean
Alexis Guerrero

Tamira Guevara
Nidhi Gupta
Claudia Gutierrez
Richard Gutierrez
Zehra Guvendiren
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Security Buddies
Dung Ha
Charles Hairston
Brian Han
James Hansen
Leta Harrison

Darian Harvey
Andrew Haskell
Joseph Hatton
Samanda Hawkins
Shontay Hayes
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s students leap into high school, they
discover the exciting world of makng new friends. This new world of
friends does not simply pertain to fellow students, however. It can also include teachers and for many students, security guards.
~ Being friends with a security guard has its
benefits because once you know each other
they will help you out when you 're having a
problem; says IIIia Bouknight.
Students have many reasons to befriend Blair's security guards. ~ You ' re better off being friends with the security guards
then trying to be sneaky all the time; remarks Michael Mussenden.
Many students even go out of their
way to get on good terms with the guards,

A
Here's how It Is ... Shelby Randolph looks for
advice from Ms. Cashmere.

but most find that trying too hard does not
get you far. ~As a freshman, I tried really
hard to be tight with the security guards. I
thought that it would help me climb the
popularity ladder. They kept rejecting me
though, so I eventually stopped trying; says
Noah Himberger.
In the end, students have found that
looking towards the security guards for
friendship can payoff. Whether the reason
is to have someone to talk to, or to complain about the latest object which has been
banned, having friends in high places has
it advantages.

·Jessica Sribnick

'

Margaret Hejtmancik
Michael Heller
Borithy Heng
Maureen Henry
Morgan Henry

John Hernandez
Virginia Hernandez
Alejandra Herr
Jose Herrera
Noah Himberger

Hoa Ho
Laura Hollowman
Ronald Holsey
Niels Hoven
Joe Huang

Maria Huete
Robert Huete
Tyrone Huggins
Alyssa Hughes
Jesse Hull
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Hey Buddyl...while other students join
their friends to talk about their day,
Stephane Yambuka chooses to converse
with Mr. Tombs.

William Hull
Asia Hunt
J.A. Isley
Edgar Jaramillo
Chawanwong Jarunivej

Desmond Jefferson
Adam Jentleson
Rhonda John
Telace Johnson
Amanda Jones
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To Talk or N ot to Tal
our heart beats faster, your palms feel
sweaty, and you are short of breath.
Why? Because in two minutes, you 're
about to give a speech in front of twentyfive people. Thats twenty-five pairs of eyes,
all watching your every move.
As part of the sophomore course requirement, the tenth graders have to take
Oral Communications second semester. To
people like Alicia Singer, its a living nightmare. They experience physical side effects
from their nervousness.
"Before I give my speech, I feel butterflies in my stomach. Sometimes, it hurts
so much, I feel like I'm going to die; she
says. Another student, Amadu Kamara, also
feels that way. He describes how his face

Y

changes color from embarrassment. "While
I'm talking, I can feel my face slowly tum
red. Then, when I finish, my cheeks are
flushed and bright red:'
Undoubtedly, this happens to everyone, though it may occur in different degrees. Some students are not affected by
public speaking, while others are filled with
horror at the thought of talking in front of a
croWd.
But, relax. These are your peers,
and they support you. Mrs. Fleischaker, one
of the teachers of Oral Communications, advises her students "Take every opportunity
possible to practice your speech. But most
importantly, "just take a deep breath and
calm down :'
• Susan lIan

·And urn ... urn ... • Scott Safranek practices
speech at the podium to be prepared for
real thing.

Makeda Khafra
Elaine Kim
Mary KIa
Victoria Koroma
David Lam

Yen Hai Lam
Matthew Lambert
Jonathan Lane
Jorge Lau
Ellietta Lazaro

Brian Lederer
Eunice Lee
Jean Lee
Joseph Lee
Richard Lee

friend for advice on how to improve
speech.

Shay\a Jordan
Gregory Joseph
Ted Jou
Ovalles Jubeiry
Amadu Kamara

Akila Kannan
Natheer Kareem
Christophe Kelley
Eyasi Khafra
Kinda Khafra
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Samatha Lee
Vivian Lee
Kitty Leung
Sean Leventhal
Ariel Levis

Matthew Lewis
Sean Lewis
Christopher Li
Elinor Lichtenberg

Josue Limones

Grace Lin
Ruth Lin
Christopher Lindsay
Matthew Linzer
Heidy Liriano
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Emilie Littlehales
Jeannifer Lopez
Manul Lopez
Marisol Lopez
Yahaira Lopez

Joseph Lott III
Michelle Loutoo
Bret Lowe
Heather Lowe
Mark Lundquist

'Lean on Me .. . " Shafecza Alii receives some
friendly advice from senior pal Shukta Costa
on how to cure sophomoritis.

hours, and 302aOO minutes long.
That is a lot of time spent at school,
and for many sophomores it is already too
much .
Senioritis is known to be rampant
among the twelfth graders every year.
Senioritis includes skipping, sleeping in late,
sleeping in class, and a lack of motivation.
Now its not just the twelfth graders
who have this problem, but sophomores
too. Wei-Lin Yang comments, "The school
day is so long that I can 't remember ever
being home' "
After the "new· freshmen feel of
school has disappeared, the road to graduation seems farther and farther away. The
bells never ring soon enough, and Friday is
always days away. "When I was a freshman

neW; Morgan Henry explains. "Now that I'm
used to it, I can 't wait to get oue
Sophomores that agree with Henry,
such as Matt Perl, admit to slacking off and
sleeping through a lot of classes.
Rameez Abbas feels differently. She
thinks she will never get sick of school. "As
long as I keep taking interesting classes, I'm
not going to get tired of school; she says.
The negative attitude towards
school seems to be setting in at an earlier
age. Sophomoritis is a sickness that needs
to be cured, before senior year. The best
treatment is to take things slow and realize
that you have two more years.

. Celia Zwerdling

Benjamin Lutkoski
Bennett Madison
Anh Mai
Michael Maire
Bonnie Man

Ani Manichaikul
Lina Mansilla
Rafael Maravilla
Francis Marcelkeyes
Jorge Marcos

Emilio Markin
Boonyapom Mamadee
Ramiro Marquez
Christopher Marr
Barrett Martin

Erick Martinez
Nicole Martyn
Preston Ma~on
John Massey
Geoffrey Mastbrook
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James Mathews
Joanna Mauer
David McCaJl II
Lowell McClung

Brandon McGee

Brian McKnight
Josh McMillan
Michael McQuarrie
Clifford McQueen
Ivan Medina
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Sophomore Stench
important is hygiene to you?
Cleanliness may become obsessive
to some, but to others, it may be
inconsequential. ") think everybody should
take showers; demands Katie Gomally. "I
agree, its too bad kids can 't take showers
after gym class; says Adam Parr.
Sometimes, after an exhausting
walk from the portables or a hard workout
in aerobics class, students may develop
perspiration, which may eventually lead to
an unpleasant odor. ") remember last year
) sat behind this one guy who had just come
from gym. He would smell so bad - and no
one would let me crack a windoW; Ron
Holsey painfully recalls.
"Maybe some students don't have

H
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enough time to deodorize themselves,
know I don 't; Chris Brady says to defend
himself.
"All of my friends are shav ed ,
bathed, and smelling good; reports Naomi
Gottlieb-Miller. "Smell doesn't bother me
all too much. ) mean, don't get me wrong I bathe regularly, but what you should really look out for in a people is their personality; says Emily August.
Basically, you need to be clean and
it would benefit yourself and the people
around you to bathe, deodorize, and wear
clean cloths. However, if you chose not to
practice good personal hygiene, then that's
your perogative.

. Brenda Kao

Yolanda Miggins
Andrew Mills
Diana Minda
Kate Mines
Bernice Mireku

Extra Protection when Naomi Gottlieb-Milk
needs it most. Naomi makes sure she smef
great under pressure.

~.
~.

Anani Missihou
Hieng Moeurk
Gregory Mol
David Moore
Hans Moore

Loida Morales
Jorge Moreno
Grace Morgana
Nadlin Morsha Taylor
Barry Mott II

Turnberry Mouhon
Aniel Mundra
Michael Mussenden
John Naradzay
Muala Ndaka

Jonathan Needleman
Fernando Nestorio
Joel Neubauer
Brenda Ngeke
Anh Thu Nguyen

Javier Medina
Frewoine Mehari
Connee Melendez
Veronica Mendieta
Marco Menendez

Nery Menendez
Jose Mef1jivar
Elaine Memick
Katherine Mervis
Jerilin Mesa
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Cuong Nguyen
Lan Nguyen
Quan Nguyen
ThiNguyen
Thomas Nguyen
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Where Eve
Y

Vincent Nguyen
David Ni
Grace Nieh
Benjamin Norkin
Gregory Novick

Vivek Nowrangi
Albert Nunez
Kelvyn Nunez
Demitria Nyamweya
Monsurat Odu

"Don't these ever get replaced?" Mary Anne
Anderson is one of the many sophomores who
wishes that the bathrooms could have beter
maintenance

OU walk into the bathroom and are
immediately overwhelmed with the
odor that attacks your nose. You look
in the first stall... and see no toilet paper.
The second and third stalls are the same,
the precious toilet paper is strewn on the
floor and saturated in something you hope
is water. Dismayed by the sight you walk
out and into your third period class. It feels
like Antarctica in there, and so when fourth
period comes along you eJ1joy the warmth .. .
until it starts to feel like you're in a sauna .. .
fully clothed.
These arejust a couple of the things
sophomores would like to change about
Blair. "The bathrooms smell!" comments
So-Ching Chen. Manish Gala agrees,
"Theres no soap, no paper towels, no toilet
paper, and some of the toilets are always

is Wrong
flushing so water gets allover the floor'; he
says. Another item of complaint is the heating and air conditioning. "Its hot in the summer and cold in the winter: says Ellieta
Lazaro. Thi Nguyen says "There should be
heat in the halls too because thats where
people spend the most time:' "The heating
and air conditioning is too irregular, and its
too cold and too hot in a lot of classes; comments Sarah Giovanniello and Sarah
Schwartz.
Other complaints are the crowds,
not being able to eat lunch in the halls,
crowded buses, long cafeteria lines, and the
lack of playing fields. All of these reasons
are simply because Blairs population is so
big and its building is so small.

. Lisa Pineles

Jannette Ojeda
Delizia Olonda-Ondjoko
Adolfo Orellana
Karin Osborn
Thierry Osungu

Yoan Ovalles
Philip Overton
Katya Palacios
Glender Paniagua
Nelson Pardo

Adam Parr
Jacob Paul
Sara Paul
Thomas Payne
Josue Penate

Matthew Perl
Pierre Philippe
Erin Piateski
Frank Poku
Nicole Pridgen
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Marc Pulupa
Katia Quinteros
Hilda Ramos
Rosa Nely Ramos
Shelby Randolph

Jonathan Rappaport
Erica Reeves
John Reida
Walter Renderos
Kyle Retterer
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New Grotmd
ast class of the millennium is the first
class to graduate from the new Blair
and they're having mixed thoughts
about it. Some sophomores think that being the class that ends the century, decade,
and even millennium that they should be
able to end Blairs last year too.
On the other hand there are sophomores who think that they lucked out and
should be thankful to have a chance to
graduate from the new building.
"I think that its the bomb 'cause we
get to be the first class to graduate from the
new Blair,' says Noreen Williams.
Leydi Campos said, "I want to graduate here because my class will be rem em-

L

bered as the last class of the millennium
and the last class at Blair.'
The students who will attend the
new Blair will have the opportunity to work
with more advanced equipment.
The decision of where they graduate doesn't make much of a difference to
some students. The idea that more facilities will be available still doesn't change the
minds of some students. "I really don't care
either way, Ijust want to graduate; says Peter Do.

Benjamin Rosenthal
Kaushik Roy
Israel Rubio
Alexander Ruby
David Ruen

Hell no we won't gol Ransford Tetheh and Nans
Moore give the railing a hug. Many students
have emotional attachments to the old build-

Roger Ruiz
Rochelle Russell
Marici SabuI
Scott Safranek
Socheata Saim

. Yun Wilson

Norca Salas
Nneka Samuel
Felipe Sanchez
Robyn Sanderson
Erin Savner
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Marvin Revelo
Rafael Reyes
Norma Reyes Garcia
Romeo Rivera
Tomeka Robinson

Vathana Say
Arthur Shaerdel
Andrew Shafer
Sarah Schwartz
David Sensenig
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Jonathan Seubert
Yosef Shimels
Crystal Shrestha
Puthyda Sin
Alicia Singer
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Jason Rocker
Alexis Rodich
Iris Rojas
Stephanie Romanoff
David Rosenblum
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Benjamin Singer
Reshma Singh
Kerryman Smith
Matthew Smith
Olivia Smith
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I Go to Prom, Mom?
magine: (tS almost prom time again, and
you haven't done anything to prepare
for it yet. There is a dress to buy or a
tuxedo to rent, a limosine to order, dinner
reservations to make, and a nice pretty corsage or boudonir to find for your date. This
may all sound familiar to seniors or even
juniors, but sophomores?
Yes, that's right, sophomores. More of the
class of '99 is going to prom than any other
sophomore class before. Why, you ask? "(
think its because more and more juniors
are going, and they bring with them their
sophomore dates; says Olivia Smith. "Either that or the seniors are getting more

I

Romaine Smith
Tyrone Smith
Dorian Snowden
Ramon Sola
Maritza Solano

Tsemona Solomon
Sumanto Som
Jennifer Song
Tiffany Sorensen Reeve
Claire Stedman

'Lookln' goodl" Lilly Goldman and Alyssa
Hughes pose in their possible prom attire.

recieve from upperclassmen there. "One of
my friends went last year as a tenth grader
and the people in her limo kinda made fun
of her all evening;' comments Andrew
Schafer. Being discouraged from attending
is also a factor to be considered for sophomores. "( hear so many people have a horrible time at prom that ( don't even know if
( want to go as a senior, much less a sophomore; moans Lilly Goldman.
Despite all the drawbacks, most sophomores have no fear of the prom monster.
"( think it would be fun to see what its like
there; declares Tenay Guvendiren, "( mean,
it is a parlf.

desperate~

One disadvantage of going to prom as a
sophomore is the discrimination you will

. John Kaneshige

Daniel Stegmeier
Rachel Stewart
Charles Stitt
Ioana Stoica
Howard Stone

Elgen Strait
Ethan Strike
ChiSu
Anne Sutkotf
Sokun Taing

Erin Tanner
Dima Taweel
Yeronique Tentokolo
Rattha Tep
Luam Tesfaye

Ransford Tetteh
Richard Thomas
Jeffrey Tien
Wesley Tilkens
Edita Tituana
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Mary Toeger
Jennifer Torres
Jason Townsend
Samuel Trahan
Thomas Trainor

David Tran
Huong Tran
John Tran
Martin Tran
Tam Tran
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A Turn of the Times
he tum of the century is always an
important part of history. It marks
the passing of an entire generation.
Imagine being the last class of the century
to graduate. 1999. Wow!
"Carrying this title is a great honor
for my class " says Preston Mason. "I think
we will be remembered in the future" echoes Connie Chan. Of course they will be
remembered , especially because of their
unity.
The class of '99 is a great one to
carry this honor. They all have the school
spirit needed to come together, and the motivation to get things done. Not only are
they the last class of the century, but also
the last class of the familiar 1990's decade.

T

The class of 1 999 has their most
fond memories in the 1990's decade. "All
of what I can remember in my life occurred
during the 1990's I am kinda gonna miss
it" but I am glad our class will end the decade. It is like ending the century on a good
note" comments Ben Rosenthal.
Lots of familiar things will be gone
in 2000, such as the date. In 2000, instead
of writing 199_ on your papers, 200_ will be
written. This has not happened for 100
years!
Indeed, with the class spirit, the
unity of 1999, and the desire for change,
the century should end on a very good note.

- Lisa Caputo

-I got the last one... • thinks Joel Neubauer, d
member of the last class of the century, as he
symbolically eats the last cookie in the pack
age.

William Vauls II
Michelle Vazquez
Diana Veiga
Adam Vela
David Velasquez

Leonid Velikovich
Miguel Ventura
Christine Vest
Samm Art Vest
Alfonso Villatoro

HoaVo
Banthom Vorachack
Lauren Wagner
Shomari Walters
Frances Washington

Darrel Watkin
Shoshana Weiner
Gregory Weiss
Damion West
Lea Westbrook

Evan Turner
Irene Turpin
Joshua Ung
Nelson Urquia
Juan Vaca

Jorge Valladares
Kathryn Van Wert
Willie Vann Jr.
Alicia Vasquez
Jowel Vasquez
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Wayne White
Edward Wilbur
Dina Williams
1m Williams
Jason Williams

Noreen Williams
Miloyica Wilson
Sheri donna Wilson
Yun Wilson
Alexander Winder
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Hartley Abrahams
Vincent Ankrah
Glenda Argueta
Elizabeth Avelar
Hajaratmat Bah
Emmanuel Bediako
Jusu Bemah
Theo Burroughs
Melissa Chambers
Victoya Darby
Mary Doherty
Min Dong
Micah Evans
Tiffany Evans
Mariano ferreyra
Asar fleetwood
Channing fleetwood
John Hamalainen
Corinna Harris

Aaron Wolf
Miriam Wolf
Amanda Wolfe
Jason Wong
Kelley Wood

Edgar Wotorson
Nicholas Wight
Tigist Wubu
Stephane Yarnbaka
Christina Yang

Wei Lin Yang
Dionysia Young
Li Ching Yu
Persis Yu
Jing Zeng

Osman Jalloh
Mia Kirby Smith
Earl Kirkendall
Randy Lancaster
Troy Lancaster
Leia Listou
Justin Lucas
Lauren Marshall
Jorge Medina
Chanthason Moungkhounsava
Karla Munoz
Karen Nagassar
Jeremy Nagorka
Obang Odiel
Yubeiry Ovalles
Anthony Porland
Zenaida Rivas
Subhamoy Saha
Ramon Sankar

Bethel Shemondy
Terrel Smith
Karim Soumah
Janelle Strickland
Earl Wilson
Jaison Winters
Filmon Zemichael
Xin Zheng

" Come on ride da

train ... " loana Stoica,

Jing Zhang

Kitty Leung, Johnathan
Needleman, and Marc
Pulupa join in the newest
dance craze, the "Chao
Chao Train:'

"For my next trick I will
set my hand on fire,"
says Justin Lucas to his
homcoming date, Laura
Holloman.
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Tony Asamoah
Chantel Ashley
Rabia Aslam
Erin Auerbach

Elorm Ave
Alonso Avila
Dora Aviles
Deepti Ayyanki
Simon Baik
Stacey Bailey

Semhal Abai
Sarah Acton
Teria Adams
Lidya Afework
Meron Afework
Arif Ahmed

Bildad Albanez
Joseph Alger
Jeremy Allen
Oscar Alvarenga
Adilda Alvarez
Maria Alvarez

Bernard Baker
Gustavo Balcazar
Mark Balogun
Odilie Baltodano
Ramone Barato
Victor Barillas

Ariel Alvez-Moats
Solomon Amare
Jenny Amaya
Nnamdi Anwah
Simone Aponte
William Aragon

Matthew Barker
Jamie Barlett
Eboni Bamwell
Ramon Barreto
Chris Bathersfield
Alba Batres

Edwein Arbaiza
Rahel Arefaine
Melvin Argueta
Angela Arias
Jorge Arriaza III
Ngamsaard Arunee
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The Little Leaders
T

How could I make this better... President Teddy
Bempong looks around the courtyard to see
how he can make it a better place for his fellow
classmates.
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his year's freshman class officers consist of President Teddie Bempong,
Vice President Manny Stockman, Treasurer Christine Hwang, and Secretary Jackie
Mah. The question is though, can these four
students really add anything to the SGA? The
answer is YES. "Even though the freshmen
class officers are new to Blair, and don't always know what they are doing, they try their
best and are truly making giant leaps in
terms of school spirit, class funds and class
unity in general:' says Tom Berry.
All year the officers worked hard
fundraising. They started at Back to School
Night at a table begging parents for money.
They made quite a bit off of the charitable
parents. Martin Sterret says, "Our class of-

flcers are working hard, making us mane
We will all appreciate that senior year.'
Many others also share this ~
tive view of the officers contributions tott
SGA. "They are my friends, but I hardly ell
see them anymore because they are alwa!
so busy raising class funds, planning c1~
parties, or doing some other spirit-relatE
task; states Jacci Santos. This year's fres
men have worked so hard that they hal
caught the attention of the whole schOC
Most freshmen classes try their best
wholeheartedly ignore their high scM Please don't drop mel Manny Stockman and Jackie Mah hold
standing and instead attempt to hide b up Christine Hwang. The officers also supported each other
' c Iass.
hind the other classes. This year's fres while work.i ng .,.or th elr
men, however, are doing anything but hi
ing.
• Jessy Sribni£
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A Fresh Startl The Freshman class elected Vice President Manny Stockman, President Teddie Bempong, Secretary Jackie Mah and Treasurer Christine Hwang. They
added vigor and originality to the SGA.
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Omar Bayo
CodiBean
Courtney Bean
Lindsay Beck

Semeretin Bederu
Olympia Belay
James Bell
Edward Bempong
Algerado Bennett
Mario Berrios

Susannah Brewster
Rodney Brookins
Armeng Brown
Kathei Brown
Kenneth Brown
Yevgeny Brudno

Thomas Berry

Chelsey Bryant
Natasha Bunten
Amber Burroughs

Rajorshi Bhattacharya

Navin Bhutani
Anton Birch
Jamie Blanco
Eric Bonilla

Brooke Burrows Gray

Olive Caballero
Erica Campbell

Ana Campos
Jose Campos
Manuel Campos
Lauren Carey
Anthony Carter
Blake Carter

Gelin Bonilla
Wexlwe Booker
Shannon Botts
Britt Bowers
Rkhardo Boyd
Ryan Braud

Michael Carter
Sura Cartwright
Kathleen Castell
Stephanie Castellon

Daniel Catzva
Lillian Cavin

Rookies of the Year
V

In the fast lane. Anthony Stranges and senior Eli Lambert get ready for cross country practice .
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arsity... only the best of the best.
This honor is usually reserved for
upperclassmen. Every so often,
there are those who defy "usuallY.' In this
case it happens to be some ordinary freshmen with some extraordinary talents .
Nicky Reed, who was moved up to
varsity halfway through the volleyball season, found that JY. and varsity were a lot
aUke. "There were clifferences, like you have
to practice harder, but JY. really got you pre"I'm open, I'm open'· Martin Lowson preparing to receive a pared for varsity. I didn't get to playa lot
pass.
but it gave me a chance to meet people I
Wouldn't have been able to meet otherwise ~
Being surrounded by upper
classmen doesn't affect Martin Sterrett at

all. "No, it really didn't matter because I'm
friends with a lot of them. We all are good
soccer players and we all play well togethe~
For Courtney Bean and Martin
Lowson, the practice hours are more intimidating than playing with seniors and
juniors. "I get along with all the members
of the team, and they get along with me.
It's how long practice is going to be that
scares me; says Martin Lowson, a football
player.
Playing varsity sports is a rare privilege that few lucky freshmen experience.

Sldellne Support! Martin Sterrett watches the
game with Sergio Francis, while waiting for his
tum to play.
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Rebecca Coppola
Alexis Courtois
Rory Cowal
Jesse Craig

Rebecca Celotto

Nicole Craver
Quadire Crews
Patrick Crumrine
Allan Cuadra
Erin Cummins
Adriana Cutler

Senayit Chaneyalew

Gilnord Charles
Grace Chen
John Cho
Mimi Chough

Gary Chow
David Choy
Caleb Chu
Jinah Chung
Phap Chung
Christina Clark

Jaydip Dalal
Shomari Daley
Ryan Daniel
Markus Dansby
Eva Daryabeygi
David Dayhoff

Lauren Claudio

Kelly Deckelman
Thea Delage
Wendy Delgadillo
Ivonne Delgado
Courtney Demps
Lacy Dennis

Andrew Cleverdon

Andre Cobb
Nicholas Cobb
Selasie Cofie
Danielle Coggins

Ramsey Coggins
Joel Collins
Elizabeth Compa
Aristides Contreras

Sonja Cooke
Jennifer Cooper

The Next Level
utta my way, freshman! " is a comment otten heard as freshmen are
jostled out of the paths of passing
upperclassmen. Ahh ... The life of a freshman.
The transition from middle school to
high school is a hard one. ~ I definitely have
more intense work than I had in middle
school; says Michael Shafrir. For some, it is
a whole new way of life. In addition to starting school earlier, students have to adjust
to a more strenuous day, and many still have
to leave time for atterschool activities.
The changes freshmen encounter
are both positive and negative. Many students look for support for this transition period from staff, friends, and family. ~ It is help-

O

·Yeah.. .1 got a ride'- Anthony Stranges is happy
that he can get a ride home from his sister. He
couldn't do that in middle school.
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ful to have your friends there to SuppOl
you " comments Jeremy Eaton . Eve'
though Jeremy has made new friends a
Blair, she and Joanna Walker, a friend fror
middle school, have remained close. ' It
always nice to see a familiar face in this bi'
school; says Walker. There are some dis
advantages, which include beingjostled an,
taunted by upperclassmen, getting los:
having three more years of high school, ant
completing all of the necessary require
ments to graduate, such as the functiona
'KIck It here'- Henry Flores enjoys playing soccer in high school.
tests. But, it is an experience to remembe
and you'll never have to go through I
again ... until college!

'WhIch way do I go?- thinks Gregg Evering-Brown. Freshmen had to deal with a
new, unfamiliar school.

-Lisa Caput!
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Kerline Derose
Carolina Diaz
Bac Dinh
Brian Dixon

Shareena Dixon
Brett Dotson
Peter Downey
Kevin Dragotta
Delbert Drewry
Alexandra Druhan

Jascha Ephraim
Elizabeth Epstein
Semra Ergun
Kristina Errichetto
Ricardo Escobar
Malo Esper

Marla Dunn
Indira Dyal
Benjamin Dzieketey
Jeremy Eaton
Isabelle Ebongue
Jeffrey Edelstein

Jessica Esperanza
Ariel Evans
Hakim Evans
Gregg Evering-Brown
Michael Eyassu
Michael Fan

Olivia Edwards
Doreen Efeti
Sonya Ekanem
Angela Ellsworth
Darin Elmore
Sophea Em

Remigiusz Ferenc
Violet Fernandes
Juan Femandez
Jose Figueroa
Megan Fleming
Alexis Fletcher

Troy Fletcher
Florida Flores
Glenda Flores
Henry Flores
Irene Flores
Nury Flores

IGO
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Detention Replacement .. Students sit in a study hall with Ms. Quinting after school.
This year students could get after school help with a teacher instead of going to
detention.
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Directly to Jail

magine that you are coming to school
late. Your alarm clock didn 't go off and
you had to walk to school in the rain.
You get to school sometime during second
period. You attempt to explain what happened. Then the attendance person gives
you not one but TWO detentions! Detention here is like detention nowhere else.
Newcomers beware! You can get detention
for a variety of reasons, including eating
'lunCh" in the hallways and coming to
SChool late. Freshmen found these detenAll thtsjust for being tardy! Brian Dixon makes the most of hl Han policies to be too harsh sometimes.
time while sitting in detention.
Once the bell for class rings, securityguards take their places in the halls and
proceed to call over any and every student
in sight, as if they receive commission for

each student.
If a student doesn 't go to detention
he or she wins one extremely boring day
with Mr. Ngbea in the In-School Suspension
room . Carly King says, "detention and ISS
are equally boring:' Not only will he not permit you to talk, eat, get out of your seat, or
stare into space, but he also won 't allow
you to chew gum or sleep! According to
Jessica Esperanza "once most students
know this they gladly serve their detentions~
Jacquese Weatherspoon doesn't see it that
way. " I never go to detention. Instead I go
to ISS because I don 't like staying after
school:' Sooner or later freshmen found
ways to adjust.

Completing his sentence. Andres Perez finds
detention to be a quiet place to do homework.

-Liz Lawrence
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My Buddy and Me
ooking up at the pillars of Montgomery Blair, you want to turn and run back
to the bus. The size of the school is
rather overwhelming and the number of students can make freshman feel insignificant.
Solution: introduce yourself.
Many freshman have a difficult time
adjusting from junior high school, but freshmen who have older siblings believe that
they help ease the situation of not knowing
anyone. "My brother helped me find my
classrooms, and explained the rules of the
school; says Bruno Rubindeselis. Tve also
made friends with all of his friends ~
Julian Mackler often seeks advice
from his upperclass buddies because he is

L
'I'm a mac,' thinks Julian Mackler as he sits
among upperclass friends.
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confident what they tell him will help ease
his situation. "I tell them about my problems; Mackler comments, smiling. "They're
smarter. They know more~
Its hard to watch older student5
experience the freedom of open lunch without becoming jealous. Having an older pal
can be a big help. "Its nice to have a cousin
to get a ride out to lunch from; says Monica
Salas, about her cousin Mayco Mesa.
Having an upperclass buddy to help
you through the rough times of ninth grade 'Are you going out to lunch?,' asks Grace Chen, eagerly hopis helpful. It provides you with a sense of ing her senior buddy Sanh Nguyen will take her along.

'Hey guys,' says Femi Mosuro to upperclass friends Tyris Wilkerson, Hugo Moreno,
and Mark Murray.

security that will carry you into sophomore
year.

·Ericauvi
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Fresh Tastes
High on high sdlool. Kevin Tragata feels that in high school there is too much work
and not enough time.
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Free style. A dance not a sock-hop is a great change says
Trisha Washington .

The class of 2000 is heading into the new
century with a fresh start. Not only with a
new school, but also with new friends, new
outlooks, and practically a whole new life.
Although most freshmen enjoy the excitement of beginning their high school life, they
also have reservations about starting over.
Most freshmen like open lunch, but
they have a hard time getting use to the
pressure and all the homework. Michael
Shafrir says, "I had no idea that high school
life would be so tough especially
considereing I am in the magnet program
here at Blair. I end up with no time to do
anything after I am done with my homework
and suddenly the work got harder and more

the pressure builds:'
A great benefit to being in high
school is the older friends. "I know some
juniors that are mature and some of them
are actually like my older brothers and sisters; remarks Ari Hirschorn.
Being a freshman is a hard transition but it is one you will never forget...the
good and the bad parts.

·Yun Wilson

FInally I get to take a dass I want. Aishah
Thompkins takes ceramics instead of a lousy
middle school class.
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Pressed and Obsessed

Y

Sisterly Love... senior Sakong Lay hangs out
with her little sister Sakhouy.
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our first year in high school is often
rough . A new schooL new friends,
and new experiences add to your up
coming high school career. Having a few
senior friends can help. Sometimes freshmen become dependent on their senior
friends, even developing senior obsessions.
Ninth graders often imitate their senior
friends, in style and in tastes. ~A lot of my
senior friends dress really cool. I mean, I
guess its just a coincidence that we dress
alike; comments Ryan Daniels .
~ Just because we have a similar style
doesn't mean wejocked it or anything; refuted Eric Maener. ' Yeah, but where did you
get that 'similar style'?N mocked Senior Ari
Messinger.
Emulating other peoples styles or

tastes isn't neccesarily a bad thing in fact
it may help to make an individual's person'
ality and style. It may make a newcomer
feel secure in high school life and give them
a sense of belonging. ~Sometimes I don't
get along with all of my classmates, but I
do get along with my older friends that are
like me, we have the same tastes; states
Rebecca Coppola. Having an older sibling
to guide you can make all the difference in
your first year of high school. ~ I love hang'
ing out with my sister and her friends 'cause
they're cool and they 've helped me gel
through my first year here; says SakhO\l) Helping hand . .. Tasha Oliver asks for advice from her senior
friend Mya Harper.
Lay.

Hey, what's up?!. .. Jean Montgomery and Cara Salvatore talk with senior Chris
Wiloby,

·lIelena MarchWicld
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Thach Le
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Anne Lee
Stephen Lee
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Benjamin Lozovsky
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Tiffany Lewis
Bing Bin Li
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Stephen Manza
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The Young Date the Restless

F

"can you take me out to lunch?" Alex Courtois propositions senior Lezetta Moyer
for a ride out to lunch. "Sure~ Lezetta responds, "if I had a car.' Freshmen use to
getting a ride out to lunch try to hook up with upperclassmen.

or some students, dating within their
own class isn' t enough. Dating upper classmen is a freshmans dream.
Some juniors and seniors go crazy when
they find out a fellow upper classman is
dating a freshman but most just don 't care.
JUnior David Wheaton says, "I don 't care
about other peoples opinion . If they have a
problem they can solve it themselves :'
Most people think that age is the
problem, but others believe that freshmen
are just too immature. Carly King says, "Its
H~y ?>~y... ~enn~ Rufino tries to carry on a conve~sation okay to date an upper c1assman, but someWith JUnIor Jamie Hrug. Not everyone had good luck With up' times when I'm seen with my boyfriend,
perclassmen.
peopl e give
'
'
me I00k,s
gnns,
an d even ro II

dating out of their grade don't care what
others are doing. Senior Arieus Wiliams
says, "It really isn't anybody's business. It
doesn 't matter anyways if they're both in
high school ~
For all the freshmen with feelings
for upper c1assmen and all you upper
class men with feelings for freshmen, just
don't worry about what people think. As
weird as it may seem now, when we are
older, two, five, ten years, won 't make a difference. Besides, its your business and its
your perogative.

-MaycoMesa

"can I get your digits?" Rodney Brookins tries
to get senior Giordana Segneri's telephone
number, so he can talk to her later.

their eyes at me, but I really don' t care :'
Many students, even if they aren 't
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Alexis Mendoza
Armando Mendoza
Maria Menjivar
Elizabeth Michel

Nadege Marc
Jeremy Marcus
Stephen Marshall
Eric Marshall Main
Ramon Marte
Edwin Martinez

Christina Miller
Jodi Min
Sokhan Min
German Miranda
Vikram Mittal

Maxwell Massa
Dennis McCall II
Orlando McCalla
Calencia McCrae
Kristy McEachin
Stavawn McFadden

Sheila Mompoint
Nadia Montenegro
Jean Montgomery
Ashley Moore
Kevin Morales
David Moreno

Lea Mcintosh
Scott McKelvy
Randol McKenzie
Simon McNiece
Tiffany Medlin
Kurosh Mehran

Jose Moreno
Kallisa Morse
Liselle Moses
Olufemi Mosuro
David Mowatt
Shinjini Mukhelji

Bisoenpers Moerahoe

Hashemi Mekuria
Damon Meledones
Alma Melendez
Elizabeth Melendez
Ritchie Mendes
Carlos Mendez

A Mature Look
ith the many new changes that accompany the transition into high
school, come new backpacks, new
school supplies, and, of course, new clothes.
~ During the summer before 1started
high school, 1bought a new wardrobe. 1had
to look more sophisticated; admits Quianna
Lawrence. Her thoughts are shared by many
around school. Coming to a new school with
older students requires a more mature look.
Freshmen Christine Hwang says she dresses
up for school just to feel better about herself. "When 1 look good, 1 feel good; she
says.
However, there are some who feel
they don't need to dress up. Melissa Hurst

W
"Go Class of 200m' Alba Batres uses her
clothes to show her school and class spirit.
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says, "I come to school wearing whateverl
want, whatever!; comfortable:' Having this
attitude allows students to feel confideO'
about themselves. ~ I wear what I think
looks good. If others don't agree, thats
their problem; declares Katie Sheldon.
So, if you ask the freshmen wh)
they dress up for school, it may be to impress others, to look good, or just to feel
comfortable. No matter what the upperclassmen say, the freshmen wear whatever
looks good, whatever feels good, andjUSI 'What's wrong with what I'm wearlng?' Elliot Levy and Adam
Kielman prefer to wear whatever they want, despite what othwhatever they want.
,Susan Han ers may say.

"Where did you get that sweater?' Friends Kallisa Morse, Alicia Robinson and Nadia
Samuel discuss their favorite shopping malls and stores.
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Cuong Nguyen
Giao Nguyen
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Peter Okolo
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Nguyen
Nguyen
Nguyen
Nguyen
Nguyen

Natalie Okoroji
Bernard Olaitan
Dayo Olaiya
Natasha Oliver
Claudia Olmos
Akhilomen Oniha

Alex Ordonez
Kyle Orland
Maria Ortado
Emma Ortega
Jason Ott
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Phuong Nguyen
Trang Nguyen
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Diana Nolan
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Maria Nunez

Rachana Oza
James Paen
Rigens Paen
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Danny Pan
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Ohhh Double-O
H
Plddng up the pieces .. .Ryan Daniels helps rescue the freshman class sign after an
unfortunate accident involving Mike ClaudioS foot left it broke in two.
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I've got spirit how 'bout you? .. Katie Sheldon is proud to i)
one of the few freshmen cheerleaders on the squad.

ey freshmen! " the cheerleaders yell
into the stands as they do at every
other pep rally. This time though
they surprisingly get a response (aside from
boos from the other classes). Yes, its true,
most of this years freshmen actually do
have school spirit. "Blair is the best thing
that ever happened to me ...l'm proud to
be a freshman! " exclaims freshman Rodney
Brookins.
In past years many classes did not
have the same enthusiasm for their class
as the babies of the school. Some of this
does exist in the class of 2000, but not
much in relation to other classes. "I'll have
school spirit next year, when I am not a

freshman; says freshman Chelsi Bryant.
The freshman class of '00 is making a name for itself. They are proud of
who they are, even if they are the youngest
at Blair. Tyren Sutton expresses their attitudes the best, though, when he states,
"Whether we are freshmen or seniors, the
class of 2000 is the best! "

-Jessy Srlbnlck.

Damsel in a dress ...Britt Bowers proudly struts
her freshman style at homecoming through her
honorable Damsel sash.
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Breaking the Baby Steps
here is a complaint among freshmen
that because they arejust a few years
younger than everyone else, they
have ten times the amount of rules . Parents are attaching leashes to freshmen and
forbidding them to stay out late and go to
friends' houses.
Christina Clark must follow her parents' strict regulations. "I have a phone
curlew, which means I have to be off by ten;
she explains with a sullen expression. "If I
want to sleep over at a friends house, my
mother has to call to make sure parents will
be there; she adds. Christina thinks these
rules will become more flexible as she gets
older.
Other freshmen, such as St:avawn

T
"Can I catch a ride?" Cindy Gamez waits outside the breezeway in the snow. Many ninth
graders are not allowed to drive in other students' cars.
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McFaden, think these binding rules won
change for awhile. "If I go to the mall I halt
to be home before dark; she says. "If I war
to go to my boyfriends house, I have Ie
sneak out.
I'm hoping this will change
when I move out!"
Nicole Kennedy spends all of her
afternoons getting schoolwork done, unde'
her mothers enforcement. "My mom te1~
me the first thing I must do is homework
If I don't get good grades, I'm not allowed
to have friends over.'

"Celia Zwerdlin9

'[wIsh I was a Utile bit older ... " Waiting for her bus to arrive on
F'porch is Lindsay Becks daily downer.

"Are you representing?" Megan Flemming, Senra Ergun, Jonathon Lane, and Andrew Cleverdon discuss what parties are on for Friday night while hoping their
parents won 't ask too many questions about where they are going.
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Wind Beneath My Wings

N

'I wish 1 could be like that!- Paola Nazati and Christina Clark re ad about
Ani DiFranco in ' Spin " Magazine.

inth grade was a big change for
freshmen , but many kept their
dreams alive by looking up to heroes. Relatives were popular heroes for a
number of freshmen, but some also admired celebrities. Daniel Catzva says "My
dad is my hero:' Peter Downey also has a
hero who is his relative. "My grandfather is
my hero because hes a great lawyer and
thats what I want to be; he explains.
Stephen Lee looks up to Sasha
Mitchell (an actor on Step By Step), "because
'Old you ever know that you're my hero?- Daniel Catzva pose! hes a good martial artist and I do martial

for a picture with his hero, who is his father.

arts ~

However, while some believed
, strongly in their heroes, some freshmen
didn't even have heroes. "I don't have a
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hero because I don't need one; says Tiffany Jones. Liselle Moses, Monique Isaac,
and Rachel Hurd are proud of themselves,
and feel they don't need heroes. ' We know
everyoneS a fake so we don 't have heroes;
they say adamantly. Tiffany Lewis agrees.
"I don't have any use for a hero ~ Nancy
Behall says, "I'll aspire to be my own hero:'
These freshmen chose to believe in themselves instead of choosing a hero to admire.
Whoever their heroes are, or even
if they choose not to have one, most freshmen believe in themselves, and thats what
really matters.

-Lisa Pineles

'I am Superman'- Jeff Edelstein looks up to
the powerful Superman and displays the symbol on his shirt.
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Believe It Or Not
T
Did you see . " the latest episode of E.R. last
night? Patrick Crumrine discusses his favorite
television show with a fellow friend .
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elevision. Just by saying the word
brings images of disfunctional fami
lies , violence, and inappropriate
things to mind. When a random group of
freshman were asked how the media affects
them they all had something to say. ~ Me
dia makes things in real life look more dramatic; says Liselle Moses. Maia Schweizer
agrees saying that "television is a bunch of
wrong impressions people take seriouslY:'
Self esteem and confidence also have to
do with television. The overall consensus
seems to be that people who have high self
esteem and confidence don 't believe what
they see on television and in the movies.
~ If a person has a lot of self confidence they

won 't believe what they see on t.v.; con'
c1udes Kerline Derose . "People who have
low self esteem look up towards the me'
dia; agrees Kathei Brown. Daniel Catzva
sums everything up the best by saying, ' BasicaJJy the media interprets the real world
as they see it. Some people believe it and
others don 't take it literally': So the choice
is yours. You can let the media influence
the way you view things, or you can take a
stand, and believe in what you believe.

stephanie ue

Hey look at this! Tom Beny and his friend David Moreno talk about
how the media affects them and other students their age as they look
through their favo ri te magazine.

Superman is my hero . .. Not!! Lindsay Beck and Megan Gabrie l talk about how television
has infl uenced so many people these days, and how damaging the effects are.
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Stuck In Between

s

o, you 're the class of 2000? You 're

Foollng around..• Katie Sensenig kids around with her friends during lunch.
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not in junior high anymore , but
you 're not a senior either. The beginning of high school can mean the start of
many new things. Are you tired of being
treated like a child by adults? Some other
freshman can sympathize. Well, what do you
expect? This is your first year of high school.
.. and you 're a freshman.
"ItS really obnoxious when a teacher
treats you like a childjust because you 're a
freshman; Maura Kohl said . "Yeah, its like
they
don 't take you seriously at all - merely
TwIrl Wond... the highlight of today for Megan Fleming and
Gretchen Raff is spinning around outside and having fun .
because of your age; agreed Stanley Liu.
MaiaSchweizer added, "I mean, I know we're
not babies!"
"I can 't wait until I'm an upperclass-

man ... you get more respect from teachers that way; claims Rebecca Celotto. "What
does our high school status have to do with
anything anyway?" asks Justin Williams.
Even though teachers and parents
might not take you as seriously as they
would if you were a couple of years older,
enjoy freshman year anyway - its the only
chance you have. Jennifer Watson believes,
"It doesn 't matter what our teachers or parents think of us - because in the end, we'll
prove to them that we're worthy of respece

·BrendaKao

Oetting ready... Rebecca Celotto takes school
seriously, logging down assignments and homework for important classes .
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Significance of Being 1st,
ever before and never again will
there be a Class of 2000-the first
class of the next millennium. With
this designation comes extra attention and
extra responsibilities. Like it or not, the
Class of 2000 will become a symbol of our
generation.
"We're the Class of 2000; we symbolize the future and the changes we' re
going to make; says Sokhan Min.
"Yeah, we're the next generation;
agrees Ben Lozovsky. "We're going to be
the leaders of tomorro\if.
"Everybody will be lOOking at the
first class of the next millennium. They'll
be tracking our progress throughout life;

N
I got an AI Jascus Ephraim and Kelli Herod
discuss their day as they head towards the bus.

said Mahaya Ghosh.
"Today, we talk about how they
make decisions for us · says Semeretin
Bedera. "In the future, we'll be making
those decisions-we'll have control of our
own destiny. Thats what (the Class ofj 2000
represents :'
While the Class of '97 will be reo
membered for its greatness, the Class of
2000 will remain a symbol of the future.
Sums up Monica La: "Well, even if its not
that important, its a cool thing to tell your
children ~

·Jeff Waldstreicher

I'reshman year Is toughl Hedi Rodriguez and Xiomara Quinteros No autographs, please. The freshmen Homecoming Court takes a ride in the Homecompain about all the homework they have.
coming parade
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Red pens are out. This month it is a softer, more inviting, orange
or green. In their tireless efforts to improve student morale, teachers are always looking for the better, more creative, more interesting way to get their message across.
And what is the message you ask?
Perhaps that teachers are themselves students, learning and relearning, observing and assessing. It is perhaps the most lasting
of all the lessons high school has to offer.
Education is a life long pursuit.
There are those who dedicate themselves to the structure of this
high school life, and provide for the day to day means by which
students and teachers can come together to exchange thoughts
and ideas. If not for all of these people, and all of their special
talents, this high school life would not exist, and the structure we
have come to appreciate would fade before our eyes.
There is something great in this place, and in our faculty, staff,
and administrators, we can see it... everyday.

'e.T. phone .•. the securtty teaml' Assistant
Principal Patricia Hurley asks for security
backup.

Claudine Biggs
Doris Dorn

Hide-and-seek. Administrative Assistant Sarah
Simms locates a file she has been looking for.

·A moment for paperwork,' first-year Assistant Principal, Mark Levine thinks to himself as he has
some time alone.

Phillip Gainous
Christine Grasso

Patricia Hurley
frank Itkovits

Julie Keefer
Dale Lamberth

Administration

Carol LeVine
Mark Levine
Sandra Marmol

F

Denise Minot
Stephanie Moreland

David Ngbea

Sarah Simms
·Perfect.' Principal Phillip Gainous says as he
places a letter in the copy machine.
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rom Wayne Avenue , Montgomery
Blair High School looks like a small
university. In terms of magnitude,
our numbers are very similar to those of a
college. It takes a dedicated and patient
team of administrators to manage the diverse population of students.
first-year Assistant Principal for the
11th grade, Mark Levine, says he starts his
day at Blair before 7 a.m . and doesn't leave
until the late afternoon or early evening.
"I make a to-do list before I start
my day, but I rarely am able to start at the
list before the students are gone for the daf,
Levine says, smiling. "We spend a lot of
time putting out fires~
Communication is the key element
that stops school problems and binds the
administration together with both the teachers and the students.
Acting Administrative Secretary,
Sarah Simms, believes that communication
is pertinent to a successfully run school. "Its
important to keep the lines of communica-

tion open; Simms says.
Blair is an eclectic formation of puzzle
pieces. Each curve and indentation, color
and size, is what adds to the identity of our
high school. It is, however, the administration that serves as a glue to keep Blair intact.
Principal Phillip Gainous strives to
maintain a unified environment. "We work
to keep the school running as one unit; says
Gainous.
Levine describes the goals of Blairs
administration. "(We aspire) to support the
goals of the school system and the Blair
management plan, and most importantly,
help each student achieve at their highest
level ~

Its a great feeling to walk up the stairs
on Wayne Avenue or at f-porch and know
that this is our school. Its an even greater
feeling to know that theres a group of people
who are determined to making and keeping
it the best school.
• Erica Levi
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Is that student sOO giving you a problem? Ms. Cassimire talks to teach Is she here? Mr. Tabb takes a break from guarding the gym doors
during lunch, and gives a helping hand to the situation.
from skippers, to take attendance.

T

he first thing that comes people because they know what
to mind when you think being a good roll model means:'
of Blair Security Guards is
Beside Ms. Maddux being
detention.
added to the security team there
You have to remember was also another change in the
they're here for a reason, to pro- security team-Mr. Tampbell, a retect us from outsiders who don't tired polceman. He says "after
belong in the school
retiring from my last job, for 26
Rosa Maddux the sub for years, this is what I've been wantSeals says she does her job to a ing to do:' He also says "take it
certain extent. She doesn't worry from the wise, high school is four
about walkmans and hats be- years of free education." Mr.
cause they don't bother her, its Reddick, who is also a retired
high school and high school policemen, believes "that high
should be fun, but she does do school is the place where you
herjob on handing out detention. make logical decisions. Every
Senior Jimmy Brazbana situation should be a learning
says "most security gaurds are situation because every decision
cool but should loosen up and you make will affect you in the fugive people some slack on bad ture for the the better or the
days:' Jerilin Mesa a sophrnore worst:'
says "Greg Whisner and Ms.
• Mayco Mesa
Maddux are really down to earth

P.E. / Health
here are two classes that
everyone is forced to take
in high school, that to
some seem even more pointless
than even Algebra. Those classes
are Physical Education and
Health. "I absolutely hate P.E ..
Anyone who has had it in the
morning knows whf,says junior
Betty Taye. Senior Leyia Williams
feels the same about because "itS
like a 50 minute after school special that you have to watch 5 days
a week for 18 weeks:'
Despite the negative attitudes that some students feel
about physical education and
health there are many students
who love the classes. P.E. isjunior Joyce Whitfields favorite class
because "its the only class that I
don't have to stay in my seat for
the whole class period and we are

T

• What was
the score of
lastnlghts
Giants game?'
Mr. Tombs
talks to Ms.
Marmol about
the morning
news.

actually allowed to work in groups
and talk:' Junior Mareo Boyd says
"health teaches students a lot of
things so that they can solve
problems better, and leam how
to stay healthy. A lot of the information they teach you is really interesting:'
Students who plan on
graduating are required to take,
and pass, both health and P.E.
Each student must eam one full
credit in physical education and
a half credit in health. So for those
students who are putting off taking the courses or aren't doing
well enough to pass, guidance
gives this advise: "Rethink your
position because it doesn't look
like Health or P.E. are going to be
pulled from the curriculum anytime soon.

. Liz Lawerence

Peggy Cameron
Cynthis Changuris

John MacDonald
Joseph Marosy

Juanita Cassimere
Edward Reddick

Dale Miller
Susan Soule

Steve Wendel
Greg Whisner

Persell Tabb
Linda Wolf
"Let me give you a piece of advice... education first 'Betcha can't make three in a rowl" Mr. Miller teases one of his students,
then you worry about sports, girls, and all that fun and tries to get him to make three in a row.
stuff ~ says security guard Ms. Maddux.
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Melbadene Battle
Lourdes Ceide

'Qulde me to the Guidance Officel" Senior
Emily Beckman frantically fills out a request for
a college transcript before a visit to the office of
the registrar'We have someone's future In our handsl" Ms_
Roscoe and Ms. Battle were very busy with college transcripts and recommendations during
the first semester-

"Isn't this office so exdtlng?" Seniors Marc-Philip Christophe and Alicia Grogan-Brown relax for a
moment before they go back to work as guidance aides.

Ann Eskin
Caryn Fisher

Anne-Marie Hartranft

Helen Kreis

Joan Levin
William Lindsey

Joyce Pratt
Sybil Roscoe

G u

Y

Dorothy Wiseman
Lynn Wood
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are having the worst day ever and
you need someone to talk to ... but
who? Only a few students take advantage of the comfort and help their counselors are willing to give_
The guidance office is not only a
place for scheduling and technical details;
those who spend their days there are waiting for students to come with their problems_
The counselors are patient and many are
good listeners who love to help people_ "I
really like helping people. That is my thing;
says counselor Melba Battle.
Joan Levin is new to the Blair guidance office. "Every day offers something new
that you wouldn't expect and every day offers the possibility of making a difference in
someoneS life; she explains.
Dr. Stevens, another Blair guidance
counselor, says "If I can help students fulfilI
their dreams and goals then that is the most
helpful thing I can do for them:'
Though the counselors admit they
OU

Edmund Stevens
Sharon Williams

•
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can't solve every problem, they do hope that
they can offer advice_ "At first students come
in for scheduling, but as the year progresses
they realize that they can talk to us and they
start coming in more; Levin says.
Sophomore Heather Lowe believes
that guidance is a place for both scheduling
and just talking to someone who will listen.
"Guidance is where you go for your
problems and to change your schedule; she
says.
Senior Javon Hunter says "I think
they're very effective, they respond very
quickly, and my counselor is very nice:'
So whenever you have a problem,
know that there are kind souls who want to
hear you and are eager to help. Just head
for the guidance office and spill your deepest thoughts. A helping hand is waiting_

. Lisa Pineles
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Burning keypads... Freshman Navin Bhutani types away in Ms .
Tomaykos English class.
lending a helping hand. .. Junior Sofia Gonzales assists her classmate Victor Onwuemene in their English class .

English
uring your four years attending high school, you
encounter many different
teachers who may have some sort
of influence on your way of thinking or overall view of life. The relationship between student and
teacher is a unique and extraordinary experience. Many of these
teachers can be found in our very
own English Department.
On any particular school
day, if you walk into the English Department, you can find anyone of
our dedicated English teachers,
such as Mrs. Campbell, Ms. Cannon, Ms. Ocelus, or Mrs. Diodati.
Or you might find one of this year's
hard working student teachers, like
Ms. Forester or Mr. Barclay. Many
students will leave this school remembering these special teachers,
(or soon to be teachers as the case
may be). "I absolutely enjoyed my
student teacher, Mr. Barclay, this
year; he was so funny! " recallsjunior Rupa Bhatia.
Some wonder why our
teachers work so hard so much.
When asked why she continues to

D

educate, Miss Campbell says ,
"Well, Michelle Phieffer summed it
up at the end of the movie "Dangerous Minds " - "They (my students) give me candy and call me
The Light: This is my reward:' She
truly cares about her students and
gave a little more insight to why
she teaches, "It is my hope that
my students know that I care so
much for them, my life is dedicated
to them! " Senior Emma Nicholson
says, "I can tell the difference between a teacher thats here because they couldn 't find another
job and a teacher thatS here because they love to be here~
Mrs. Caplan states it best
when she says, "One of the pleasures of teaching English classes
is the excitement of opening doors
to the entire world. The broad curriculum invites everyone to participate. I thank my many students
for the enthusiasm they have
shown over the years ~

- BrendaKao

Vickie Adamson
Katrina Brown
Tamitha Campbell
Lisa Cannon
Patricia Curtin
Sherelyn Ernst
Phyllis Fleischaker

Peter Kahl
Benzena Lewis
Constance Ocelus
Bonnie Palmer
Sarah Porter
Loretta Quinting
Judith Smith

Norman Stant
Margo Stevens
Janice Taylor
Maria Tokic
Carole Tomayko
Silvia Trumbower
Martha Wilson
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Working hard... junior Shipley BiJlheimer concentrates on his assignment in
Ms. Cannons seventh period English class .
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ove over pencil and paper, make way for the
graphing calculator. The
TI-82 and TI-83 graphing calculators have prompted the dawning
of a new era in mathematics, one
that is user friendly. This new
technology is becoming one of
the most necessary tools to both
students and teachers. In fact, a
new course with curriculum
based almost entirely around the
TI-83 (algebra2/ Analysis) has
been introduced this year. But
do they assist in enhancing the
mind, or do they simply replace
the brain with nimble fingers?
Paul Grossman the Algebra 2/ Analysis teacher believes
"graphing calculators enable students to view both the beauty and
complexity of mathematics:'
Frank Wright, who is also
an Algebra 2/ Analysis teacher,
agrees with Mr. Grossman. "I
think that to be able to view math
is very important, and the calculator gives you a visuae
Being confronted with the
"graphing calculator" question,
Brendan Bass-Marra was inspired
to write a haiku:

M

-Is this right?· Mrs. Cooke (Geometry) checking junior Amanda
Vockerodt work.

"Little computer, Bad
With many, many bad games
Neat calculators:'
Jorge Lau , was also
stimulated to write a poem about
graphing calculators:
They help you in every class,
They help you in your work
or,
From falling asleep,
In a boring class by playing a
game.
They are graphing calculators.
Persis Yu on the other
hand, isn't so inspired by graphing calculators and had this to
say, "They are good calculators
to use for a test but they aren't
for a class. They complicate everything, because if you don 't
know how to do something on
your calculator, you 're totally lose
It seems that most
people, teachers and students,
feel that graphing calculators enlighten the curriculum. Though
some do have their doubts,
graphing calculator have been
declared the most effective math
tool of the 90s.

. Yen Lam

Jane Bell
Carole Cooke
Maria Costello
Sarah Donaldson
Stephen Foster

Paul Grossman
Denise Harrison
Barbara Hofman
Thomas Jensen
Maria Legato

Grace Mahanes
Audrey Phillips
Milton Roth
Rochelle Sherman
Michael Stebbins
-Now let's explore the exdtlng world of math'· Mr. Grossman (Algebra 2/ Analysis) begins a new lesson, while sophmores Joe Hatton and Chris
Cloke listen eagerly.
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Not pictured:
Kate Hauprich
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cience. The word co'1iures
up scenes of people in lab
coats and gadgets all
around. Science is usually referred to as the subject that explains everything. For some students, however, science can be a
very confusing subject. The advantage of a good teacher can
make all of the difference. Fortunately, Blair has a surplus of excellent science teachers who are
more than happy to help in any
way that they can.
Ms. Backus says, "Most of
us do labs or hands-on activities
so that the students can be involved. Lab experiments help because the kids are involved :'
Students also agree with
this lab method. Sophomore
Kathy Benico says "I prefer labs
because they are exciting. Sometimes the book is boring, or difficult to understand, so it is good
to see what is actually happening ~

Science is indeed a very
intense subject, with many different things to learn. Some students feel this difficulty leads to
stress. Fortunately the teachers

-Don't let it roll away... • thinks Mrs. Hillmer as she pushes her ever
organized cart down the hall to her class.

in the science department understand this frustration and can accommodate.
Mr. Moats has a great approach to AP Physics.
He
stresses the three "PH"s, Physics,
Phamily, and Phun . He says "All
students should be actively in
charge of their own education. To
help facilitate this, my classes and
I discuss most of the curriCUlum,
what we do, and when we do it:'
Another technique that is
stressed in science is that of organization. If everything is organized, there is a greater chance
for understanding. "I try to be
very organized, and to instill these
values in my students" says physics teacher Mrs. Hillmer.
Junior Josh Hutcheson
agrees. "Everything is better and
more understandable when it is
tight and together:'
With the combination of
great science teachers, interesting labs, organization, and understanding, the science department
is on the right path to molding
the technology leaders of the future.

. Lisa Caputo
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Leslie Backus
Desiree Balla
Thomas Dillingham
Elaine Goldberg
Karen Hillmer
Michael Kravitz
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Marilyn Leung
Ed McIntosh
Richard Moats
Sumner Patch
Elena Pisciotta
Lillian Miller

It
"This is the way it goes ... • says Mr. Kravitz as he helps freshman Kishma Huggins go over her test. Teachers are often
available for help during lunch and after school.
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James Redos
Darcy Sloe
Eleanor Solomon
Glenda Torrence
Wayne Turner
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Social Studies
apolean.
Jefferson.
Kennedy. Freud. Every
student who goes to
Blair will leam something about
these historical figures sometime before they graduate. ~In
the old days, your history
teacher would lecture you, give
you a chapter in your textbook
to read, and maybe assign you
some homework or an essay to
write:' says Ann Taylor.
Well, those were the old
days. ~I regularly have my students watch movies or taped
television programs in class:'
says David Harrison. Teachers
have also started assigning
group and individual projects
which involve taking surveys of
your classmates, designing a
piece of direct mail, or even
searching infomation on the
Internet. ~The group projects are
the besU" says Adolph Wright.
Document-based questions are another new teaching
technique that Social Studies
teachers are experimenting with.
In them, students are given a
question to write an essay on,
and ten documents to help them

N

lhe sound of the man, working on his grades ... • Brain Hinkle
zones out as he diligently grades papers.

support their answer. "The results have been absolutely fabulous~ comments Brian Hinkle.
"My students' essay writing skills
have been vastly improved:'
The most popular teaching technique is the use of the
interactive notebook. ~The interactive notebook allows students to involve themselves in
what they're learning; comments
Hunter Hogewood. ~Its like a
big, semester long project:' The
notebooks, however, don't ring
such a pleasant sound for some
students. ~I hate them; says
one anonymous student, "I now
have homework almost every
night in history.' They are a subject of much amusement among
students who are not burdened
by them. "I laugh at my friends
who get all stressed about their
notebooks:' says Noreen Williams.
Depending on who you
ask, the new teaching techniques
practiced by the social studies
department are good or bad. So,
next time your teacher decides to
~try something new'; beware.

. John Kaneshige

Eliot Applestein
Charles Askew
Elizabeth Dadpay
Jessie Diffley
Robert Gibb

Brian Hinkle
Hunter Hogewood
Frank Karasinski
Jacob Lee
Robert Mathis

Cherie McGinn
Marie McPherson
Jeffrey Newby
Laura Robeson
George V1asits
'Class, don't do It this way.' Hunter Hogewood enthusiastically teaches and his history students.

Not pictured:
Paula Schopf
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after me. Ms. DeBias instructs her class with the aid of a Span-

Foreign Language
ola, bonjour, salve, anhyoung, ne-how, aloha,
connichiwa are all different ways to say hello. Can you
imagine how many different cultures and races there are in this
world? A friendly handshake
might be rude in one country and
a bow might be inappropriate in
another. Smelling food before
eating can be considered impolite, but its a tradition in some
cultures.
Our ancestors made it
easy for us by creating the "Melting Pot" when immigrants spread
across the U.S. and more people
from distinct countries disembarked here. Everything from
speaking accents to total opposite life-styles was put together
and combined to form this ethnic civilization. For some students the language they are taking now is a third language and
for others, it is their second language. No matter how many languages are spoken, two years of
foreign language is required at
Blair. Some students think of
their class as a growing experience but others feel like its a

H

waste of time.
Sabrina
Carrington
shares some of her senior wisdom when she says, "Take more
than two years of the required
foreign language ~
"This is my eighth year
taking Spanish and I'm going to
take it for the rest of my high
school years. I speak my native
language, English, and now I'm
trying to master Spanish; said
Anh Mai a sophomore.
Mrs. Yordan-Torres , a
Spanish teacher says, "I recommend that students take any foreign language for more than two
years because we give college
recommendations for students:'
Mrs. Chiesa , another
Spanish teacher says , "If you
learn Spanish, you will have a
better chance at getting ajob because many people need translators. This goes for any other language:'
Madame Loomis , a
French teacher, agrees with Mrs.
Yordan-Torres and all the teachers recommend that students
take learning a second lan~age
seriously.
• Yun Wilson

Carmen Abrams
Elba Castro
Christiane Chessler
Muna Chisea

Paige Coulam
Deborah DeBJas
Arlette Loomis
William Nickerson

Lynette Reilly
Nancy Silvio
Maria Yordan Torres

Now, with meanIngl Ms. Silvio stresses that half of being able to speak a foriegn language is getting the right accents.
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serlous sketchJn9...Senior Brianna Schweizer skeches her assignment in art.

Carolyn Amini
Mary Bloom

Photo friends .. . Megen MacDonald and Gillian Hurley process film together in their freshman CAP photography course.

Donna Ellennan
Raymond Harry

Sara Josey

Shirley Letcher

Janet Matthews

Lynne Snyder

Frank Stallings
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Fine Arts

here is a wide variety of
art courses available to
students here at Blair.
These courses range from drawing and design to painting and
ceramics and various choices in
between.
There are also
courses available in photography and music. The fine art
classes are taught by talented
artists including Lynne Snyder,
Mary Bloom, Carolyn Amini,
Frank Stallings, Raymond Harry,
Janet Mathews, and many others.
Some students enjoy
taking art classes because they
find it to be relaxing or a nice
break in an other wise entirely
acadernicly focused day. "I really like taking art, I have it in
the morning so its a really nice
way to start the daY; says senior
Lena Guard . Other students

T

agree, "Photography is my favorite class because its a chance
to be creative, plus its nice to
be able to take a break from
academics even ; states Ari
Messinger.
Art is one of the few
classes where you can let your
creative instincts take over and
come up with something incredible. Mary Bloom, believes that
"to be truley creative one must
break the rules; taking risks
does not always guarantee success but it often results in creative learning".
Who knows what joining
an art class could bring! For
some it could be a break from
the school day, and for others it
could be discovering a hidden
talent of your own.

. lIelena Marchwicki
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Acamera's eye view... Junior Andrea Merriam adjusts the focus and lens
on her videocamera so she can see her subject more clearly. Merriam is
the producer of the show 'Shades of Gray' which airs on Montgomery
County cable.

Communication
Arts Program
he Communication Arts
Program (CAP) is a chal
lenging and unique education which focuses on media
in print and television. The CAP
has been in operation for nine
years and has many successful
graduates.
CAP students have been
stereotyped in many ways, from
being called "studio rats" to being labeled as "smart in english
but dumb in math". Christopher
Lloyd, Manager of Blair Network
Communications (WBNC) studio and media teacher, feels the
CAP students are creative in
many areas, and does not agree
with some of these stereotypes.
"CAP students like to talk, and
they want to learn and be challenged; Lloyd comments. Lloyd
enjoys teaching CAP students
for just these reasons.
Some CAP students admit the workload can be extremely stressful and difficult at
times.
Junior Lindsey
Strandberg explains, "Tenth
grade was my toughest year but
its good to know I made it and
can keep going in the program~

T

CAP
coordinator
Dolores D'Angelo says CAP provides an opportunity for interdisciplinary education which is useful for the future. "Our graduates tel1 us CAP prepares them
wel1 for col1ege; she says. Junior April Ahn agrees. "I definitely
feel that I am going to leave Blair
with confidence and the ability
to do well in the future; she says.
Most CAP students enjoy the many opportunities CAP
provides such as editing film,
going on a canoe trip, and visiting museums. The teachers
agree their students are dedicated, creative, and intuitive.
Sophomore Katy Califa
appreciates CAP for its interesting projects and new ideas. She
especially e'1ioys analyzing commercials and keeping a weekly
log of a television show. "We
do a lot of fun things, and
though CAP is hard I want to
stick with it; she says.

. Celia Zwerdling

Sharon Caplan
Dolores D'Angelo
Maureen Diodati
Stacy Dimmick

David Harrison
Christopher Lloyd
Thomas Mather
John Mathwin

Brian Nance
Wilford Shannon
David West

Cap over coffee ... NSL government teacher Stacy Dimmick, English teacher Maureen Diodati, Media teacher Christopher Lloyd, and Journalism
teacher John Mathwin meet in the CAP office every seventh period to discuss new issues and current news facing the program.
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"Am , doing this righrr Senior Magnet Isabel Galbraith works hard
on her research project.

M a

"' know what's wrong with your program ... • Magnet Computer Science teacher Karen Collins helps her student, senior Amit Rahman,
with his work.

g n et

he Math, Science and Computer Science Magnet is
one of the most well-known
programs in Maryland. Many students apply to the program for the
excellent teachers and the wide variety of advanced classes.
In the words of Ms. Dyas,
a Magnet Math teacher, "We offer
science classes integrated with
technology that most other
schools do not have:' Junior Sarah Johnson and sophomore Scott
Safranek say the Magnet gives students an opportunity to take accelerated classes for college credit,
"Its better because we can save
money in college~ Where else can
students take Algebra II, Trigonometry, Analysis I (the Magnet version
of AP Calculus), Physics, Chemistry, Earth Science, and Biology all
in just two years?
In addition to the advanced classes, the Magnet requires specialized courses. There
are four main projects: in 9th
grade, SSIP; 10th grade, Mission
"Im"possible; 11th grade, Engineering projects and Technology
Challenge; 12th grade, Research

T

Judith Bishop
AngeJique Bosse
Ralph Bunday
AiJi Carlson
Sarah Clemmitt
Karen Collins
Mark Curran

Project. Each project gives students more experience in research, in addition to helping students learn about technology and
engineering. After Mission Possible
in 10th grade and the many engineering projects in 11th grade,
Magnet students also learn to be
more comfortable during presentations. Then in 12th grade, many
Magnet students go to science institutions (like the National Institute of Health or the National Institute of Standards and Technology)
to work with a mentor while completing their research project.
These projects are entered in many
science fairs. The Westinghouse
Science Talent Search is an important competition, and the fact that
many Magnet students become
semifinalists and finalists contributes to the popularity of the Magnet Program.
Of all the benefits of being
in the Magnet, junior Sarah
Johnson says sarcastically that the
best thing is that "we get to have
another period of class after everybody else goes home~

. Susan lIan
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Robert Donaldson
Margarita Escetell
Anne George
Peter Hammond
Edward Johnson
Tran-Hoan Pham
Lola Piper
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Susan Ragan
Mary Nawabi
Doris Sandoval
Linda Rosenberg
Eileen Steinkraus
Not Pictured:
Jonetta Russell
Eric Walstein

"SO much work. so little timel· Magnet Coordinator Eileen Steinkraus works hard to keep everything
running smoothly.
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Computer Science

C

hoosing an elective can be
a hard task, especially
when you have limitations. So when faced with this
difficult choice, most students
tum to their counselors. Most
counselors suggest computer
science courses. Computer science includes courses such as
Computer Applications, Problem
Solving, and Pascal.
Both college advisors
and counselors recommend taking at least one year of computer
science. Not only do computer
science courses fill up the one
technology-credit needed to
graduate, but they are also beneficial in todays technology-dependent sOciety.
According to Mr. Shiery,
a computer applications teacher,
"Taking computer science

-Hmm ... what program should we work on today.· Junior Chen Lai sit 'This Is my future?· Junior Justin Mason dozes while sophomore
waiting while Mr. Wright decides on the Pascal lesson.
dassmate Victoria Koroma gets some serious help from Mr. Borelli.

courses, such as Applications ,
allows students to be able to use
the computer as a system of organization on a higher levet:'
Mr. Dismuke, a computer/ advanced applications
teacher answers this question
simply, ~ It helps you make
money. Students need these
skills in order to get good paying
jobs:'
Sophmore Socheata
Saim adds, "Taking Computer
Applications seems like a good
idea, because now-a -days everything is computerized:'
Both teachers and students think that taking a computer class could really be
advantagous to students who
want computer-related careers .

•
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job is a hard thing to find ness department contributes to .
for many after graduation, getting ajob. The more business
but taking a business courses a student takes the more
course can be a tremendous as- successful they'll be in getting a
set to oneS resume. The busi- job; she says.
Mrs. Rogner and Mrs.
ness section offers many careerPinckney
have been at Blair for
oriented courses, including word
over
20
years,
and each enjoys
processing, keyboarding, accounting, business law, office helping the students, as well as
technology and communication, getting to work with new technolbusiness management, business ogy that comes out each year. "I
skills, and notehand and study like all the new things that are
happening and being able to parskills.
Mrs. Rogner, one of the ticipate in new technological debusiness teachers, believes that velopments; Mrs. Pinckney says.
So if you want to get a
the business classes are good to
take if you're looking to get ajob. head start in your future job
search , take a business class.
~ It does make a difference. It
would be a rare kid who took key- Business skills are good to learn,
boarding or some other course and may lead to a more prosperin our department who couldn't ous future.
find ajob:' Mrs. Pinckney agrees.
. Lisa Pineles
"I think every course in the busi-

A

• Yen Lam

-Just readIng
over your
shoulders.·
Mrs. Carlson
checking out
sophmores
Gregg Noveck
and Connie
Chans
programs.

-I'm just not the
computer
Sophomores
Alexandra Dagenais,
AIzira 'sata, and
Junior Schnearia
Henderson try to type
as fast as possible for
their keyboarding
class.

type,.

Tina Claggett
Roy Dismuke
Kathy Robinson

Jay Lynn Shiery
Albert Theberbge
Frank Wright
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-So what's the problem here?· Ms. Ragan helping
senior Dan Rodriguez and senior Jennifer Cabrera
with a Networking Senior Research Project.

Guy Borrelli
Zennie Pinckney
Linda Rogner
Jacquelyn Shropshire
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ESOL

he school's ESOL (English
for Speakers of Other Lan
guages)
department
serves to help foreign students
learn English, and helps them
adapt to American culture, as well
as Blair's culture. There are approximately two hundred seventyfive ESOL students who go to
school here. That is more than
any other school in Montgomery
County.
ESOL totally emerses students in English. "We teach them
in a very direct method- without
much translation (into their native
tongue). We teach them what
things are and help them survive
the transition~ says ESOL teacher
Arabel Diamant.
This method is amazingly
effective. According to Diamant,
ESOL students are speaking functional English within six months.
"That is because we not only
teach classes, we also provide for
the special needs of each individual studene says Suzy Duong,
an ESOL Instructional Assistant.
In addition to teaching
seven different stages of English,
the ESOL department instructs
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Don't bother me, I'm typing. .. for Silver International.
student works after school on an article she is writing.

courses in mathematics, social
studies, and science to facilitate
learning in all Subjects.
ESOVs long term effectiveness is also evident. Joe
Bellino, ESOL resource teacher,
takes his car to an auto shop
owned by a former ESOL student
of his. Mr. Bellino's dentist is also
one of his former students.
ESOL students often enter the program speaking no English and leave speaking it fluently. This is the ultimate
testimate to ESOL success. In a
world where communication is
the key to success, the ESOL department is essential.

- Jeff Waldstreicher

A, B, C, 0, e, F, Q. .• Ms. Montero alphabetizes
letters to students in her 5th period class. ESOL
students get special individual attention.

John A1coba
Joseph Bellino
Victoria Blair
Cynthia Carlson
Carrie Demers
Arabel Diamant
Ruth Gieser

Shana Grossman
Tuhien Ha
Imogene Holmes
Joyce Katz
Caridad Montero
Thanh-Tu Nguyen
Carol Robledo

Open Apple '8'. .. is to save. Ms Semirot shows Ms. Holmes how to save all the grades she just
entered into the computer.
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Sherrie Sauer
Eugenia Sernirot
Dikhayuko Sen
Karen Shilling
Jane Winter
Not Pictured:
Dora Gonzalez
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Career and Technology
Education / v.s.s. T.
aaaah! Vroom, vroom.
Bang, bang, bang. The
sounds of babies crying,
car engines, and nails being hammered don't seem like they would
belong in the classroom, much
less be condusive to the learning
environment. Many students opt
to put up with these noises to
learn something other than the
traditional three Rs in school,
and take classes like Child Development, Auto Shop, and Technology Education.
In Child Development,
high school students learn how
to educate, discipline, and take
care of toddlers, who come to
Blair for child care. "The children
have reatly come a long way since
the beginning of the year. I can
really see a difference in them;
comments Ms. Fraser, on how
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well her students treat the kids.
Another popular class is
Auto Shop. Many budding mechanics take this class to learn
how to fix cars. Because of the
background many students get in
Auto Shop, they land part time,
and sometimes full time jobs.
The Vocational Support
Service Team (V.S.ST.) was created to help students with special
needs who are in these classes.
Blair is one of only six schools in
the county with V.S.ST. Aside
from his other duties with V.S.ST.,
Mr. Kelly also keeps track of every students service learning
hours, and helps kids who don't
have many.

-Thaddeus Brown

If, then? What Is this all about? Programs and Problem Solving proved BOOks, boOks, and more books. Ms. Douglas spends many hours of
to be a very hard class for many students.
the day keeping track of all of the books that come in, and go out.

Media Center
hen given an assignment
which includes some
form of research , most
students have to figure out how
they are going to transport themselves to a public library which actually has the info they need.
These students however, don't go
to Blair.
Blairs library contains a
wealth of information, resources,
and computers which makes it
simple for students to find what
they need, when they need it. "I
worked at a junior high school
before coming to Blair and our
media center is much more advanced in many ways; says Mary
Lou Douglas , a media center
worker at Blair for almost 8 years,
"We have an exstensive collection
of books and computers and we
also have a lot of help for the stu-

W

dents~'

Students not only use the
library as an information center,
but many go there for a place to
study or simply relax. "( go to the
library when I have a lot of work to
do. It's always quiet and 1 don't
have to deal with all the distractions of home; says junior Ilise
Wolf. Sophomore Kate Mines
agrees, "I go to the media center
when I need a break from the rest
of the school~'
What ever the reason students use Blairs media center, it is
always a positve place where they
can either conquer their work or
take a break and forget about it.
It is a great resource for students
and teachers alike and there is always someone there to answer the
question of how to tum on the
computer.
_Jessy Sribnick

Verygoodl
Senior
Lyndsay
Madden guides
one of her
students in
Child Development.

Mary Lou Douglas
Robert Lasco

Helen Notley
Susan Payne-Madden

Leonard Clay
Sharon Fraser
Hugo Harrison
Robert Hopkins

John Kaluta
Kevin Kelly (V.S.ST.)
Bing Nguyen (V.S.ST.)
Rob Segretti
Not Pictured:
Cynthia Zuniga (V.S.ST.)
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Linda Wilhelm

If you refer to Modem Language Association says (MLA) ... Mr. Lasco
and senior Gautam Mukunda do research in the back of the library.

Carol Working
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Special Needs
and S.P.A.R.C.
na sense, every student
has special needs because
learning is a uniquely indi~dual experience. Each da~
teachers strive to meet the
needs of thier students and to
make every student a successful leamer. In fact, the Special
Needs and Sparc departments
are devoted to assisting a wide
variety of students from the extremely gifted to those students
with learning disabilities.
Special Needs faculty
and staff work closely with other
departments in thier efforts because it is important for each
academic teacher to know if a
student in thier class has special accomadations. Students
may have accomodations for
spelling or time which allows
them to be graded without penalty for spelling errors, or to be
given additional time to complete an important assignment
or exam. Deaf students also
recieve assistance and support
through Special Needs. The
department offers sign language
interpreters.

I

Twyla Bishop
Lisa Da~dson
Kae Denning-Evans
Gabrielle Fair
Suzanne Giacolone

Clity Gordon (SPARC)
Jana Goss
Richard Hahn
Margaret Hansen (SPARC)
Leora McElory

Janet Pitchersky
Elizabeth Priest (SPARC)
Susan Schleicher
James Short
Sandra Swartwood (SPARC)
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When asked her favorite thing about teaching students with special needs, Math
teacher Gabrielle Fair, states;My
students teach me how to teach
them:' Special Needs, like every department, considers one
of its chief objectives to be preparing students for life after high
school. "I help by assisting students to make the transition
from high school to the world
of work; says Suzanne
Giacolone, who handles transitional support services for the
department.
The S.P.A.R.C. Program
(Special Alternative Remedial
Courses) assists students who
need additional attention in the
9th and 10th grades. Sparc students benefit from smaller
classes and personalized instruction.
Sparc English
teacher Katrina Brown says of
her Sparc students, U They really allow you to see success
and progress~

Keepln' It dean. Building service worker Norman Evans empties a
trash can in the cafeteria .
PapeIWOrk, papelWOrk, papelWOrK. .. Ms. Blair works on all the paper
work that needs to be done at the end of the semester.

Cafeteria &
Maintenance

Y

used to believe in Santa
Claus, but when you were
about seven, you probably
started to wonder why jolly '01 st.
Nick sounded a little too much
like your dad. You also used to
believe in the tooth fairy. That is,
until you woke up to see your
mom struggling to stuff a silver
dollar under your pillow. But
there are some remaining icons
to believe in. Many students are
convinced of the existence of the
I-Make-Your-Lunch-Magically-Appear-in-the-Cafeteria Fairy and the
more popular I-Clean-Up-A1I-YourTrash Fairy.
Its going to break your
heart, but they don't really exist.
They are really the cafeteria and
building service workers. uOnly
a few students recognize what we
do. Most just come in everyday
OU

and see that the school is clean;
they take it for granted... sometimes, people will think ' I
shouldn 't do this' (before littering). If everybody did that more
often, it would make our job a bit
easier,' says Building Service Manager James Brown.
Cafeteria
Manager
Maddlena Bianchini notes its
growing popularity. UStudents eat
here because they like what we
serve. Since the beginning of the
year, more and more people have
been eating in the cafeteria. We
have a lot of mouths to feedapproximately 750 per daY.'
Be sure to take the time
to thank, and maybe even get to
know your building service and
cafeteria workers.

·Katrina Brown

Collecting the cash. Cafeteria worker Sandra Hooe works as
cashier as students pay for their meals.

. Jeff Waldstreicher
Not Pictured:
Mark Alfred
Veronica Benion
YivCheam
W. Christopher
John Colandro
Norman Evans
Enoch Fatal
Sandra Hooe
Aminata Kanu
Aspasia Koumpouras
Rosa Lopez
Lesly Marroquin
Anna Meres
Lillian Mills
Zainab Musa
Bernice Musgrove
E. Pannell
James Schmelzer
T.M. Sombat

Victoria Bean
Maddalena Bianchini
James Brown
Mariann Christopher
Hue T. Nguyen

Greg Ramjattan
Nichelle Reams
Frank Smith
Reginald Tobin
Janice Whedbee
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Blairs 62-year tradition of excellence is not limited to academia. Athletics are an unmistakable part
of the high school experience. From football to field
hockey, swimming to soccer, wrestling to riflery, tennis
to track, Blazers savored the thrill of competition that
makes sports so great.
Those that didn't participate were always sure
to watch. Whether it was cheering for the cheerleaders
or cramming to see a cross-country finish, Blazer fans
were sure to make their presence known. Friday night
plans were always basketball and a movie or basketball and some party but basketball was never missed.
The Class of 1997 produced many great athletes
who did their part in upholding Blairs tradition of athletic achievement. They will be missed. A new crop of
athletes will now rise to fill that void. In the classroom,
in the stands, on the field and on the court, Blair Blazers will always strive for excellence.

-Looktn for someone who's open.· Sophomore Sheik
Browne look to her teammates to make a pass.

T

he ladies of lay-ups , the
sharpest of shooters, the
stars of stealing. This years
varsity girls basketball team played
a successful season and was
ranked #1 in the Montgomery Journal and carne in second in the state.
The team was led by seniors Shira Fishman, Brita Hinkle,
and Bryony Ziegler. They were
proud of the team playing that kept
them flying high.
"We 've been playing together for a long time, so we know
each others' strengths; Zeigler said.
"We have a sense of coherencY.'
Lindsey is proud of how the
team has leamed to work together.
He says much of their success is
do in part, to the team 's

acheivements . "The fact that
we've been so successful can be
attributed to the experience of our
players~ Lindsey said. "Its the experience that has put us where we
are!'
Lindsey said he will be
sad to let his seniors go. They
were an accomplished group of
girls that meant a lot to him.
"I'm always disappointed
when I reach the termination of
the relationships I've had with
them; Lindsey commented. "It's
got nothing to do with the team
as a whole, it comes down to a
personal friendship!'

-Erica Levi

Einstein
Kennedy
Sherwood
Wooton
Whitman
Quince Orchard
Westminster
Walter Johnson
Seneca Valley
Paint Branch
Springbrook
Westminster
Whitman
Churchill
Watkins Mill
Gaithersburg
Springbrook
Wootton
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ribble, Pass, or Shoot! As
simple as that sounds, it can
get very confusing. That is
why you learn on JV. "I am happy
to be on the team becuase the
sophomores help us to improve. ItS
also exciting when we get encouragement and compliments; says
freshman Tasha Oliver. The four
returning sophomores are
happy to help. Sophomore cocaptain Samanda Hawkins says, "ItS
different this year, because we are
working with younger people. Its
fun to help them with skill drills and
teamwork:' The abundance of teamwork and cooperation led them to
a winning season. Freshman Elizabeth Todd exclaims, "We work really well together and everyone

D

knows their role and how we all fit
together for the success of the
team :'
Along with the assistance from,
teammates, Coach Wolf also lends
a lot of support. "It is really fun
this year. There is a lot of talent.
I am happy to help; says Wolf,
who also helps them with
schoolwork. "Having Ms. Wolf support us athletically and academically is really helpful; says freshman Carly King . Sophomore
Tamira Guevara says "This year I
have improved and get more playing time. I have learned a lot on
the team. I hope to play varsity
next year.' With the JV experience,
it is probable that most will make
it to Blairs Powerhouse Varisty.

Coach Lindsey, Joanna Ries, Yinka Bada, Shelley Browne, Shira
Fishman, Bryony Zeigler, Kerry Kidwell, Alyssa Hughes, Megan Minnick,
Brita Hinkle, Ayodele Terry, Lea Diamond, Victoria Metzger, Rashia Williams, Sofia Gonzales, Linda Wolf.

First Row: Megan Gabriel, Kate Mines, Jennifer Anderson, Tasha Oliver, Britt
Bowers, Samanda Hawkins Second Row: Mr. Lindsay, Dionysia Young, Jezelle
Estrada, Carly King, Binta Bah, Elizabeth Todd, Tamira Guevara, Ms. Wolf not
pictured: Brooke Burrows-Gray
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Kennedy
Sherwood
Wootton
Richard Montgomery
Coolidge
Whitman
Quince Orchard
Westminster
Walter Johnson
Seneca Valley
Paint Branch
Springbrook
Westminster
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It's a bird, It's a plane, It's... The Lady Blazers watch intently as the ball goes into the net.

IDribble, Dribble...

Freshman Tasha Oliver dribbles down court to

the basket past a defender.
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-Let's work together... - Coach Wolf gives the team some strategies for the
game during a time out.
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"They're lookin' good' Team members Josh Walker, Ethan Spalding, Antonio Francis, David Andalmil/ LoOkin for a lay-up...
and Cisco Tejeda join in the good spirits.
shot.
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Einstein
Kennedy
Sherwood
Wootton
Northwestern
Spengarn
Whitman
Quince Orchard
Westminster
Walter Johnson
Seneca Valley
Paint Branch
Springbrook
Westminster
Whitman
Churchill
Watkins Mill
Gaithersburg

Tumberry Mohoun throws himself into the
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first roW: Gmerice Thames, Merly Matingou, Cisco Tejeda, Wendell Hall, David
Andalrnan, Mark Wilhelm Second row: Dale Lamberth (head coach), Blair Hayes,
Josh Walker, Arieus Williams, Steve Vladeck, Tony Murray, Kent Ballard, Derrick
Dunzo Wood, Rick Hahn (assistant coach) Not pictured: Ethan Spalding, Pete
Stamos, Antonio Francis

FrontRow Kwami Nudesimo, Garry Clark, Brandon McQueen, John Hernandez,
Edgar Wootorson Back Row Rick Hahn, Mark Beckwith, Tumberry Mohoun,
Blake Russell, David Ruen, Kimani Darasaw, Justin Smart, Chris Campbell, Dale
Lamberth Not Pictured Noah Himberger
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his years season was an exciting one for the boys varsity
basketball team. All in all, they
did well, starting with a smashing victory over Einstein. Coach Dale
Lamberth had high hopes for this
years season. Tm kind of a perfectionist. I want to see the team pull
together and play smart basketball.
I know we can do better than we have
been; he says.
Senior Kent Ballard believes
that basketball takes a lot of work and
commitment. "There!:; no game without struggle; he comments. Fellow
senior David Andalman stands by one
of the coachS ideas. ~The coach always tells us 'This is not just a game.
This is life: and I believe in that;
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Seeking advice The JV team huddles during a time out at the Einstein game.
Coach Rick Hahn gives players tips.

IT@~

Andalman remarks.
The team has enjoyed
many victories which lifted their
spirits. The crowds have been
very supportive but Coach
Lamberth feels that they need
more. ~ I want to see the student body be more concerned
with effort than winning. The
team really plays better when
everyone is cheering them on;
he says.
In the end, the team
had to be satisfied with their
record. After all, winning isn't
the only thing worth playing for.

-Lisa Pineles

-I know 1 got it' Senior Arieus Williams shows the fans whoS the
best as he scopes out the scene during the first game against Einstein
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Kennedy
Sherwood
Wootton
Whitman
Quince Orchard
Westminster
Walter Johnson
Seneca Valley
Paint Branch
Springbrook
Westminster
Whitman
Churchill
Watkins Mill
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Springbrook
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he junior varisty boys ' basketball
team made it through the season with a 7-7 record. Most of the
players felt good about their performance.
Sophomore Garry Clark explains
that the freshmens' self-confidence and the
effort put forth during the season made up
for the teams losses. "For effort, we should
have had a 14-0 record. Out of all the teams
we tried the hardest; he says.
Coach Rick Hahn is proud of his
team and the new members. "1 appreciate
the new guys. With a little push they took
off,' he says. The team definitely rocketed
into success at the game against Churchill,
where Blair topped them by about twenty
points. Another victory was against
Westminster.
The other major factor in the teams
success and effort was the friendship be
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tween the players. "The good thing is we all
stuck together through wins and losses. We
knew we could make it; says sophomore Brandon McQueen.
Hahn agrees that the friendship between the team members helped each players '
focus. Sophomore Mark Beckwith explains,
"there were so many new people on the team,
but by the end of the season we were all old
friends and teachers ~
Clark says that the team took a while
to get accustomed to the new players. "We
reached a unity eventually,' he says.
Even though the team suffered quite a
few losses, the effort and focus carried them
through, and kept the players feeling positive
and ready for a fight.

,Celia Zwerdling
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• Ahh, finally a time out. • Martin Lawson gets a break from workir
hard out on the feild as tailback.
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his years varsity team
played well, and kept morale high. "We learned to
play together as a team for all 4
quarters;' said senior Reggie
Philippe.
During the hot summer
months Coach Jimmy Short had
them working hard in the weight
room, running on the track, stadium stairs, and sticking to the
motto of, " no pain no gain:'
New specialties coach Carey
Dimmick also helped. Punt returner Timothy Medlin was averaging 25 yards per punt and kicker
Mayco Mesa was 9 for 11. Seniors
Watson Fagan and Quentine
DeShield also aided to improve the
defensive side of the team. The

team also got help from underclassmen Martin Lawson and Jack
Genau who were able to play both
sides of the ball.
Fagan says;' Throughout it we
gave it all we had, and a couple of
times came up just a big play away
from a win. Its a rewarding experience playing Blazer football and I
know next year I'm going to miss
ie
Although the team didn't win
any trophies, they will always have
their friendships, and the everlasting words of Coach Short, "You
go out there to have fun and work
hard. Give it 110% for four straight
quarters and when the game is
over you leave it all out on the field,
bring nothing home with you:'

Quince Orchard
Walter Johnson
Gaithersburg
Watkins Mill
Sherwood
Seneca Valley
Wootton
Whitman
Paint Branch
Springbrook

Front row: Tim Medlin, Watson Fagan, Patrice Philippe, Joey Frazier, Sormujah Comeh,
Quentine Deshield, Dekiala Ndombele Second row: Marlon Sanchez, Mikey Soza, Jelace
Johnson, Ali mike Troutman, Bryan Francke, David Lauristan, John Genau, Kerlin Lapierre
ThIrd row: Duwayne Bumett, Marcellus Beckwith, Garcia Volcy, Ransford Tetteh, Mayco
Mesa, Martin Lawson Jr. , Jason Rocker, Danny Romero Fourth Row: Amith Rahman,
Ozzie Williams, James MomPoint, Nicholas Cobb, Courtney Bean, Odai Shiancoe, Anthony Banson.
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here isn't a cloud in the sky. Through
the stands fans are heard yelling vari
ous names and commands. Then
comes the "hut" and for one single moment
all is quiet. All are speechless as the brown,
leather ball is flung to the other side of the
field were hopefully a player is waiting to
catch
it,
waiting
to
score
a
touchdown ... waiting to be a hero. This is
what is felt by just about every player numerous times during every game. Yet not
even the pressure of an entire schools
hopes and dreams of accomplishment stop
the JV football players from going out for
the team.
This years team had some extraordinary traits. Compiled mainly of freshmen,
JV football had to let go of some of their
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best players, who moved up to the varsity
team. Though these players left, the team
remained strong through the coaching of
Jimmy Short, Brian Nance, Cary Dimmick,
Rick Hanh, and Jeff Seals. "We started off
rough at the beginning but we leamed how
to unite and work as a real team; says Troy
Fletcher.
One of the teams differences from last
year was the addition of player Nadeqe
Marc. However, she says that being a girl
did not make playing any different.
The team is not ashamed of their
losses because they know they made strong
efforts and worked well together. "We knew
it was okay to lose because we practiced
really hard and we did improve throughout
the season; says Floyd Francis.

FrontRow: Troy Fletcher, Nadeqe Marc, Jason Williams, Timothy Green, Ronald
Wiilis, Derrick Thurston Second Row: Juriel Jackson, Patrick Kwankam, Floyd
Francis, Joeanie Rosado-Guzman ThIrd Row: Nolhomis Johnson, Ryan Daniel,
Terrell Thornton, Mal Esper, Peter Downey
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KA POW" Kicker / Punter Mayco Mesa kicks the ball to start the Homecoming game agaisnt Wootton. 'WATER'"
Mayco was 9 for 11 on the season with his longest field goal 41 yards.
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Junior Garcia Volcy gets water after a long first half .

• WATCH YOUR ANKLES • Junior Garcia Volcy brakes to the inside to lose the
defender.
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'JuSt Jddm' around.· Freshman
"00 Blazersl

H

practices dribbling the ball.

The team huddles for a last minute review of plays.

··Brea1dng through the line of defenses.· Co-captain Ben Norkin dribbles past
his guard on a goal attempt.

Rockville
L
Walter Johnson
L
Seneca Valley
W
Watkins Mill
W
Whitman
W
Magruder
L
Wheaton
W
Einstein
W
Kennedy
L
Wootton
L
Richard Montgomery W
B-CC
L
MPPSSA Soccer Tournament
Sherwood
L

I"Irst row: Nelson, Villalta. Martin Sterrett, Micah Spiegal. Marvin Ruvela. Amiri Roberts
Second row: George Gibb (coach) . Dan Herbst. A.J. Rohner. Greg Bernard, Bailey Sterrett
(captain). Ira Rothberg, Dusty K, Jeff Tien. Danny McBride ThIrd row: Ty Gibson. Matt
Homer. Stephen Karafiath, Jason Rufino, Antonio Francis. Ethan Spalding. Eric Newman,
Matt Fagan. Sergio Francis Not pictured: Lisetta Moyer (manager).

I"IrstRow: Henry Flores, Ben Norkin. Jess HUll, Beau Sims, Sean Flanning, Mark Lundquist
Second Row: Patrick O'Connor. Alex Isley. Matt Perl, Adam Vela, Justin Lucas. Brian
Kelley, Tom Berry ThIrd Row: Dayo Olalya. Luke Vawter, Roberto Santizo. Erich Frenz.
Kenzig Rufino, Arif Ahmed.
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t takes balls (soccer ones, that
is), along with competent and
energetic team players to hold
together a successful team.
Blairs boys Varsity Soccer
team underwent rigorous hours of
running, conditioning, and skills
practice to complete their 6-7 record
in the regular season. They went
0-1 in the playoffs.
Co-captain, leading scorer,
and Most Valuable Player Jason
Rufino reflects on his last seaon.
"Being one of the older guys this
year made me think about when I
was one of the younger guys; he
comments, reminiscing. "It was
pretty sad at the last game:'
Coached by Bob Gibb, and
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led by captains seniors Jason
Rufino, Bailey Sterrett, and Matt
Homer, the team played a successful season together. "The
team had a good nucleus and
most games were very close~
said Gibb. He will miss the
graduating seniors.
Gibb believes the team
was strong early. · When we
played two of last seasons best
teams, Watkins Mill and
Whitman, we were able to beat
both of them; Gibb says.
Sterrett says he will miss
playing on the team. ·We had a
lot of fun, and it will be hard to
say goodbye:'

ew players, new coach,
new
season
NEW
START. In fact everything about
the JV boys soccer team seems new and
improved. With the loss of so many valuable players to the varsity team, there
was doubt about the success of this season. But the 1996 JV team was ready
and willing to prove them wrong. "Even
though most of the guys were new, I still
think we had a good season; says veteran player sophomore Mark Lunquist.
This years JV coach, Lisa Trupo,
and team captains Ben Norkin, Adam
Vela, and Matt Perl, had tough shoes to .
fill. Last year the JV team ended its season with a record of 7 - 3. This season,
the team ended with a record as good
as last seasons. Sophomore Jesse Hull

N
Rockville
Walter Johnson
Seneca Valley
Watkins Mill
Whitman
Magurder
Wheaton
Einstein
Kennedy
Wooton
Richard Montgomery

·Oet open.· Senior Jason Rufino (captain) runs down the field
and passes the ball to teammate Dan Herbst.
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says;Team 96' is the best. We had a good
record for a new team with a new coach~
Co-Captain sophmore Ben Norkin
adds;lt was a tough season. We had a few
close losses, but I think this team has a
good future~
Being a new team has both advantages and disadvantages as co-captain
Adam Vela points out, "ItS hard losing some
of the best players on the team but it is also
beneficial to be able to adapt. So all in all,
I really liked this season~
Faced with changes, obstacles, and
uncertainties, the team had to prove that
new doesn't always mean inexperienced.
Through their teamwork and spirit. the JV
boys team showed that when the gauntlet
was thrown, they rose to the challenge.

·YenLam
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Keep on movln Senior Ellen Kohl holds a steady aim and prays fo:
the best.

W

ith new varisty coach Futures which should put us in
Kearney Francis, the girls contention for next year,' says
started off in the fall, and junior Emily Brewster. Senior
began building what Fancis de- Emily Pannebaker explains the
scribes as a team that, "promises to sadness she feels from leaving,
be a county powerhouse:'
"Field hockey was a big part of
Kera King and Janice Poling my life, and I will miss it like
provided senior leadership in the anything; she says. Junior
backfield. The two combined with Katrina Sostek says :'1 think all
senior Ellen Kohl and junior Erin of us share a sense ofIoyalty for
Bowers to provide solid defense. the team and our coach, and
Juniors such as Katrina Sostek, even the seniors will carry it with
Ayodele Terry, and Emily Brewster them when they graduate; she
were able to give a speedy attack that says.
led to an upset of c03A champions
Coach Kearney Francis
Magruder.
feels the team made vast imAll members of the team provements. "Our girls did recontributed to the teams success. ally well and their wins should
And next year's returning players are be equally credited fo( she says.
showing promise. "A lot of girls are
going to camp and competing in
·Celia Zwerdling

his past fall season was a
time to begin anew, see old
friends, stress over schedules, and for some, hit a puck.
These were the twenty girls on the
Junior Varsity Field Hockey team
who came together everyday for
drills, practices and travelled all
over the county to face tough
competition.
The team is led by Coach
Sarah Clemmett and sophomore
captains Erin Tanner and
Stephanie Romanoff. "I loved
playing field hockey. AJI the girls
became really close and we all
had lots of fun even with the hard
work!" says Tanner. It is obvious
their work paid off because the
team posted a 5-5 record and
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Richard Montgomery
Wheaton
Wootton
Quince Orchard
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Rockville
Magruder
Gaithersburg
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Let's aet Together The varsity field hockey team huddles before a
game in order to talk strategy and prepare for their challenge.

beat
opponents
Magruder,
Gaithersburg, and Rockville.
The most significant part of
the season may have been the
friendship between the girls and the
bonds that developed. "The reason
we won games was because we were
all so tight and had confidence jn
each other and the team as a chain,
where each of us was an important
linK says freshman Katie Sensenig.
Freshman Julia Keister
adds, "I think that it helped a lot to
have a really close team. It allowed
everyone to have more fun and play
better because we really knew each
other. Even though the season only
lasts a few months, our friendships
and our memories will last a lifetime"

.Jessy Sribnick

lfigh 5tlckln' It. .. Throughout the field hockey season, whether the team won
or lost, spirits as well as sticks were always high.
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Let's get 'eml The field hockey team charges the field, ready to win another game.
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Mower Power.. Team spirit and comrodery could be found at any
field hockey game.

Thlrst Quencher... Freshman Katie Sensenig takes a break from playing in order to rehydrate her body. Field Hockey is a tiring sport.
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'Oh no you don't!" Senior Spencer Hindman gives his opponent
'And ... they're om- The Blair Cross Country Team takes off from the starting line, always trying to get ahecr a stoney glare as he attempts to overtake him.

'WInner by a head'" Sophmore Sean Corvelli goes through the line leaning.

"The Wind
Ilowls Because
It Can't Catch
Us"
- slogan on
Cross Country
t-shirt

Coach Hunter Hogewood, Captain Josh Keller, Ira Rothesburg, Ricky Madden, Thomas
Payne, Brendan Connell, Joanna Mauer, Olisa, Kobina Baffour, Gordon Li, D~vid MO?re,
Carolyn Vamasiri, Hoa Vo, Manager Yen Lam, Sean Corvelli, Coach Havey Hamson, Iseika,
Joesph Lee, Connie chan, Elaine Kim, Abby Curran, Karen Isley, Crys~ s.hr~tha , Jo~h
Hutchson, William Hart, Neela Khin , Elietta Larzam, Alyssa Walker, India Hlggms, Chns·
tine Vest, Erica Reeves, Krister Fardig, Ida, Muoki Ndaka, Melinda Lloyd.

Front Row: Jessica McPherson, Kerry Kidwell, Sarah Henrickson (Captain) , Kathy St. HUL
Olivia Tzou, Sarah lams, Stacey Roshan Second Row: Maggie Pancost. David Ni, Daniel
Zytnick, Anthony Stranges, Arianne Boylan, Imeh Williams, Josh Keller, Sam Trahan
ThIrd Row: Jonah Berger, Kevin Gormally, David Moore, Joseph Lee, Luke Bergmann,
Olisa Anmeka, Will CaL David Hu, Bradley Renuart, Elizabeth Stranges, Eli Lambert Fourth
Row: Tony Irish, Richard Lee, Brendan Connell, Josh Hutchenson, Nicole, Adrienne Wiley
(captain)

o

o
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he Cross Country Teams
membership has boomed
this year, with many new
freshmen and several returning runners. They competed against many
other schools, and their speed always helped them come out in front
The seasoned members,
Josh Keller, Sarah Henrickson, and
Adrienne Wiley, returned to contribute their experience and help the
newer members. Though they are
mostly seniors, there seems to be
hope for the future as juniors Jonah
Berger and Tony Irish also do extremely well in the meets.
The managers and coaches
also strengthen the teams efforts by
encouraging and boosting everyone!;
confidence.
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IJ
Senior David Hu says he
enjoys Cross Country because
"it lets me exercise daily. Running is a great workout, and I feel
great afterwards~ Cross Country not only requires that one run
well, but also requires endurance and stamina, needed to
make it to the end of the race.
The team often practices by running along Colesville
Road and Sligo Creek Parkway,
These long distances help the
team practice for meets. The
coaches, Ms. Sandoval and Ms.
Bosse, even join in and show
their team spirit by running with
the members.

"Susanllan

flOur season has
been challenging
yet fulfilling and
Blair's team
showed
it's competitive
nature~'

-Mr. Hogewood
We're almost there... Sophomore Joseph Lee runs for the finish
line not caring about anything else but finishing.

@

storm of red and white event in every meet. including regionals and
sweeps through the school counties. To team captain Josh Keller, this
conjouring up strong winds, Is it a was a sign of pride, "Finally the biggest school
tornado? No, it is the blazing wind-devils of in the county can go into a meet with a big
the indoor track team. The 96/ 97 indoor team. Last year it was kind of embarrassing:
track team was one of the biggest things to we were hardly in any events:'
The highlights of this season include
hit this winter season, leaving devasting and
unforgetable marks. This years team gained the boys and girls relay teams, the boys' 1600
strength and speed as the season devel- distance event, and the girls' 300 meter dash.
oped. Lead by veteran coaches Hunter Senior distance runners Josh Keller,
Hogewood and Harvey Harrison, as well as sophmores David Moore, Joseph Lee, andjunteam captain Josh Keller, the team redefined iors Brendan Connell and Gordon Li displayed
tremedous strength and endurance in the
the definition of "speed:'
1600
meter run as well as other distance
The size of the team was
events.
Freshman Alyssa Walker made a
phenomonal. Compared to last years 20
member team, this years team, containing phenomonal sixth place finish at the county
. meet
about 50 members, was amazing.
The indoor track made winds that
The large number of members made
this team one of the best ever. Both the blew away the competition and left a blazing
distance and sprint team were strong this trail of glory behind.
" Yen Lam
year. There were Blazers in every running

A
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ass, Set, Spike!" is the catchy
phrase you can hear
amongst volleyball players.
This season, the girls varsity volleyball team excelled at all three
of these techniques. Their skill and
combined team effort led the girls
varisty team to a 10-6 season, one
of the best records in the teams
history. They even got the furthest
of any Blair team in the playoff
matches, making it to the regional
semifinals.
Indeed, it was a good season for the volleyball team. The
skin level was high, and injuries
were fairly low. "We had a good
team this year. I really enjoyed
how we communicated and cri-
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Spike Itl thinks senior Bryony Zeigler as sh e prepares to hit the b

tiqued each others faults, instead
of losing our heads and screaming at each other" says senior Margaret Hwang. Senior Megan
Minnick agrees, "We really worked
well together and made it very far
with our positive attitudes to
please ourselves and the schooI:'
The recipe for success is a
combination of the different
strengths and weaknesses of the
team members. Although the seniors are leaving, a strong base is
left behind with great talent with
players such as junior Jen Tung
and sophomore Joanna Mauer.
And so, the next season is looked
upon with promise and dreams of
future success!
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Seneca Valley

. Lisa caputo
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ith a powerful bump, set, and spike
the Junior Varsity Girls Volleyball
Team came out of nowhere and
ended the season with a fantastic record:
13-1. Freshman setter Lisa Weir says its
because "there are a lot of experienced players that know what they're doing:' Freshman Christine Hwang adds that everyoneS
"individual skills were really good, so when
we were combined, the team was very
strong on the court ~
It may seem strange that a team this
young could have so much experience, but
many of these players participated in volleyball outside of school. So after practicing and competing on other teams for years,
the underclassmen contributed both talent
and experience.
But the most important factor that

W

led to the fantastic 13-1 season is probably
the fact that these girls had fun and enjoyed
themselves on the court. Freshman Kelly
Dickelman says playing on a high school
team was more exciting than outside teams,
"There was real camraderie between the
players because we have some classes together and we see each other more often:'
But whether its talent, experience,
or pure enjoyment, one fact stands out; the
junior varsity girls volleyball team only lost
one game this season. Dickelman recalls
one game in which they beat their
opponents 15-0. " Everyone was so
surprised because it was so unexpected:'
But these girls showed everyone just how
good they really are. The future looks good
for the girls volleyball team.

·Susanffan

f1rst Row: Cat Tran, Alia Karim, Margaret Hwang, Su-I Lu Second Row: Christine Parker, Joanna Mauer, Bryony Zeigler, Megan Minnick, Jenn Tung, Coach
Changuris.

More volley power... Junior Cat Tran rushes to volley the ball while senior Christine Parker waits in
anticipation for her tum to hit the ball.

First Row: Naomi Gottlieb-Miller, Kelly Dickelman, Grace Chen Second Row:
Christine Hwang, Bernice Mireku, Lisa Weir, Kelli Herod Third Row: Coach
Demers, Rameez Abbas, Liselle Moses, Natasha Buten, Nicole Reed, Danielle
Russel, Susan Huang.
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Quince Orchard
Gaithersburg
Wheaton
Springbrook
Poolesville
Magruder
Watkins Mill
Einstein
Paint Branch
Whitman
Wootton
Seneca Valley
Sherwood
Westminster
Quince Orchard
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Here's the play... Coach Changuris talks to seniors Su-I Lu and Margaret Hwang about their strategies.

'QOOdJob'· Great moves like this by Freshman Susan Huang helped
the JV Girls Volleyball team get their excellent record of 13-1.

"Reach'· Freshman Nicole Reed lunges for the ball as her teammates look on
anxiously.
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Perfectly lined up ... A perfectly lined up putt can win you the match. Junior Hironobu Katoh gets readytol
win the match.
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his years wrestling team,
coached
by
Frank
Karasinski, was satisfied
with their performance because
they overcame many negative
expectations that had been set
for Blair by coming up with
some outstanding performances that blew away schools
such as Whitman, B-CC, and
• Kennedy. "The team worked as
a whole and we matured
throughout the season thanks
to extra commitment by our
wrestlers and our coaches. We
greatly improved as a team;
says senior wrestler Steve
Morse. Especially strong wrestlers included juniors Dan
Schwab, Charlie Ross, and Erik

T

Needwood

L

Montgomery Village

W

Redgate

L

@ crowd looks on.

Reed, and senior Steve Morse.
Another strong wrestler is senior
Othniel St. U1me, who made it
to the state wrestling tournament. Morse is optimistic about
the future of the team. "The
bright spots of our team show a
great future for Blair,' he says.
The team as a whole wrestled
well, but they have expectations
to do better next year and improve their record. The team
ended the season with a record
of 3-9, and know they can do
better in the years to come.
Returning members Schwab,
Ross, and Reed will continue to
do well with the support of the
promising incoming underclassmen.
-Lisa Pineles

Charles Huband, John Oakley, Gray Sandridge, Duke Yim, Jason Brooks,
Hironobu Katoh

-What a ProI· Senior Othniel St. U1me nonchalantly shows
off his skills as his opponent struggles. St. Ulme was the
only Blair wrestler to make the state finals.

ore! What would you do if
your ball rolled into the for
est, under a tree, and it was
still 150 yards away from the hole.
Golfers face this problem everyday.
It is a tough life, but a few Blazers
were tough enough to handle
these types of situations, and even
win a couple of matches.
"It is a satisfying feeling to
drive a ball a couple of hundred
yards;' explains senior Jack
Coursen, "no student should be
denied of this pleasure. I am surprised more students don't go out
for the team:'
One student who has gone
out for the team every year since
he was a freshman, is senior John

f
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Oakley. When he started playing
for the team, it was a joke around
school that there even was a golf
team. Now in his senior year, he
is captain of a team that is competitive. "I really have enjoyed my
four years on the team. Mr. Curran
has been a great coach, and has
been a good leader. If I could
come back next year and play
again I would~
Another student who has
braved the greens his whole high
school career and improved the
team is senior Jason Brooks. Together, Brooks and Oakley built a
foundation that made the team
strong.
-Thadde us Brown

Damascus
Richard Montgomery
Rockville/WJ
Wheaton
BeC
Kennedy
Magruder/Whitman
Einstein
Gaithersburg
Watch out Tiger, here I come. Senior Paul Shin gets ready to
the ball to the hole.
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"That was an easy one'· Junior Dan Schwab forcefully pins his opponent in a challenging
match.
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Ready and waiting... Junior Andrea Merriam (co-captain) positions her
self while she waits for her opponent to return the ball .

ennis is both mentally challenging and competitive. The try-outs and
training begins in the summer
and continues during the school
year. Players meet every day after school, for two and a half
hours of training. All of this
hard work is to prepare new and
returning players for the upcoming season.
Coached by Dave
Ngbea and Mark Curran the girls
learn not only about tennis, but
a lesson in life as well. They

T

DOubling Up ... Sophomore Epson Chiang goes for the ball as his partner
watches on .

know winning is not the object
of the game, but simply learning to depend on your teammates in doubles. "This season
we learned how to cooperate
with each other more effectively.
I also improved my skills ;'
Krisana Gesuwan comments.
Mr. Ngbea knows the reason the
girls play so well together is because "they have great social
skills. All the players are so
unique and individual, yet they
complement each other so well:'

he key to success is hard
work and determination.
If you add balance, then
you have the equation for the
boys tennis team. With twelve
returning players, this years
team is ready to go. "ItS pretty
much a veteran team, so I think
we'll do much better this year;
says junior Danny McBride.
The biggest change they
face is being in a different division. Last year they were in Division Two, however this year
they have moved up to Division

T

-BrendaKao

First Row: Krisana Gesuwan, Charitha Gowda (co-captain ) Second Row:
Carolyn Vamasiri, Jean Lee, Delaney Susie, Miniya Maskal (manager),
Jackie Mah Third Row: Andrea Merriam (co-captain), Anna Mackler,
Amanda Vockerodt, Dave Ngbea (coach), Zarah Cabanas, Denise Koh,
AnnaBrowne, Amie Croulet Not Picb.rred: Mark Curran (coach)

One. This is difficult, but as the
saying goes, "practice makes
perfect:' "If they practice with
high gravity intensity, then our
chances are good; says Coach
David Ngbea. Not only is a lot
of practice needed, but experience is essential as well. "The
key to our team is experience,
and that can only be achieved
through time, which is what our
returning players are bringing;
concludes senior Don Ho.

- Stephanie Lee

Giving It my all... Junior Danny McBride swings at the ball as he tries to beat
his opponent.

"Take thatW Junior Ethan Spalding concentrates on hitting the ball.

·Concentrate... - Senior Delaney Susie reminds herself to concentrate as
she returns a harsh serve from her opponent.
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After an exausting game, Freshman Jackie Mah gets ready to serve in a h1enclly Advice... Senior Don Ho listens to Coach Ngbea as he
match against BCe.
gives him a few pointers.
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Hitting it up... Junior Cat Tran practices her serve while senior Eli Latt
bert watches on.

'TWO is better than one.' Two teammates at-

tempt to block the ball.

I

f ever there was a team sport,
volleyball would be it. To win
a game or even score a point
the entire team is needed.
Blair's co-ed volleyball team
works very well together.
"Volleyball is so much
fun, " says Junior Yoshi Manale,
"we all work hard together and
become really good friends ... 1
don't even mind going to practice every day. "
Unfortunately this is the
last year for the long running returning team, because many of

them are seniors. "I have been
playing with many of these
people since I was a freshman.
I'm going to miss them, but on
the positve side, our departures
are giving the entire team extra
incentive to win; says Senior
Megan Minnick.
The coed volleyball
team faces hard competetion
but the teams unity and desire
to win keep them on top.

·Jessy Sribnick

Boundng Around... Junior Yoshi Manale plays around with the ball right
before their practice.

Mac Daddy wIII make you jump, jump... A Blair Blazer spikes the ball
over the net.
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Like an army, the Boys volleyball team prepares for battle. Their enemy: the opposing team, their weapon: the ball, their goa]:
VlCTORY. The 1997 team is one of returning veterans. Infact the team seemed to be
the mere image of last years, with the exception of a few new faces. With so many
returning players, the team has no trouble
making a connection.
"Its nice to get the same players
back from last season because they already
know how to relate with the other team
members; says Ms. Changuris.
Senior Sanh Nguyen agrees adding,
"Having the old team back this year is deft

·Set, spike, and
other side.
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nitelya plus. We were strong last year, but
we're even stronger this year.'
"Last year was a cool season, we
made it to the play offs but I was disappointed that we lost. Its not going to happen again~ says Jess Myshoui.
The 97' team is ready and willing to
take on whatever challenge is corning their
way. They don't only want to win the battle,
they want to win the war. They've tasted
success last seaon and they're craving has
grown. With experience and teamwork on
their side, they are a tough force to beat.

rE1lected.·

Jesse Miyoshi puts down a spike from the

Going above the defensive, William Hart scores with a powerful spike.
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Better Together... Senior Giordana Segneri, and Senior Ellen Kohl both 'TIle sun will come out tomorrow... • Freshman Katie Sensenig seranades
try and keep the ball going in the same direction.
her teammates in hopes of cheering them up on a gloomy day.

f you measure success in son and made varsity. "Last
terms of wins, then this years 10-1 JV (team) was a solid
years varsity girls soccer team. Experience at the JV level
team was impressive. But if you enabled some players to step it
measure success in terms of up and do it on the varsity
team unity, then the team was level-especially in the area of
simply amazing.
goal scoring; says Coach RobMuch of the team had ert Gibb.
been playing together for
After this years success,
years-and it showed. "Our ex- many juniors are looking forperiences brought us together ward to leading next years team
and we all worked as a team. to even bigger heights. Says
Everybody knows each others junior Pippa Durham: 'Tm lookplaying style-which was evi- ing forward to next year because
dent in our success this year,' there will be a lot of juniors resays junior Deena Daniels.
turning as seniors. This year
But it was not only the was a success and I hope next
year of the veterans. Many girls year will be, too:'
who played JV last year took it
·Jeff Waldstreicher
to the next level in the off sea-

I

·Wait upW Junior Kathryn Fawcett tries to catch up with Junior Philippa
Durham who has the ball. (Above)

Going for the gold... Junior Deena Daniels concentrates as she kicks the
ball towards the goal.(Left)
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Unlike varsity or club teams, JV
teams must start from scratch
every year. Such was the case
with the JV girls soccer team.
The team was once again an
eclectic mix of freshmen, sophomores, and somejuniors. Many
teammates did not know each
other when the season began.
But that was soon to change.
"( only knew a friend
when (joined. But then (everybody on the team) began to get
to know each other well. Thats
when we started to playas a
team-we began to unite; says
freshmen Jiacuy Roche.
The level of enjoyment
also increased as the season
wore on. Preseason practices
were rough as the players

struggled to learn the game and
get in shape. But as their skill
and physical condition improved, the players found the
game more fun.
"At the beginning of the
season, it was hard for all of us
to get back in shape. But by the
middle of the season, we were
all loving the game; says sophomore Tenay Guvendiren, the
teams goalkeeper.
Next year, some team
members will move on to varsity and some will remain on JV.
The ones that remain will help
to rebuild the team by showing
freshmen the skills they'll need
to make the new season a success.

·Jeff Waldstreicher

·Yesr· Freshman Nicole Reed attempts to kick the ball towards the goal
before the other players take it away from her. (Above)
·Hooked on soccer, works for mer· Sophomore Anna Browne shows her
dribbling skills. (Left)
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Brave at Bat... Senior Charlie Ross takes a swing during a practice at the oood, Good... Coach MacDonald watches Sophomore Andrew Schafer
beginning of the season.
as he throws a ball to the pitcher.

he Varsity Baseball team
wasn't surprised at their
improvement from last
season, with ten returning players and a brand new pitcher to
spice things up.
Coach John MacDonald
was proud of the returning captains Josh Giesey and Evan
Fago, and seniors Mike Weiss,
Steve Vladeck, and Taylor
Dimsdale. Juniors such as
Charlie Ross, Brian Nolan, and
Dan Herbst also were a big support to the team. Brian Nolan
had a lot of enthusiasm during

T

the season. Nolan exclaims,
"This year we were red hot!"
Senior Evan Fago
says:'We knew how to handle the
wins and the losses. There is a
downfall to every season, but we
definitely kept our heads up"
Fago says. Captain Josh Giesey
agrees. "This year the teams
improved comradery helped
keep our attitudes positive~
At the end of the season
the heat of the game hadn't left,
and won't until next year comes
around.

he athletes on the JV
baseball team are at
tempting to fulfill their
dreams. To them, JV is the first
mile in a long road to the majors. They saw this years season as an opportunity to gain
important skills that will become
invaluable in the future.
"I used this season to
enhance my skills in fielding and
hitting especially. At the beginning of the season, I felt unsure
(of myselfi. But by the end of
the season, I felt confident in my

T

-Celia Zwerdling

skills; says sophomore Michael
McQuarrie.
Team members also
used the season to gain experience. "This season has helped
me gain experience that will be
valuable for varsity, college, and
maybe even beyond; says
sophomore Andrew Schafer.
Of course, few will make
it to the pros. But among the
JV team, the dream is still alive.

-Jeff Waldstreicher

Feeling the Force... Senior Steve V1adeck pitches to his teammate with one
hundred percent concentration.

Whoosh... is the sound the bat makes when this Blazer hits the ball
because he hits .it with such speed.
Heads Up.. Junior Brian Nolan dives for the ball at a practice.

Practice makes Perfect... Senior Ty Gibson and Coach
MacDonald brave it in the rain as they keep up their stamina.
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your eye on the b all... This Blazer e'1ioys practicing in the batting
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'use two hands'-

Coach Dimmick throws the ball to one of her players.

"Batter up'- Junior Jackie Charney keeps her eyes on the ball as she
brings her bat in to hit it.

ith the majority of last
years players return
ing, the Varsity softball
team is working towards a great
season.
Varsity coach Jerry
Seidman believes Blair has "a
team that can go all the way to
the state championships; says
Seidman. "We have quite a
good ballclub:'
This years varsity team
is made up of almost all seniors,
so this is the year for the underclassmen to make their mark.

W

ith a roster full of new
talents, the JV softball
team is prepared to
conquer another season. With
determination and spirit the
1997 team is ready to make this
season one of the best. Though
the majority of the team are
new-comers, Coach Stacey
Dimmick feels that this team is
full of potential.
"Though most of the
girls are new there are a few returning players. This is good
because they make up the core
of the team and can help out the
new players. I have a good feel-
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Some of last years J Y. stars
should be moving up to join the
varsity ranks. Some of the returning seniors include Kera
King, Shira Fishman, and Bryony Zeigler. Senior captain,
Janice Poling, also shines on
Maryland's Junior Olympic Softball.
Many of this year's players hope to continue Blair's winning softball record and make
this season stand out.

- Kate Schroll

ing about this team:'
"This should be a successful season, getting to know
the new players can be stressful at times but it can also be
fun. I think we'll be able to beat
last seasons record; says Crystal Shretha.
Through both victory
and defeat, the JV softball team
shows true sportsmanship as
well as grace. The true success
of this season lays in the perseverance and dedication of the
97' team.

CatchJng a grounder. Coach Dimmick drills the team on softball
fundamentals so they are well prepared.
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"ChllIIn' as I play softball. - While others have difficulty seeing the ball
because the sun is so bright, Junior Kate Schroll relaxes as she practices.
"Throw it to me, throw it to me'- Banthom Vorachack is ready to receive
the ball.

"Are you ready?
during practice.
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catchr Senior Janice Poling wanns up her teammates

'Pose, wind, and release. - Melissa Clark warms up her pitching arm.
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hen the Blair Swimmers
walk into the room every
one takes notice. This
years loud and energetic team
catches the eye of everyone
around because of their luminous
school spirit.
"We have more spirit than
any other school in the county;'
says senior captain Ben Johnson.
This years Swimming team
struggled at times, but came out
on top. With young stars like juniors Craug ReadIer and Jaime
Bauer, Blair had a successful and
fun season.
"This season was a lot of
fun, even though we didn't do to
well;' says senior Emily Catzva.
"We practiced everyday, but all the
work was worth it and brought the

team closer together:'
Blairs swim team had great
individual times. Underclassmen
Erin Auerbach, Rebecca Coppola,
and Jason Ott helped out the team
a lot and will continue to do so until
they graduate. This season
Coppola broke the school records
in both 500 freestyle and 100 backstroke.
The Blair boys Swimming
team placed twentieth in the Metro
Swim Championships held at the
Montgomery Aquatic Center. Accumulating most of the thirty-three
points were juniors Craig Readler,
who placed ninth in the 200 individual medley and thirteenth in the
backstoke, and Tommy Kaufman,
who was thirteenth in the 100 butterfly.

Breathe Again... Sophomore David Sensenig does the 50 meter I must jump fartherI Melinda Lloyd uses all her strength to propel her
breast stroke as he attempts to pass his opponent.
bOdy forward.
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eady, set, go! And they're
off! The outdoor track
team started off well this
year, with the return of several
members from last years team.
Senior Josh Keller returns not
only for the Track Team, but
also for Cross Country, because
he "just likes running~ Most of
the team consists of upperclassmen, but the underclassmen
also provide their support. As
they leam, they will be the stars
of next years team.
To be on this team requrres constantnnuting, conditioning, focusing, and perhaps
even weightIifting to keep all the
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runners disciplined and ready
for competition against other
schools. The team members
practice hard to lower their
times for each race they run.
They also participate in field
events, like shotput, discus,
hurdles, longjump, and baton
relays. Many of the members
run in their neighborhoods to
strengthen their endurance,
and increase their stamina.
Rain or shine, hot or cold, these
runners are outside running for
all they're worth.

-Susan nan

- Kate Schroll

SlIver strokes... Senior Claire Townsend races to beat her opponents as suspense fills the air.

Am I there yet?

Senior Aaron
Williams runs on, not thinking
about how dreary the weather is.

Backlng the team... Freshman Susannah Brewster swims the backstroke at a
local meet against other schools.
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Keep golngl Freshman India
Higgens just keeps running, as senior Porsha Childs tries to catch up.
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FIrst Row: Christine Ortanez, Amaya Smith, Laura Holloman, Lisa Rufino, FInSl Four... Lindsey Beck (Co-Captain ), Katie Sheldon (2nd Captian,
Tenay Guvendiren , Christina Clark, Hannah Schofield, Porsha Childs Lisa Baccala (1st Captain) and Jennifer Cabrera proudly flaunt their poms
Second Row: Ronnie Dunbar, Mya Harper, Tammy Shapiro
lazers are what? Red Hot.
Say the Blazers are what?
Red Hot. Yell R-E-D H-0-T.
The group uses "repeatafter-me" cheers to get a crowd
response. "Cheers like ' R~d
Hot' are good because we get
the fans pumped up; comments
senior Christine Ortanez, a thirdyear cheerleader.
In the Homecoming parade, the girls marched down
Blairs neighborhoods triumphantly. During the pep rallies,
the cheerleaders gathered support for their designated classes
and brought us together for a
common reason: school spirit.
"We worked together for
a common goal; says senior and

B

hat can you say about
four students who
brave the crowd every
Friday in order to entertain the
sports crowd: who work for
hours after school to get the
rountine down perfectly and
have every sequin in place: and
who hold their heads high as
they dance their Blazer hearts
out to the newest pop chart hit?
Well you can say that this group
sounds a lot like Blairs poms.
This years poms consist
of Lisa Baccala, Katie Sheldon,
Lindsey Beck and Jennifer
Cabrera, no more and luckily no
less. Due to a rigourous practice schedule and few perks,
many poms from last year and

from the fall chose not to continue with poms but these four
ladies refused to tum off the
music. And the sacrafice paid
off. At this years porn convention, Lisa Baccala, First Captain,
placed in the Captain s
Competetion and the entire
team placed in the overall
competetion.
"I love being a porn. Its
practically become my entire
life. It gets scary sometimes
when we go out in front of really
big crowds and they're all yelling and stuff, but once the music starts , everybody just gets
into it, and we can all relax and
have fun; says Baccala.

o porn porn props for us!
The Drill Team, although
similar to the Poms
Squad, is a dance team with a
difference. The Drill Team uses
only their clear, precise dance
movements to. convey their
school spirit.
The Drill Team performs
familiar, well liked songs and
dance moves. They also perform with the band. Each time
the Drill Team dances, they elicit
a huge response from the crowd
Teamwork is also a key
factor on a dance team. "It was
nice how we met people, and

then became great friends as we
worked together" says senior
Lanika Hawkins. It is also good
when there is strong leadership.
This years senior co-captain
Sonja Houston says "It was an
experience to be captain. It was
somewhat difficult leading a
group of your peers, but it is
possible:'
One things for sure;
From their slick moves to their
snappy appearance, the Drill
Team certainly knows how to
get the school to their feet to
cheer for the Blazers.

W

third-year cheerleader Rehana
Mwalimu. "The friendship, the
togetherness-that is the best
thing about cheerleading:'
Mrs. Paige Coulam, this
years cheerleading coach
worked hard to make the squad
stronger. "She worked us; commentsjunior Porsha Childs, "but
it made us sharp~
Many of the same girls
tried out again for basketball
season. A constant reminder of
the energy in our players, the
girls performed stunts and sideline cheers that brought out our
Blazer pride.
The girls also cheered at
Spring sports too.

-Erica Levi

-Jessy Sribnick

'Red Hot' Junior Colette Knight Senior Mya Harper, and Junior Jennifer
Moore tell the Blazers that they are "RED HOT!!"

N

'Two points Blazers, Two Points· Senior Rehana Mwalimu, Junior Naomi Benders, Senior Lyndsay Madden
Kisha Logan, Amaya Smith, and Mya Harper support the basketball players by showing them 2 points.
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'Stay In your line... - Seniors Lydia Jolivert and Lanika Hawkins march in

: ~eir dance routine.

-Lisa Caputo
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Walking through the halls of Blair during Spirit Week 1996,
one would observe how each club decorated and detailed their
halls in various fashions.
.
Because Blair is a compilation of students with different
styles, interests, thoughts, and backgrounds, our schools studentrun organizations represent these numerous facets.
The bell rings at the end of the day and as some students
rush to leave school, others take off in separate directions en
route to clubs and extracurricular activities.
One student heads to tum his permission slip in to the Ski
Club sponsor for a trip to WISP, while another glues the wings to a
model plane for the Hovercraft Club. SGR advertises their SleepOut for the Homeless and the International Club gets to know
each other by playing "Twenty Questions:'
Blairs clubs and organizations are the foundation of a strong
community and source of Blazer pride.

Forensics Team
The forensics team, led by seniors Andrea Stuart,
Michael Rose, and Ilona Turner, competes in
co unty-wide public speaking exhibitions. Participants compete in one or more of the following
events: persuasive speaking, extemporaneous
speaking, informative speaking, dramatic interpretation, serious poetry, serious prose, childrens
literature, humor, declamation, acting, and readers' theatre.

WBNC
WBNC (Blair Network Communications) produces
live and taped television programs right here at
Blair. All nine of WBNCs shows are produced totally by students and cover a variety of issues.
"Kid Connections is a program for young children that teaches important concepts and fun activities that kids can do on their own. "Adolessons"
deals with issues facing teenagers.
N
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first Row: Janah Schreiber, Emily Beckman, Linda Leu, Abby
Batko-Taylor Second Row: Tom Buehler, Mike Daryabeygi,
Ilona Turner, Lindsay Mercer, Lillian Teng, David Levitt 1bIrd
Ro w: Vicky Hush , Celia DeBlas, Greg Bernard. Lindsey
Strandberg. Andrea Cortois. Stephanie Coster. Chris Chang.
Jessica Mayorga Fourth Row: Shanon Henry, Andrea Merriam.
Stu Merkel, Rob Gullixson. Mr. Lloyd. Andrea Stuart. Jonah
Eaton. Mike Akman. Temitayo Anjou. Arianne Boylan

Front Row: Jessica Skolnik, Hannah Schofield, Rachel Mandel
Second Row: Jessica Salvatore, Marcus Baker, Cara Salvatore
ThIrd Row: Rob Gullixson, Lindsay Mercer, Michael Rose, Ilona
Turner, Anna Molpus, David Bauckharn Not Pictured: Erica
Levi, Andrea Courtois, Andrea Stuart, Katie Schultz, Leah
Bonistalli, Ivan Askwith , Gemma Doyle, Giordana Segneri,
Jeff Waldstreicher, Lara Handier, Mr. Lloyd (sponsor)

Chinese Club
The Chinese Club allows students to share the
Chinese culture with their fellow classmates. This
year, the members organized their annual
fundraisers , picnics, and outings. This school
year, 1997, Chinese New Year (year of the ox)
was on February seventh and the Chinese Club
celebrated it proudly once again.

Flrst Row: Michael Huang, David Lee (treasurer), Kelly
Tsaur (president), Sunny Nieh (vice-president), Melissa
Hao, Jeni Yang Second Row: Lesley Wong, Bonnie Man,
Arthur Beaver, Alan Lum, David Hu, Gary Yang, Christina Hwang, Susan Huang ThJrd Row: Jason Wong,
Lam Tran, Arun Venury, William CaL Ted Jou, Epson
Chiang, Niels Horen, Stanley Liu, David Tran

Debate Team
Contrary to what most people believe, the debate
team does not get together and simply argue with
people. Debate is a highly structured, intellectual sport. The debate team, led by captain Melissa Coleman, meets once a week to practice and
once a month for county-wide tournaments. Participants debate value-based topics. Each individual on the team debates another individual on
one of the other teams. A judge then decides
the winner of the contest. Blair has traditionally
been a powerhouse in the debating community.
First Row: Jean Lee, Vivian Lee, Jenna Khan, Melissa
Coleman, Ronald Holsey, Rachel Mandel, Mr. Mathis

I

SGR
Students for Global Responsibility (SGR) is a club
which focuses on world issues such as poverty,
the environment, and AIDS that affect people everywhere. SGR takes action to support organizations and help out with many issues. The club
organized a group to go on the A1DSWALK and
had a sleepout for the homeless where students
spent the night listening to speakers and discussing important issues and current events.

..
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Flrst Row: Delaney Susie, Nicia Grogan-Brown, Rob
Gullixson, Leah Church , Karen Isley Second Row:
Anna Molpus, Emily Beckman, Josh Keller, Chris
Ehrmann, Elizabeth Stranges, Hannah Schofield

Ski Club
With the help of the Ski ClutS dedicated sponsor,
physics teacher Rick Moats, Ski Club members
took trips to Wisp, White Tail, and many other ski
resorts on the east coast. The Ski Club members
describe their trips as relaxing, challenging, and
a wonderful way to spend their weekend. During
these outings, students learn how to become better skiers or snowboarders, but most importantly,
they bond with other members and their sponsor.
First Row: An Nguyen, Morgan Russel . Evan Fago. Ben
Johnson Second Row: Josh Keller, Egor Immerman. Ilona
Turner, Andrea Merriam. Kristy Adams. Emily Donaldson,
Giordana Segneri. Alida Grogan·Brown , Hannah Aaronson,
Emily Brewster 1bIrd Row: Mr. Rick Moats (sponsor), Mike
Wolcott. Rob Gullixson, Bill Brown (chaperone). Eli Lambert,
Chris Ehrmann, Beth Cope, Vicky Hush. Claire Townsend

I_
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Building Bridges

MARC Scholars

I"ront Row: Mrs. Lynn Wood (sponsor), Jamel Love, Jackie
Chamey, Brian Nolan, Jeff Waldstreicher, Daniel Nakamura,
Nleen Donohue, Beth Cope, Angela Nance, Amanda Simson,
Carmen Holmes, Cat Tran, Malcolm Pelles Second Row: Nia
Karim , Samantha Shub , Bella Catalina Agustin , Teddy
Bempong, Lily Huang, Keisha Mitchell, Tanlsha Jackson, Mya
Harper, Ellen Kohl, Schnearia Henderson, Joanna Ries, Esther
Nunez, Celia Zwerdling, Lisa Pineles, Julian Mackler, Shontay
Hayes, Mukta Kundu ThIrd Row: Anne Dutton, Kelley Dollins,
Karla Granados, Evelyn Rojas, Laura Rummel, India Higgins,
Leiya Williams, Kisha Logan, Emily Lundahl, Neta Taylor-0wens,
Adele Kenyon, Jenna Khan, Anna Mackler, Renee Amponsah,
Ngoc-Thug Nguyen, Debbte Truman, Poppia Ahmed, Kassech
Gezahean Fourth Row: Nex Desautels, Melissa del a Santa, Eli
Lambert, Bailey Sterett, Lyndsay Madden, Sanh Nguyen, Vmcent
Ray Gradell, Jose Rufino, Ethan Spalding, David Andalman,
Adriana Rodriguez FIfth Row: Semra Ergun, Megan Fleming,
Leandro Gico, Latoya Newman, Erik Reed, Konjok Khampa,
Jonathan Berhanu, Joshua Peskowitz, Kent Ballard, Justin
Smart, Olisa Anwah, Aaron Williams, Angela Lott, Kathy St. Hill,
Philippa Durham, Norca Alexandria Salas, Wendy Grenidge,
Amanda Vockerodt Not Pictured: Mrs. Caryn Fischer

MARC Scholars (Minority Access to Research Careers) provides academic enrichment for students
of African American, Hispanic, Asian, and Native
American heritage. Led by Mr. MacIntosh, MARC
Scholars helps many minOrity students obtain
scholarships and summer internships by providing mentors who work one-on-one with the students. These mentors guide the students in the
direction of success. The program has helped
many students to succeed in high school and continue their success throughout life.
l'1rst Row: Crystal Terry, Ronnie Djonkeng, Rupa Bhatia, Melvin
Terry, Michael A. Williams Second Row: Chris Schindler,
Victoria Metzger, Imani Ferguson, Adrienne Andrews, Muala
Ndaka ThIrd Row: Mr. Mcintosh (Sponsor), Josh Ammons,
Derrick DunzoWood, Ossie Williams

Sisters

International Club

Sisters, a large group of young women unite as
a family to discuss pertinent issues in society and
the immediate Blair community. The group hosts
guest speakers and does various service projects
that improve the well-being of other women.

The International Club is an organization designed to learn about other cultures, to make
friends, and to increase the comfort level among
international students at Blair. The club meets
twice a month and spends time getting to know
each other. The members play games and plan
activities. The club has also gone bowling and
has participated in fundraisers.

Front Row: Jameelah Carter II, Sonja Houston, Ronnie
Djoukenglio, Aleta Taylor-Owens (Co-President) ,
Shivonne Berridge (Vice-President), Colette Knight
(Secretary) Second Row: Keisha Mitchell, Mukta
Kundu, Renee Amponsah, Kisha Logan, Rupa Bhatia,
India Higgins, Naiyan Jones II ThIrd Row: Latricia
Washington, Wendy Grenidge, Neela Khin, Mya Harper,
Melanie Pilgrim, Jennifer Moore, Alyssa

Front Row: Ruth Burhani, Tidaratana Sarakul, Brignol
Lacroix, Ms. Shana Grossman, Zakya Diop, Tsemona
Solomon, Ms. Genie Holmes, Ms. Linda Rogner Second Row: Agitu Tesfaye, Pattama Kornkaew,
Musaadah , Mariam Bederu, Tigist Zeru, Yosie
Solomon, Rahel TekJe ThIrd Row: Mikyas Assefa,
Genet Mekurai, Sazia Moriom, Nolawi Taddesse, MaiThy Pham, Bleku (Blake) Seide

I

N.U.qT.
This club, led by Mr. Macintosh, includes male
African-American students who meet once a
week to support each other in many aspects of
their lives. This club is a replacement for MEN
which included many of the same members and
was also led by Mr. Macintosh. NUY prides itself
on its academic and community related support
and continues to focus on maintaining a positive view of African-American young men.

•
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Front Row: Antonio Francis, Nnamdi Idiha, Ossie Williams, Kevin Riley, Jamel Love (Vice President), William
Hart, Tres McNair Second Row: Kasey Walkes, Olisa
Anwah, Kent Ballard, Philip Hines, Kevin Humel, Aaron
Williams 1lllrd Row: Teddy BemPong, Josh Ammons,
Ani Ifon, Chris Batharsfield, Kelein Bumett, Michael Williams, Mr. Mcintosh

Hispanic Club
The Hispanic club is made up of socially responsible people who meet to discuss discrimination
against Hispanics. They try to incorporate themselves into American society without the extensive stereotypes that have been assigned to Hispanics. They are sponsored by Ms. Robledo.

FlrstRow: Ms. Robledo (sponsor) , Madeline Friedman
(secretary), Nidia Vindor (treasurer) , Jessica Mayorga
(co-president) , Adriana Rodriguez (co-president), Ms.
Castro (sponsor), Ms. Abrams (sponsor) Second Row:
Esmeralda Gutierrez, Katie Sheldon , Arianna Caplan,
Mirna Henriquez, Xochi Gamez, Delmy Reyes, Alan
J. , Clara Mateo, Esther Nunez, Ellietta Lazaro, Luis
A . Jimenez, Sandra Henriquez, Josue Granados
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Vietnamese Club

Japanese Club

The Vietnamese Club, sponsored by Ms. Tu
Nguyen, has about thirty members who get together in their spare time and do fun activities
such as skating and crafts. Most years, they hold
a talent show at the end of the year where the
members show off their skills. Last year it was
held along with clubs from Springbrook and
Sherwood. The show is always a popular event,
and the hardwork pays off.

The purpose of the Japanese Club is to experience Japanese culture and language. Club members have a fun time teaching each other Japanese. You don't have to be Japanese tojoin, you
just have to have an interest in Japanese culture.
This club is sponsored by Mr. Bunday and meets
every Wednesday.

first Row: Ms. Nguyen (sponsor) , Mai-Thy Pham, Yen
Thach, Thu Nguyen, Yenvy Second Row: Hong Tram,
Nghia Ngo, Tony Nguyen, David Tran, Sokun Taing,
Goi Nguyen

first Row: Ramon , Sola, Justin Huneycutt, Hironbu
Katoh, Shawn Hossain, Andy Kaylor Second Row: Sam
Trahan, Peter Collins, Darian Harvez, Nicolas, Duarte

NHS
National Honor Sodety
Front Row: Kevin Gormally, Kevin Mernick, Emily Pannebaker,
Delaney Susie, Vicky Hush, Ellen Kohl, Emily Anthony, Sorabh
Maheshwari , Elizabeth Ferrenz, Eli Lambert Second Row:
Athene Hodges, Bejamin Conaway, Donna Huynh, Jessica
McPherson, Dan Barkmeyer, Don Ho, Su-l Lu, Emily Beckman,
Catherine Tran ThIrd Row: Michael Rose, Adrienne Wiley,
Alexandra McTague, Aaron Berman, Giordana Segneri, Daniel
Perl, Beth Cope, Shira Fishman, Evan Fago, Anna Molpus,
Leah Bonistalli, Megan Farrington, Margaret Hwang, Evelyn
Tate, Quan Tran, Fourth Row: Imeh Williams, Jennifer Moore,
David Lee, Stephen Yam , Sanh Nguyen, Claire Townsend,
Rakhi Goel, Sunny Nieh, Meera Srinivasan, Elizabeth Stranges,
David Hu, Glenda Torrence FIfth Row : Victoria Metzger, Josh
Keller, Nicholas Goedert, Tom Buehler, Manish Shah, Ari
Messinger, Josh Giesey, Aashish TripathL Amit Rahman, Lisa
Caputo, Susan Han, Kathryn Sander, Duke Yim, Dan Kim,
William Cal, Aran Vemury Not pictured: Jeff Waldstreicher

Christian
Fellowship
Blairs Christian Fellowship is a club designed to
provide support for Blairs religious Christian community. Member Carmen Holmes says "Its hard
to be a committed Christian. We really encourage each other and keep each other strong~ Each
meeting usually consists of prayer, bible passages, and testimonials. The Christian Fellowship hopes to continue to increase its membership and provide support for Blairs Christian community.
Front Row: Imeh Williams, Karla Martinez, Jennifer Moore,
Robin Jones, Carmen Holmes Second Row: Brandan Hayes,
Kassy Bemard, Jamel Love, Tres, Ani Ifon, Omar Jenkins,
Chyla Carter, Josue Granados

I

Chemistry Club
The Chemistry club is composed of a group of
students who are excited about chemistry. These
dedicated students stay after school and work
on interesting labs and elaborate equations. Mr.
Pham, sponsor of the club, is happy with the
enthusiasm of this particular group of students.

first Row: Elaine Kim, Eunice Lee, loana Stoica, David
Lam, Grace Lin, Kitty Leung, Jing Zeng Second Row:
William Cat Manish Shah, Sarah Henrickson, Brian
Han, Mr. Tran Pham, Marc Pulupa, Wendy Chang,
James Kirchhoff, Fernando Nestorio, Jason Ernst, Ani
Manicheakul

Latin Club
They're no longer called the Latin Club. Their
new name is "La Curea Latina" which is Roman.
"We're trying to make a change by doing the little
things to the Blair society" says Mr. Nickerson,
the sponsor of the club. The club meets every
Thursday to discuss movies of Latin origin. They
are trying to start a tutoring program for community service hours and intensify the Latin program
at Blair.

1....-

first Row: Shaun Kvaray, Andy Chung, Kyle Retterer,
Paul Yu, Arthur Beever Second Row: Ethan Baker,
Darian Harvey, Chris Ehrmann, Peter Collins, David
Wildstrom , Roman Sola
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Odessey of the
Mind

Chamber Choir
The chamber choir is full of people with great singing talent, who enjoy singing a wide variety of
songs. They enjoy singing, not only because it
sounds good, but also because as the old saying
goes, "music soothes the spirit". The chamber
choir can be heard at school concerts. Their excellent ability is extolled by everyone.

OM is a competition that is held allover Maryland. Various groups of students get together to
create projects, whether its a movable car, or a
tropical scene, the objective being to scientifically
solve a problem of some sort. The team performs in the school, regional, and state competitions.

.-

Front Row: Carol Yvonne Bady, Amelia Lloyd, Rachel
Stewart, Celia deBlas, Anna Molpus, Jessica Parr Second Row: Emily Yanisko, David Schultz, Sandra Cooke,
Kalika Stanford, Joel Stephen Neubauer, Karen Isley,
Liz Vondran, Alicia Cooke, Evelyn Tate, Colin Steely,
David Bauckham ThIrd Row: Anthony Murray, Jr., Olisa
Anwah , Nicholas Goedert, Jeremy Fisher, Aaron
Berman, Ivan Askwith , Ani Ifon, Kathryn Sander,
Jonathan Schlaifer, Mya Harper, Sergia Mars

First Row: Amit Rahman, Ahsen Uppal, Olga
Rostapshava, Robin MetaUtz

It's Academ ic

Costume Design

Its Academic is a group of students who come
together to hone their skills and practice teamwork. The group travels to and participates in
various tournaments and even organized a tournament here at Blair for regional high schools.
This years team set an all-time Blair record on
Its Academic, scoring 805 points in the first
round victory. The team also garnered championships at the Duke Academic Festival, Montgomery County pre-season Quizmaster Invitational tournament and the Knowledge Master
Open.

This intriguing club allows students to be involved
with the great stage productions at Blair. Teacher
Deborah deBias organizes this club. In order for
"the show to go on; there must be costumes. The
purpose of costume design is to design, find, and
make the costumes for the fall play, spring musical, and other class productions. Most of the
meetings occur before big productions in the costume room. Some time is required at home, for
the design and making of the costumes.

FIrst Row: Susan Huang, Joe Gordon, Jonathan Schlaifer,
Gautam Mukunda, Shawn Kwang, David Rosenblum Second Row: Mr. Kravitz, Kaushik Roy, Manish Gala, Jacob Paul,
Andrew Mills, Joanna Katz, Caleb Passen, David Chen, R.B.
Lasco

Thespians
The Thespian Club focuses on stage performance,
stage presence, and articulation. These members are avid performers you usually see in our
famous school plays. They love the stage, the
audience, and the acting. When these students
come together, they put their magic to work and
the stage becomes alive.

-
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front Row: Karen Isley, Jessica Parr (Treasurer), Liz Vondran
(President), Celia deBlas (Vice-President), Evelyn Tate (Secretary)' Sandra Cooke, Nicole Milson Second Row: Ilona
Tumer, Sara Friar, Joel Stephen Neubauer, Bob Grandy, Colin
Steely, Alicia Cooke, Joanna Katz, Nick Allen , Krysti Adams,
Emily August 'IhlrdRow: Mr. Thomas Mather (Director), Nailah
Williams, Jonathan &hlaifer, David &hultz, David Bauckham,
Ivan Askwith , Michael Rose, Nicholas Goedert, Jennifer Moore,
Diana Ekelman, Anne Sutkotf, Sarah Schwartz, Gillian Hurley

First Row: Lauren Wagner, Deborah deBlas,
Shauna Tocknell, Jennifer Moore

Cambodian Club
The Cambodian Club, sponsored by Ms. Silvio,
celebrates their ethnicity and culture by having
get-togethers and having fun with each other. The
club members all have something in common.
They enjoy spending their time together. The club
holds fundraisers to help them with their activities, ijIld so they can have more fun.

Flrst Row: Ms. Silvio (sponsor), Yeary Kin, Boonyapom
Mamadu, Vathana Say, Puthyda Sin, Runthea Lun,
Heang Lay Second Row: Mr. Sen (sponsor), Peter
Ghosh, Thana Barlee, Hong, Tran, Borithy Heng, David
Tran, Hieng Moeurk, Sokon Tains, Craig Champ, Bao
Nguyen
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Physics Club
On Tuesdays from three o'clock to four o'clock
in CI07 is the place to be if you enjoy physics.
The Physics Team meets under the supervision
of Mr. Bunday. During this time the members
discuss and build projects in order to enter physics competitions. The purpose of this club is to
expose all students to the fun aspects of physics. Co-presidents Matt Reilly and Ahsen Uppal
lead this group.

Table Tennis
Table Tennis, although a first year club, has
become a large success. Started by Vivian Lee,
national under sixteen co-champion, the members meet to enhance their playing skills with
worthy opponents.

I~

FIrst Row: Eric Dauler , Hironobu Katoh, Ahsen Uppal,
James Kirchhoff, Kitty Leung, Grace Lin Second Row:
Ani Manichaiku)' Stephen Yam , Alan Lum , Andyx
Kaylor, Manish Gala, Jason Ernst, Krister Fardig, Olga
Rostapshova, Elaine Kim Third Row: Matt Reilly,
Manish Shah, Chris Sangalang, Duke Yim, Benjamin
Conaway, Brian Han, Jonah Pezeshki

f'ront Row: Brian Han, Eric Chiu, William Cai (President), Philip Yen (President), David Hu Second Row:
Gary Yang, Amit Rahman, Kelly Tsaur, Arun Vemury
(Treasurer), So-Ching Chen (Treasurer) Not Pictured:
Vivian Lee

Korean Club

Floor Hockey

The Korean ClutB membership has boomed this
year with the incoming freshmen comprising almost one-third of the club. This club enjoys doing activities together, including fund raising and
practicing dance routines to songs by popular
Korean music groups. This year, to portray a bit
of Korean heritage, they plan to perform the
dance to a song by the Young Turks Club at the
Magnet Arts Night.

This year, there were 12 teams participating in
Blairs intramural floor hockey league. Each
team plays the other teams in their conference
twice during the regular season. The five best
teams in each conference move on to the playoffs where teams of different conferences face
off in single elimination competition. The champion wins the prestigious Changuris Cup.

f'irstRow: Jinah Chung, Jessica Shin, Paul Shin (vice
president) , Sarah Oh, Jean Lee Second Row: John
Cho, Susan Han (secretary), Denice Koh, Jackie Mah,
Eunice Lee, Anne Lee, Mimi Chough Third Row: Brian
Han, Duke Yim (president), Dan Kim, Eugene Kim,
Joel Jang, Andy Chung, Peter Jang

Rifle Team
Riflery is a difficult sport of aim and balance. Its
a fuIfilling, enjoyable sport that teaches coordination and discipline. The rifle team meets twice
a week at the rifle range in the basement of DHall for practice. Meets are held at Blair and other
ranges around the area. A riflery meet consists
of two teams of 5 people each. The rifle team
had a successful season considering that all team
members were new this year. The team feels
that with more experience next year, the rifle team
will become one of the areas powerhouses.
First Row: Ronald Holsey, Addie Huynh, Ivan
Lutchenkov, Zahra Ashrafi (captain), Andrew
Gurganus, Donna Huynh
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f'lrstRow: Jim Kirchhoff, Joshua Hutcheson, Mauricio
Lozano, Gordon Li, Jeff Waldstreicher, Kelly Tsaur,
Bill Hull Second Row: Evan Fago, Thana Barlee,
Jess HUll, Arun Vemury, Dan Kim, William Cai, Arthur
Beever, Kyle Retterer, Paul Yu

Stage Crew
Much of the success of the fall and spring plays
can be attributed to the behind-the-scenes work
of the Stage Crew. This organization works hard
and stays after school many hours to create the
fantastic backdrops and scenery that enhance
each performance. In addition, the Stage Crew
helps out during other performances or assemblies throughout the school year.
f'rontRow: Jessica McPherson, Shauna Tocknell, Jennifer Moore, Whitney Treseder (President), Diana
Ekelman, Imeh Williams Second Row: Mr. Kaluta
(Sponsor), Robin Metalitz, Ariel Evansla, Gillian Hurley,
Jennifer Cooper, Karen Isley, Susan Beatly, Mark
Forrer, Andrew Mol

/
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Chess Club

Computer Club

Though this club may not be well-known around
school, they definitely exist. Under the guidance
of Captain Will CaL this club competes in chess
competitions with many other schools, and their
intelligence and quick thinking required for this
game prove to be useful when competing against
others in a stressful environment.

Computer Club members comprise of students
that are extremely familiar with the more challenging aspects of computer programming. Many
members enjoy spending time on computers at
school and at home. They meet once a week to
discuss the complexity of the computer. Together,
the members participated in the ACSL program
and were extremely productive.

FIrst Row: Eric Dauler, Louis Breger, Chris McCoy, Geary
Yang, Kitty Levung, David Lee Second Row:. Jason
Ernst, Omar Jenkins, Gray Sandridge, Luke Bergmann,
Brendan Connell, David Ma, Manish Shah, Stephan
Yam

First Row: Matt Reilly, Arun Vemury, Arthur Beever,
Chris Sangalang, William CaL Duke Yim, Paul Shin,

Environthon

Hovercraft Club

Studying the subject of the environment, the
Envirothon team concentrates on important environmental issues. The team meets at least
once a week to discuss and be exposed to other
points of view. These meeting are also used to
prepare for the County and State Envirothon
competitions.

The purpose of this club is to build and work
with a hovercraft, which is a vehicle that moves
by floating on air. The team members include
Ashen Uppal, Ben Conaway, Amit Rahman, and
Arun Vemury. They are under the supervision
of Mr. Pham. The club usually meets on the
weekends at one of the club members' houses.
Anyone can join, so get ready to float away!

first Row: Louis Breger, Jing Zeng, loana Stoica, An, Melissa Coleman, Rachel Mandel, Grace Lin, Second Row: Gary
Yang, Jenna Khan, Nicholas Jabbour, James Kirchhoff, Jonah
Berger, Tanya Lee, Tony Irish, Elaine Kim, Olga Rostapshova,
Ani Manichaikul Third Row: Mr. Tran Pham, Gray Sandridge,
Imeh Williams, Manish Shah, Brain Han, David Ma, Luke
Bergmann, Marc Pulupa, Fernando Nestoria, Eunice Lee,
David Lam, Kitty Leung, Wendy Chang

FIrst Row: Be'1iamin Conaway, Amit Rahman, Arun
Vemury, Ahsen Uppal

/
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ATT
The Auditorium Theatre Technicians (ATT), sponsored by Mr. Johnson, provides all the effects that
add to the magic of Blairs plays. ATT provides
the lighting, sound, and special effects.
ATT
also provides the lighting and sound for assemblies and teasers. Without this special committee, Blair's productions would not be as good or
as effective.
Front Row: Bob Gandy (President), Shipley Bill,
Nailah Williams, Nick AJlen Second Row: Micah
Baker, Liz Vondran, Marie Barros, Karen Isley,
Daniel Stegmeien ThIrd Row: Neale Stokes, Ben
Jacoby, Rose Howard, Ariel Rubin, Chris
Willoughby
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Aquarium Club
~ One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish~ The
Aquarium club is a small team of students who
set up aquariums, observe marine organisms,
and take care to provide environments for their
aquatic life. Sponsored by Biology and Marine
Biology teacher Anne George, the group also
takes trips to further their knowledge about marine life. Junior John Kaneshige believes the trips
are a very valuable part of their experience. "We
go on field trips to marine ecosystems, such as
the Chesapeake Bay and other assorted rivers~

First Row: Nick t1iIL Lily RafT, Jenna Khan, Melissa
Coleman, John Kaneshige

Fall & Spring Play

Silver QUill

The fall play, You Can't Take it With You, starring
Michael Darnall and Cynthia Addai-Robinson was
a brilliant performance which incorporated
themes of love and acceptance into a funny yet
heartwarming story. The play was centered on
one strange family and their conflicts. The spring
musical, performed in April, was Fiddler on the
Roof. It was directed by Thomas Mather and the
music was directed by Ms. Letcher. The musical
was a great performance and included many carefully choreographed numbers. In his final year at
Blair, Thomas Mather, has left the mark of a true
professional.

Anyone who has an interest in writing and publishing a literary magazine belongs to Silver Quill.
This club provides the experience of using student submissions for a literary publication. Club
members, under the guidance of Ms. Tomayko,
write and read pieces of writing at most meetings. Club time is devoted to reading submissions and laying out the magazine.
FIrst Row: Henock Andargie, Adrienne Wiley, Tanya Lee, Elizabeth Stranges, Nick Scorza , Rebecca Coppola, Rebecca
Celotto, Ani Manichaikul, Second Row: Rahul Gupta, Rakhi
Goel, Mini Kaur, Marla Dunn, Josh Falwell, Brianna Gibson,
Shauna Tocknell, Rachel Mandei 1blrd Row: Ari Krause,
Sarah Henrickson, Bradley Buran, Michelle Clive, Tony Irish,
Philip Jones, Ben Rosenthal, Jonathan Schlaifer, Matt Reilly,
Elaine Kim , Amanda Goldblatt

Fiddler on the Roof

Silver International

Cast
David Bauckham
Celia deBJas
Cynthia Addai-Robinson
Evelyn Tate
Ilona Turner
Tina Hodges
Grace Santos
Nicole Milson
Jonathan Schlaifer
David Schultz

Joel Newbaurn
"You gotta have fun ... " explains senior David Bauckham as he discusses life
lh junior Nick Allen.

Nick Allen
Sandra Cooke

Colin Steely
Jesse Hull
Michael Rose
JeremyFisher
Jonah Eaton
Ivan Askwith
Jessica Skolnik
MichaeJ Darnall

Diana Sakolsky

Silver International is a student run newspaper
containing djfferent cultural interests. Most Silver International staff members are ESOL students. The paper exhibits student writing and
provides other international students with information. Through subscription sales, student fundraising, and donations, the staff members raise
money for the paper's publication.
FlrstRow: Billy Aragon, Elias Leiva, Tidaratana Sarakul,
Pattama Komkaew Second Row: Bruno Rubin de Celis,
Sheila Libali, Liza Eshetu, Sazia Moriom, Mai Thy Pham,
Monica Leiva, A1tagracia Garcia, Hung Tang Third Row:
Zulma Martinez, John Jaramillo, Edgar Jaramillo, Erick
Martinez, Genet Woldu, Frehiwot Befekadu, Sa rom
Yewodemen, Edita Tituana, Mussadah, Mr. Bellino

Silver Chips

\>---

Silver Quest

Silver Chips, Blairs stUdent-run newspaper is
made up of a hardworking and determined group
of students who write, edjt, and layout monthly
issues. Mr. Mathwin, the sponsor of Chips, is
pleased by their progress and continues to hold
high expectations for the award-winning publication. Editor-in-chief Delaney Susie, believes that
the large readership is due in part to the variety
of stories Chips covers.

Silver Quest is a journal detailing the scientific
research on projects performed by magnet seniors. Members of Silver Quest work on a yearlong Westing House project. Their research and
results are published at the end of the year. The
Silver Questjoumal can be used as a reference
for other students or for next years members.

FIrst Row: Delaney Susie, Giordana Segneri Second Row:
Porsha Childs, Cheraine Stanford, Amanda Vockerodt, Celia
Zwerdling, Amanda McMenamin 1blrd Row: Jessica McNiece,
Alicia Grogan-Brown , Emily Anthony, Dan Perl, Rehana
MwaJimu, Sarah Stella, April Ahn , Rachel Wiley Fourth Row:
Mr. Mathwin, Danny McBride, Megan Minnick, Arianne Boylan,
Brian Nolan, Steven Merkel, Jessica Povtak I'1fth Row: Emily
Pannebaker, Erica Levi , Paul Zimmerman , Jieun Sung,
Madeline Friedman, Ellen Malone
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FIrst Row: Louis Breger, Melissa Hao, Tanya Lee, Gary

Yang
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ProudToBeA
Part Of Building
Montgomery Blair
High School's
Future

Hovis
Washington Office
7475 Wisconsin Avenue
10th Floor
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
301. 951. 3800
Fax 301. 951 . 3151
Internet Address http://www.bovis.com

Congratulations Seniors!
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To Anna.
.
We ' ve talked . and laught!d and
cried for so many hours. I don't think I
could have survived witllout all your s
these past 6
upport
years. I know that no matter
~ere we e~d up you will always be my best
end . I WIsh you all the luck in the world
You are beautiful. I love you very much . .
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To Lizzy:
You are my most treasured friend .
Your beautiful smile , sarcastic
humor, and unquestionable
intelligence have given me immense
respect and admiration for you .
And remember: you still
have to be in my wedding!

Your Sister
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Nicole

Kera

arolyn Megan G

Elana

Hi, my name is (insert Lisa, Susa~n~''':::::~~_~'';'''--::;:---:I::JIF-
I go to Montgomery Blair High School , and I like dogs.

YOU'VE BEEN AL WAYS GLAD TO BE;

I'D LIKE TO ME-'~N AS MUCH T O YOU

It is by chance we met, by choice we became friends ...

Friendships forged are a construct stronger t.han steeL ..
built as a foundation ...necessary for life ...
and necessary for love. Friends ... you and me ...
you brought another friend ... and t~en there .wer~ three ..
we started our group ... Our clrcle of Friends ...
and like that circle .... there is no beginning or end ...

S.ta.ljc.e
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ELIZABETH ~ ISABEL

* ADRIENNE tl BETH © SARAH M.
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KERRY

* SARAH H.
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Kaufman Davis, LLP
Certified Public Accountants
Business and Management Consultants

Celebrating 40 years of service to
the Washington Metropolitan
community.
7475 Wisconsin Avenue
Suite 700
Bethesda, Maryland 20814-3417
Phone (301) 951-3636
Fax (301) 951-0425
E-Mail kd@kdcpa.com

Janelle Melinda Meagher
Congratulations Janelle:
Your high school years showed your diversity
as a person and your interests. In whatever you set
out to do you were a leader and achieved your goals.
There never was, and never will be, a goal or
challenge so great for you to master or achieve.
Remember, "anything you want, with dedication and
hard work is yours." Never stop dreaming -- never stop goal
setting!
We wish you much success and happiness as you
begin the next chapter in your life story, to become an environmental and civic engineer.
Godspeed and our love,
Mom, Chris, Jen, & Natalie

Congratulations

and
Best of Luck
Class of 19971

Equation for Success
Determination + Hard Work + Pride

=

LISA

Congratulations Usa. You have made us proud of the special young woman you have
become. We know you will succeed in college and in the future, and will continue to
always make us proud.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Ellen Kohl, Beth Cope, David Parr

" F riendship," said Christopher Robin.
"is a very comforting sort of thing to have."
A A

hohln~

To: Christina Clark
We love you and we are
proud of you! Keep up the
Good Work and God Bless
You Always!

Jessica McNiece

Congratulations

Love,
Mom and Doug

Dear Watson,
A poem to celebrate your
graduation and entry into the next
phase of your life:
Now is the future,
It's yours to nurture.
Make it what you will
With all of your skill.
Choose wisely for yourself,
But think of others as well.
The choices you make
Are for all of our sake!

To Our Dearest Son, Robert:
As you prepare to close the book on your childhood we want you to
know that raising you has been a joy and that it has been and continues
to be a privilege to be your parents. We know that you felt , at times,
that our expectations for you were high, but those expectations never
exceeded your abilities. Remember that you can only catch a star if you
reach for it.
We are all very proud of everything you have accomplished, and we
are confident that your college years and beyond will fulfill both your
dreams for yourself and ours for you. And, when you make your first
blockbuster movie , send us some t ickets to see it at the Uptown. We
will be too old to stand in line at 4 am.

I have every confidence that you have
the determination and wisdom to become
the person you want to be and to
continue making wise choices in life.

We Love You With All Our Hearts ,

Love,
Dad

Statui 5esUfe me atui
J'[{ stand 6esUfe you,
atui toaetlier we
sfiow what we f...now
is true,
that there is notfiing
that one p{us a frie
J[ {

Erica,
When you were a little girl
you amused yourself and your fam ¥ y
by writing stories and rhymes which
had meanings despite their youthful
simplicity. You never stopped
writing and eventually your simple
rhymes became complex poems with deep
mean i ngs and your stories became awardwinning essays and newspaper articles.
Our young daughter, our sister and our
writer was growing up.
You've reached a milestone and
will soon begin another long and
exciti g journey in your life. You
have goals now. In the words of one of
your f p vorite poets, you still have
"miles to go before you sleep ... " with
your dedication, your ambition and your
love of th~ written word, we know you
will achieve what you wish. We love
you, we admire you and we are so very
proud of you~
Congratulations!
L :Ve always,
Nero., Dad, Allison & Travis

Congratulations Kera, We Love You!
Good luck at Frostburg, and remember we're
always here ifyou need us.

Love,
Casey and Jason

To my Kera,
So proud of you·
What you accomplished and what
you plan to accomplish. Just another
reason to look up to you (not just
talking about height). f know you'll
make it. Keep setting your goals. f
loue you as an ouer protectiue sister
and as my best friend.
Loue always,
Carly

Our dear Kera,
You were always ready
to go, and now we must let you.
Just remember to look both
ways.
All our Loue,
Mom and Dad

Kera King

Congratulations , Nathan!

CAPITOL
FINANCIAL
-mm!I PARTNERS

J

Insurance

Anne Rodman Thorward
8614 Westwood Center Drive

SwteSOO
Vienna, VA 22182-2272
703847-9660 Fax 703847-8499

* Employee Benefits * Investments

Securities products and services oJrCRd through MML Investoa Services, Inc., 1414 Main SIred. Springfield,
MA 01144-1013, (413) 737-8400.

1980
Love,

Mom of 1994 ALumni: KathLeell Fought

To Lyndsay,
Our bright eyed girl

mom, dad & Amy
Love,
Mom and Dad

co

To Shanon, our wonderful son and brother

There was a voice inside of you that
whispers all day Long, "/ feeL that this is
right for me, / know that this is wrong."
No teacher, parent, friend or wise man
can decide what's right for you ·just listen
to the voice that speaks inside.
. SheL Silverstein

Dear Emily,
We are so proud of you. We
loue you! We hope your journey of
life is filled with joy .

With Love and kisses and great pride in
you
Mom, Dad, Morgan, & Laine

Loue,
Leanna

Mom & Abba

Angie,

Dear Aileen,
Reach for your dreams!
Congratulations! We loue you.
Mom, Dad & Amy

Loue,
Mom, Dad & Mike

Congratulations to my little sister!
Good luck and keep me laughing!

Love,

Loue,
Mom & Dad

STEVE
You are super! We are so proud of
you! Follow your dreams and follow
your heart as you continue to learn
and experience life. You haue our
support now and always.

Congratulations to our
"Princess of Power"

Through the years I've watched you grow
into a strong and graceful person. I see how inde·
pendent you've become and I know soon you'll be
on your own.
It takes a lot to admit you're no longer the
little girl I sat and made butterflies with; to realize
you're not just my little sister, you're a beautiful,
talented woman. You really are.
Good luck in all your endeavors. I love you.
You've made me very proud to be your sister.
Love,
Tiffani

Dear Beth,
I am very proud of the woman you
have become. You are intelligent,
thoughtful, logical, and independent.
You follow your dreams, not follow
the crowd. In addition, you are warm,
kind, and beautiful inside and out.
I love you,
Mom

CDGRATVLAT1DNS
Simo", A",umio
Success is swed. This is
al10ther step to achieve
'Iou... $oa1. You aN
'fou... wa'f.
Love.
MDMANDDAD

0'"

Thank you mom and dad for
everything.
Vlad

I am so happy
with the direction
that your life
is taking you
All of your actions
are so noble and intelligent
I often think about
how you were the same way
when you were a little boy
I hope that you remain so in control
of your life forever
And I want you to know that
sometimes you will make mistakes
and when those times occur
the proudest mother in the world
is always here
to encourage you
to understand you
to talk with you
to support you
and to love you forever
Mom

Beth,
Congratulations! We are very
proud of you and your
accomplishments. We
admire the high goals you set
for yourself and the tenacity
with which you go about
achieving them. We wish
you great happiness and
success in all your future
endeavors. It's been ajoy
watching you grow.

.8vest

MENTS

SIGNS AND BANNERS
BY ALICE MEYER
9216 Glenville Road
Silver Spring, MD 20901
301-439-2249
FAX-434-2362

Lisa Ho[finger

t
acs

Erf'ClIlil 'e Dirf'clor

50 I Sligo Avenue
Silver Spring. MD 20910
(30 I ) 585-6556
Fax (301) 585-3074

We love you so very much,
Dad, Mom, & Sarah

,ShOLt'il!g J/0u Care ...

~LOWER8

Congratulations and
good luck to the Class of
1997!! We wish the
best on all of your endeavors!

8201 GEORGIA AVENUE
SILVER SPRING, MARYlAND 20910
PHONE: 301-588-1300
FAX: 301-585·6775
NATIONWIDE 1-800-775-5459

,Since 1947

Thank you for trusting your memories to Taylor Publishing!
For your yearbook printing needs, call loeWenzl.
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A
Aaronson, Hannah
50,82 ,243
Abai, Semhal
146
Abbas, Rameez
116,223
Abdul-Khabeer, Masudah
116
Abebe, Darik
92
Abebe, Lidya
92
Aboyme, Allen
116
Aboyme, Stacey
92
Abrams, Carmen
192,245
Abu , Michelle
116,244
Achrati , Nora
31,116
Acquoi, Emmett
50
Acton, Sarah
146
Adams, Christina
50,82
Adams, Kristy
243
Adams, Teria
146
Adamson , Vickie
184
Addai-Robinson, Cynthia
92,254
Afework, Lidya
146
Afework, Meron
146
Aguilar, Santos
116
Agustin , Bella
116
Ahemd, Poppia
92,245
Ahmed, Arif
146,217
Ahmed, Rumee
50
Ahn, April
27,92,254
Akande, Olubu
116
Akinjiola, Folukemi
116
Akinnagbe, Emily
92
Akinnagbe, Samual 92
Akman , Michael
50,82,243
A1banez, Bildad
146
Alberto, Fredy
92
A1coba, John
203
Alfaro, Julissa
50,82
Alfaro, Walter
116
Alger, Joseph
146
Ali , Kishma Huggins 156
Allen, Jeremy
146
Allen, Nicholas
92,252,254
Alii, Shafeeza
117
Allmond , Scott
92
Almonte, Jazmin
92
Alvarenga, Oscar
146
Alvarez, Adilda
146
Alvarez, Jennifer
50,82
Alvarez , Maria
146
A1vez-Moats, Ariel
20,146
Amare, Solomon
146
Amare, Tinbet
50
Amaya , Danny
92
Amaya, Jenny
146
Amaya, Rafael
50
Amini, Carolyn
194
Ammons, Joshua
92,244
Amponsah, Renee
92 ,244,245
Andalman , David
50,82,212,245
Andargie, Henock
117,255
Anderson, Jabaar
51
Anderson, Jennifer
117,211
Anderson, Mary Anne 117
Andrews, Adrienne
92,244
Anjou , Temitayo
51,243
Anmeka, Olisa
220
Anthony, Emily
51,82,246,254
Anthracite, Raymond 117
Antiri , Alicia
92
Antonisse, Harris
117
Anwah , Nnamdi
146
Anwah , Olisaemeka 51,82,244,245,248
Aparicio, Jose
117
Aparicio, Roberto
92
Aponte, Simone
146
Applestein , Eliot
191
Aragon, Alison
51
Aragon , Billy
92,255
Aragon, William
146
Arana, Saul
117
Arbaiza, Edwein
146
Arbaiza, Francis
117
Arbarca, Bianca
92
Arboleda, Sarai
51
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Arefaine, Rahel
Arevalo, Jose
Argueta, Melvin
Arias, Angela
Arias, Carlos
Arias, Juan
Arias, Maira
Armstrong, Tamika
Arora, Reena
Arriaza III, Jorge
Arunee, Ngamsaard
Asamoah, Tony
Asare, Afua
Asata, Loretta
Asefa, Rbeka
Ashley, Chantel
Ashley, Matthew
Ashrafi, Zahra
Askew, Charles
Askwith , Ivan
Aslam , Rabia
Aslam , Rashid
Assefa, Mikyas
Assefa, Yonas
Auerbach , Erin
August, Emily
Ave, Elorm
Avila, Alonso
Avila, Erwin
Aviles, Dora
Aviles, Gloria
Ayala, Francisco
Ayele, Kaleb
Ayyanki , Deepti
Ayyanki , Rajini

146
51
146
146
51,82
51
51
51
117
146
146
147
51,82
117
92
147
92
51,82 ,250
191
117,242,248,254
147
117
117,245
92
147
117
47
147
117
147
117
51
51
147
51

B
Baccala, Lisa
Backus, Leslie
Bada, Oluwabusol
Bady, Carol
Balfour, Kobina
Bah , Hajasalima
Baik, Simon
Bailey, Lea
Bailey, Stacey
Baily, Christopher
Baiyertee, Baneriee
Baker, Bernard
Baker, Ethan
Baker, Evlyn
Baker, Kiana
Baker, Leah
Baker, Marcus
Baker, Maurice
Baker, Micah
Balcazar, Gustavo
Balla, Desiree
Ballard, Kent
Balogun , Mark
Baltodano, Elizabeth
Baltodano, Odilie
Banks, Alex
Banks, Rishard
Banson , Anthony
Barato, Rarnone
Barillas, Victor
Barker, Matthew
Barkmeyer, Daniel
Barlee, Thana
Barlett, Jamie
Bames, Ebony
Bamett, Shani
Barnwell, Eboni
Barrero, Alfredo
Barreto, Ramon
Barrientos, Isaeika
Barros, Marie
Bartlett, Lori
Bartley, Monique
Barton , Radcliffe
Bass Marra, Brendan
Batharsfield , Chris
Batko-Taylor, Abby

92
189
92,210
92,248
117,221
51,82,221
147
117
147
117
51
147
92,247
117
51
117
92 ,242
117
51 ,252
147
189
51,82,212,244,245
147
92
147
117
117
92,214
147
147
147
51,82 ,246
117,249,251
147
9
92
147
117
147
51
117,252
117
92
92
118
147,244
92 ,243

Batres, Alba
Battie, Melbadene
Bauckham , David
Bauer, Jaime
Baylor, Jovonna
Bayo, Omar
Bayotlang, Enrique
Baysmore, Markita
Bean, Codi
Bean , Courtney
Bean , Victoria
Beatty, Susan
Beaver, Arthur
Beck, Lindsay
Beckman, Emily

147,162
182
51,242 ,248,254
92
118
148
118
118
148
148,214
207
118,251
242
148,167,171
51,82,183,242, 243,
246
Beckwith, Marcellus 118,213,214
Bederu , Fitsum
52
Bederu , Mariam
92,245
Bederu , Semeretin
148
Bediako, Emmanuel 92
Beever, Arthur
52 ,82,247,251,252
Befekadu, Frehiwot 52,255
Belay, Olympia
148
Bell , James
148
Bell , Jane
187
Bell, Kieran
92
Bellino, Joseph
203,255
Bempong, Edward
148
Bempong, Teddy
146,147,244,245
Benam, Inbae
52
Bencio, Katherine
118
Benders, Naomi
92
Benders, Nikole
92
Benitez, Fernando
92
Benitez, Jorge
118
Benitez, Juan
118
Benna, Jeremy
92
Bennett, A1.!erado
148
Bennett, Pamela
118
Benson , Akila
93
Beny, Tom
171
Berenguat, Alexander 118
Berger, Elana
82
Berger, Jonah
93,220,252
Bergmann, Luke
93,220,252 ,253
Berhane, Kaleb
118
Berhanu, Jonathan
52,79,82,245
Berkeley, Anna
118
Berman , Aaron
52 ,82,246,248
Bemard, Gregory
93,110,216,243
Bernard, Kassandre 118,247
Bemett, Kelcin
9
Berrian III, Albert
93
Berridge, Shivonne
93,244
Berrios, Mario
148
Berry, Thomas
148,217
Bhatia, Puneet
118
Bhatia, Rupa
93,244
Bhattacharya, Rajorshi
148
Bhutani, Navin
148,184
Bianchini, Maddalena 207
Bieberstein , Juliane 93
Biggs, Claudine
178
Billheimer, Shipley
93,185,252
Bin, Bing Li
160
Bindeman, Jed
118
Bindeman , Nicholas 52
Birch, Anton
148
Birks, David
93
Bishop, Judith
198
Bishop, Twyla
206
Blair, Victoria
203
Blais, Sean
93
Blanco, Jamie
148
Blanco, Jose
93
Blocker, Theola
94
Bloom, [an
52
Bloom, Mary
194
Bockai, Tamba
118
Bogan, William
94
Bolane, Marie
52,94
Bonas, Rayshawn
118
Bonilla, Albania
52
Bonilla, Eric
148
Bonilla, Gelin
148
BonistaJli , Leah
52,82 ,242,246
Booker, Wexlwe
148
Borbor, Tomba
32,118
Borkman , Sara
118
Borrelli , Guy
201
Bosby, Dwayne
94
Bosse, Angelique
198
Botts, Shannon
148

Bouknight, [ilia
118
Bowers, Britt
148,16 5 ,211
Bowers, Erin
94
Boyd , Mareo
94
Boyd , Richardo
148
Boylan , Arianne
94,220,243,254
Braud, Ryan
148
Brazoban , Bartholomew
52
Breger, Louis
94,252 ,253,255
BreiL Nadine
52
Brescia, Elizabeth
118
Brewster, Emily
94,243
Brewster, Susannah 149
Brito, Miguel
118
Brobby, Alexis
94
Brodt, James
94
Brogden , Dominique 94
Brookins, Rodney
149,161
Brooks, Jason
52,82 ,224
Brown , Armeng
149
Brown, Bill
243
Brown, James
207
Brown, Joseph
52
Brown, Kathei
149
Brown, Katrina
184,288
Brown , Kenneth
149
Brown , Kizzie
118
Brown , Rashelle
11
Brown Jr., ShepHerd 52
Brown, Tanay
95
Brown, Thaddeus
52 ,82,288
Browne. Anna
118
Browne, Rashelle
52,95,210
Bruce, Ornar
118
Brudno, Yevgeny
149
Bruggeman , Aubrey 95
Brunn , Aime
52,81,82
Bryant, Chelsey
149
Bryant, Sergio
118
Buckhout-White, Michael
118
Buehler, Thomas
52,243,246
Buergler, Julia
118
Bui, Kiet
118
Bui, Phuocnha
119
Bunch , Henina
52,82
Bunday, Ralph
47.l98
Bunten , Natasha
149
Buonassisi, Giovana 119
Buran, Bradley
119,255
Burhani , Ruth
245
Burnett, Duwayne
52,214
Burnett, Kelcin
95,244
Burroughs, Amber
149
Burrows Gray, Brooke 149
Buschman, Timothy 52
Buten , Natasha
223
Butler, Georgia
119
Butler, John
52
Butler, Season
119
Byrd, Heather
95
Byrd, Kimerly
52

c
Caballero, Olive
Cabanas, Zarah
Cabrera , Gladys
Cabrera, Jennifer
Cai, Wei
Cai, William
Califa, Katherine
Callahan , Patrick
Cambell , Chris
Cameron , Peggy
Campbell, Erica
Campbell, Tamitha
Campos, Ana
Campos, Cruz
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